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Section 1. INTRODUCTION

  1.        INTRODUCTION

General information 

In February 2011, Wrocław began its efforts to be chosen as The World Games 
2017 host. In May 2011, the City of Wrocław officially announced its 
candidacy for the event along with Budapest, Genoa and Cape Town.          
On 5 September 2011 the International World Games Association (IWGA) 
announced the list of candidate cities that met the criteria                      
for the Games. This announcement was made after visiting                    
the candidate cities and verifying the application forms. This included 
Wrocław, Budapest and Cape Town. During the period from September                       
to December, IWGA representatives visited the candidate cities. 
 
On 11 and 12 January 2012, during the IWGA Executive Committee 
meeting in Lausanne, presentations of the final candidate cities were given. 
The President of the International World Games Association Ron Froehlich 
announced that Wrocław was to host the Games on 12 January 2012.

In Quebec on 21 May 2012, an agreement between the Municipality of Wrocław                    
and the International World Games Association was made. This agreement made the City of Wrocław the official host 
and organiser of the 10th World Games 2017.
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Section 1. INTRODUCTION Section 1. INTRODUCTION

Programme of the Games

The Host City was obliged to hold sports competitions in the following sports:

PRECISION SPORTS                                                                                         BALL SPORTS      TREND SPORTS

STRENGHT SPORTS

DANCE & GYMNASTICS SPORTS                                                                                          
                                                                                                                                                              MARTIAL ARTS

                                                                                                                                 

The World Games Rules and the Agreement that had been signed with IWGA, said that Wrocław as a host city was 
entitled to choose up to five sports that would be played during the Games under the so-called Invitational sports 
programme.

The organisers received 24 applications from sports associations and federations interested in taking part                
in the Games via the Invitational sports programme. Some of these applications did not meet the formal 
requirements. The other applications were considered in terms of opportunities available and organisational needs, 
attractiveness to the media, tradition and how popular that sport was in Poland. Eight disciplines were selected               
for the second stage of the selection process:

ź baseball,
ź american football,
ź futsal – indoor football,
ź kickboxing,
ź combined driving (horse driving trials),
ź chess,
ź indoor rowing, and
ź speedway.

Finally, the following disciplines were selected to participate in TWG:

This selection was made taking into account the results of an Internet poll carried out on where  www.wroclaw.pl, 
Internet users could specify the sports they would like to watch during TWG in Wrocław, by choosing from the list            
of sports above that qualified in the first stage. A total of 97,966 votes were cast in the poll.

ARCHERY 

BILLIARDS SPORTS

BOWLING

BOULES SPORTS

POWERLIFTING

TUG OF WAR

DANCE SPORTS

GYMNASTICS

BEACH HANDBALL

CANOE POLO

FISTBALL

FLOORBALL

KORFBALL

LACROSSE

SQUASH

AIR SPORTS

FLYING DISC

LIFESAVING

ORIENTEERING

ROLLER SPORTS

SPORT CLIMBING   

FINSWIMMING   

WATERSKI & 
WAKEBORD   

JU-JITSU

KARATE

MUAYTHAI

SUMO

AMERICAN FOOTBALL

INDOOR ROWING

KICKBOXING

SPEEDWAY

INVITATIONAL SPORTS

http://www.wroclaw.pl
http://www.wroclaw.pl
http://www.wroclaw.pl
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The Schedule of the Games agreed with IWGA was as follows:
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Cooperation with IWGA

All activity between the Host City and IWGA was regulated by the Agreement. The Agreement established a joint 
Coordinating Committee for The World Games 2017, made up of five IWGA representatives and five representatives 
of the City.

The Agreement said there should be up to ten 
meetings of the Committee during the whole 
period of coordination, which were held             
on the following dates:

2-3  December  2013
8-9  April  2014
19-20  November  2014
6-7  March  2015
5-6  November  2015
29-30  June  2016
1  December  2016
1  June  2017
2  October  2017

Local Organising Committee

According to the Agreement, the Host City was solely and fully responsible for the entire organisation of the Games 
and was obliged to appoint a Local Organising Committee to deal with all operational aspects of the organisation     
of TWG2017. At the same time, the Agreement stated that the City could set up a company or other entity to organise 
The World Games, provided that this entity was known as the Wrocław Organising Committee (WOC).

Consequently, in order to prepare for and host the 10th World Games 2017, Wrocław City Council under resolution    
of no. LIII/1324/14 of 23 January 2014, decided to establish a company called Wrocławski Komitet Organizacyjny – 
Światowe Igrzyska Sportowe 2017 Sp. z o.o. with the Municipality of Wrocław as the sole shareholder.

Section 1. INTRODUCTION

        MANAGEMENT OF THE GAMES2.  

General information

The Mayor of Wrocław appointed (by Order No. 8472 of 3 September 2013 (with later amendments) an Executive 
Committee for The World Games 2017 in Wrocław, in order to carry out activities related to the Games. This was        
to fulfil the Agreement concluded on 21 May 2012 between the Municipality of Wrocław and the International World 
Games Association.

Composition of the Committee after the last valid amendment to the Order (20 October 2016):

1) Chair of the Committee:  Mr. Wojciech Adamski - Deputy Mayor of Wrocław

2) Members of the Committee: 

ź Mr. Adam Grehl - Deputy Mayor of Wrocław,
ź Mr. Maciej Bluj - Deputy Mayor of Wrocław, 
ź Ms. Anna Szarycz - Deputy Mayor of Wrocław,
ź Mr. Marcin Urban - Treasurer of the City of Wrocław, 
ź Mr. Włodzimierz Patalas - Secretary of the City of Wrocław,
ź Mr. Jacek Barski - Director of the Department of Architecture and Development of the Municipality of Wrocław,
ź Ms. Elżbieta Urbanek - Director of the Department of Infrastructure and Economy of the Municipality of Wrocław,
ź Mr. Lech Filipiak - Director of the Department of Real Estate and Maintenance of the Municipality of Wrocław,
ź Mr. Marcin Garcarz - Director of the Department of the Mayor, Municipality of Wrocław,
ź Mr. Jacek Sutryk - Director of Department of Social Affairs of the Municipality of Wrocław,
ź Mr. Piotr Mazur - Director of the Sports, Tourism and Recreation Office of the Municipality of Wrocław,
ź Mr. Jarosław Delewski - Director of the Education Department of the Municipality of Wrocław,
ź Mr. Paweł Łosiński - President of the Management Board of Wrocławskie Centrum Treningowe Spartan  Sp. z o.o.,
ź Mr. Marcin Przychodny - President of the Management Board of Wrocławski Komitet Organizacyjny Światowe 

Igrzyska Sportowe Sp. z o.o.,
ź Mr. Adam Roczek - Vice President of the Management Board of Wrocławski Komitet Organizacyjny Światowe 

Igrzyska Sportowe Sp. z o.o., and
ź Mr. Paweł Rychel - President of Wrocławskie Inwestycje Sp. z o.o.

3) Secretary of the Committee - Ms. Beata Pierre, authorised representative of the Management Board                       
of Wrocławski Komitet Organizacyjny Światowe Igrzyska Sportowe Sp. z o.o.

The company Wrocławski Komitet Organizacyjny – Światowe Igrzyska Sportowe 2017 Sp. z o.o., acting as the Local 
Organising Committee referred to in the Agreement, was incorporated on 14 February 2014 with a Memorandum        
of Association (Notary Deed, Roll of Deeds A No. 455/2014) by the Mayor of Wrocław, acting on behalf of and            
for the Municipality of Wrocław, pursuant to resolution no. LIII/1324/14 of the City Council of Wrocław of 23 January 
2014. The company was registered with the National Court Register by the District Court for Wrocław Fabryczna with 
KRS registration number: 0000504742 and is identified by taxpayer number NIP: 8971796827 and statistical 
number REGON:  022358693. The Company's registered office address is Rynek 13, 50-101 Wrocław, Poland.

The distribution of responsibilities related to holding TWG in Wrocław between the organisational units                      
of the Wrocław Municipality, the municipal organisational entities, the municipal entities operating under 
commercial law and the cultural institutions of the Wrocław Municipality were determined by Presidential Orders  
No. 3564/16 of 17 February 2016 and 5590/16 of 20 October 2016.

WOC was obliged to organise and hold the Games, ensuring proper organisation in all areas. In addition, according     
to the provisions of the Order of the President of Wrocław No. 3564/16, WOC was responsible for co-ordinating and 
supervising any work entrusted under this Order to designated units and institutions.

Section 2. MANAGEMENT OF THE GAMES
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Section 2. MANAGEMENT OF THE GAMESSection 2. MANAGEMENT OF THE GAMES

As WOC is a company whose only shareholder is the Municipality of Wrocław, it is governed by the Public 
Procurement Law and, therefore, when ordering services and supplies, it is obliged to apply the rules and procedures 
for the award of public contracts under that law. These procedures and formal requirements are defined                          
in the internal Public Procurement Rules of the Company.

The organisational chart of the Company, which also defines all TWG2017 organisation areas, is presented                  
in Diagram 1.

Diagram 1.  WOC organisational structure 

WOC Management Board

According to the Memorandum of Association, the Management Board of WOC consists of one to three members 
being appointed and dismissed by the Supervisory Board of the Company. The term of office of the Management 
Board is two years.

The Management Board of the 1st term of office

Board 
Plenipotentiary
for key projects

and  Partners

BOARD

Venues
Events

Host Broadcaster

Ticketing

PromotionHR  
Administration 

EHS

IT

Infrastructure
Host 

Broadcaster

Venue
preparation

Accommodation

Overlay

Safety & Security

Medical care

Volunteering

Hospitality

Accreditations
& Visas

Merchandising

Media &
new media

SportAccountancy, 
Controling 

Insurance

President
of the Board

Office

Legacy

TWG Plaza,  
TWG Party

Field of play
preparation

Venues rental

Public 
Procurement

Sponsoring

PR & 
Communication

Spokesperson, 
Communication

Department Vice President
of the Board

Transport

Catering
Anti -doping

Sport & Venues
Games 

Services

IT

Timing, 
Scoring, 

Info system

Sports 
presentation

Venue design 
& signage

Ceremonies,
Protocle

VIP zone

Finance &
Administration

Opening
& Closing

Ceremonies

Marketing

The Management Board of the 2nd term of office

According to the Memorandum of Association, control of Company activities is conducted by the Supervisory Board, 
whose term of office is three years.

The Supervisory Board of the 1st term of office

The Supervisory Board of the 2nd term of office

Operational readiness - Master Plan

The schedule for the preparation of The Games was set out by WOC Management Board and the Supervisory Board  
in their Master Plan. The Master Plan covered 42 key areas of work, and set out the actions that needed to be taken   
to ensure that the obligations under TWG2017 Agreement were fulfilled. The process of implementing particular 
tasks was divided into various main stages defined as:

1.   Planning - Market research and concepts. 
2.   Choice of methods of realisation - closure of planning, tenders, contracts, selection of Contractors.
3.   Preparation for the realisation – operational plans, rules and regulations, manuals.
4.   Implementation and realisation - production of components, personnel training, deliveries, rehearsals and tests.
5.   The Games. 
6.   Financial settlement, summaries, reports.

Section 2. MANAGEMENT OF THE GAMES

14 February 2014 – 31 August 2015
Two-member Board:

President of the Board: Piotr Przygoński
Deputy President of the Board: Michał Bobowiec

1 September 2015 – 31 January 2016
Single-member Management Board:

President of the Board: Piotr Przygoński

1 February 2016 – 5 May 2016
Two-member Board:

President of the Board: Marcin Przychodny
Deputy President of the Board: Adam Roczek

Period Composition of the Management Board

Men's Recurve

 ITA TONELLI Amedeo

USA ELLISON Brady

JPN OONUKI Wataru

Women's Recurve

GER UNRUH Lisa

GBR FOLKARD Naomi

ITA TOMASI Jessica

Event Medal Country Athlete

14 February 2014 – 22 April 2016
Chairman: Piotr Paś

Deputy Chairman: Magdalena Bulik-Nowińska
Member of the Supervisory Board: Marian Dymalski

22 April 2016 – 25 May 2017

Chairman: Piotr Paś
Deputy Chairman: Magdalena Bulik-Nowińska

Member of the Supervisory Board: Marian Dymalski
Member of the Supervisory Board: Agnieszka Tuderek–Kuleta

Member of the Supervisory Board: Barbara Cioch

Period Composition of the Supervisory Board

5 May 2016 – present
Two-member Board:

President of the Board: Marcin Przychodny
Deputy President of the Board: Adam Roczek

Period Composition of the Management Board

25 May 2017 – present

Chairman: Piotr Paś
Deputy Chairman: Magdalena Bulik-Nowińska

Member of the Supervisory Board: Marian Dymalski
Member of the Supervisory Board: Agnieszka Tuderek–Kuleta

Member of the Supervisory Board: Barbara Cioch

Period Composition of the Supervisory Board
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The organisational chart of the Company, which also defines all TWG2017 organisation areas, is presented                  
in Diagram 1.

Diagram 1.  WOC organisational structure 

WOC Management Board

According to the Memorandum of Association, the Management Board of WOC consists of one to three members 
being appointed and dismissed by the Supervisory Board of the Company. The term of office of the Management 
Board is two years.

The Management Board of the 1st term of office

Board 
Plenipotentiary
for key projects

and  Partners

BOARD

Venues
Events

Host Broadcaster

Ticketing

PromotionHR  
Administration 

EHS

IT

Infrastructure
Host 

Broadcaster

Venue
preparation

Accommodation

Overlay

Safety & Security

Medical care

Volunteering

Hospitality

Accreditations
& Visas

Merchandising

Media &
new media

SportAccountancy, 
Controling 

Insurance

President
of the Board

Office

Legacy

TWG Plaza,  
TWG Party

Field of play
preparation

Venues rental

Public 
Procurement

Sponsoring

PR & 
Communication

Spokesperson, 
Communication

Department Vice President
of the Board

Transport

Catering
Anti -doping

Sport & Venues
Games 

Services

IT

Timing, 
Scoring, 

Info system

Sports 
presentation

Venue design 
& signage

Ceremonies,
Protocle

VIP zone

Finance &
Administration

Opening
& Closing

Ceremonies

Marketing

The Management Board of the 2nd term of office

According to the Memorandum of Association, control of Company activities is conducted by the Supervisory Board, 
whose term of office is three years.

The Supervisory Board of the 1st term of office

The Supervisory Board of the 2nd term of office

Operational readiness - Master Plan

The schedule for the preparation of The Games was set out by WOC Management Board and the Supervisory Board  
in their Master Plan. The Master Plan covered 42 key areas of work, and set out the actions that needed to be taken   
to ensure that the obligations under TWG2017 Agreement were fulfilled. The process of implementing particular 
tasks was divided into various main stages defined as:

1.   Planning - Market research and concepts. 
2.   Choice of methods of realisation - closure of planning, tenders, contracts, selection of Contractors.
3.   Preparation for the realisation – operational plans, rules and regulations, manuals.
4.   Implementation and realisation - production of components, personnel training, deliveries, rehearsals and tests.
5.   The Games. 
6.   Financial settlement, summaries, reports.

Section 2. MANAGEMENT OF THE GAMES

14 February 2014 – 31 August 2015
Two-member Board:

President of the Board: Piotr Przygoński
Deputy President of the Board: Michał Bobowiec

1 September 2015 – 31 January 2016
Single-member Management Board:

President of the Board: Piotr Przygoński

1 February 2016 – 5 May 2016
Two-member Board:

President of the Board: Marcin Przychodny
Deputy President of the Board: Adam Roczek

Period Composition of the Management Board

Men's Recurve

 ITA TONELLI Amedeo

USA ELLISON Brady

JPN OONUKI Wataru

Women's Recurve

GER UNRUH Lisa

GBR FOLKARD Naomi

ITA TOMASI Jessica

Event Medal Country Athlete

14 February 2014 – 22 April 2016
Chairman: Piotr Paś

Deputy Chairman: Magdalena Bulik-Nowińska
Member of the Supervisory Board: Marian Dymalski

22 April 2016 – 25 May 2017

Chairman: Piotr Paś
Deputy Chairman: Magdalena Bulik-Nowińska

Member of the Supervisory Board: Marian Dymalski
Member of the Supervisory Board: Agnieszka Tuderek–Kuleta

Member of the Supervisory Board: Barbara Cioch

Period Composition of the Supervisory Board

5 May 2016 – present
Two-member Board:

President of the Board: Marcin Przychodny
Deputy President of the Board: Adam Roczek

Period Composition of the Management Board

25 May 2017 – present

Chairman: Piotr Paś
Deputy Chairman: Magdalena Bulik-Nowińska

Member of the Supervisory Board: Marian Dymalski
Member of the Supervisory Board: Agnieszka Tuderek–Kuleta

Member of the Supervisory Board: Barbara Cioch

Period Composition of the Supervisory Board
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Section 2. MANAGEMENT OF THE GAMESSection 2. MANAGEMENT OF THE GAMES

Operational Management – project management structure during the Games

During The Games, services defined as tasks in the Master Plan were provided at the Official Locations, including     
24 Competition Venues, and in urban spaces. For this reason, an Official Location, in particular a Competition Venue, 
became the main unit of management during the Games. 

TWG2017 Operational Management Structure, which defines how WOC worked for the duration of The Games,            
is presented in Diagram 2. WOC's operation in accordance with the structure of Diagram 2 was planned for the period 
from 10 June to 2 August 2017. The model management structure of an official Competition Venue is presented         
in Diagram 3. 

Diagram 2. TWG2017 Operational Management Structure – Organisational Chart.

Diagram 3. Master Venue – model scheme for the management of an Official Venue.
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Section 2. MANAGEMENT OF THE GAMESSection 2. MANAGEMENT OF THE GAMES

Operational Management – project management structure during the Games

During The Games, services defined as tasks in the Master Plan were provided at the Official Locations, including     
24 Competition Venues, and in urban spaces. For this reason, an Official Location, in particular a Competition Venue, 
became the main unit of management during the Games. 

TWG2017 Operational Management Structure, which defines how WOC worked for the duration of The Games,            
is presented in Diagram 2. WOC's operation in accordance with the structure of Diagram 2 was planned for the period 
from 10 June to 2 August 2017. The model management structure of an official Competition Venue is presented         
in Diagram 3. 

Diagram 2. TWG2017 Operational Management Structure – Organisational Chart.

Diagram 3. Master Venue – model scheme for the management of an Official Venue.
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Cooperation with Partner Cities and the Lower Silesian Voivodeship

On 21 October 2014, an Agreement was signed between the Municipality of Wrocław and the Lower Silesian 
Voivodeship. In the Agreement, the parties said they would assist and work with each other as part                               
of the organisation of the 10th World Games 2017.

Bearing in mind this agreement, and the desire to bring TWG closer to the residents of the region, a decision was 
taken to hold some of the events of The World Games in cooperation with cities/towns located in the Lower Silesia 
region. Agreements were signed with three Partner Cities:

ź on 30 November 2015 with Świdnica,
ź on 2 March 2016 with Jelcz-Laskowice, and
ź on 2 March 2016 with Trzebnica.

Collaboration with the Polish Olympic Committee and the Ministry of Sports and Tourism

Cooperation Agreements on the organisation of The World Games 2017 between the Municipality of Wrocław, and 
the Minister of Sport and Tourism as well as between the Municipality of Wrocław and the Polish Olympic Committee 
(POC) were signed on 2 October 2014 at the offices of the Ministry of Sport and Tourism in Warsaw. These 
Agreements aimed to achieve both organisational success of the project, and to promote physical activity,              
the Olympic movement and Poland. 

The Agreement with the Minister of Sport and Tourism defined the following areas of joint action:

ź construction and modernisation of sports infrastructure for the Games,
ź organisation of the Games,
ź promotion of physical activity,
ź support for the preparation of the Polish national team to participate in the Games, and
ź promotion of Poland and Wrocław as the host city of the Games. 

The scope of the Agreement with the Polish Olympic Committee comprised: 

ź development of sport,
ź promoting and disseminating the principles of the Olympic movement, and
ź promotion of Poland and Wrocław as the host city of the Games.

Designated representatives of the Ministry and POC supported WOC's activities throughout the preparation period 
for TWG, and, during the Games they assisted the Polish national team.

Risk Management

Given the scale and importance of the event, the risk of emergency and non-scheduled developments during          
the implementation of the project was analysed. The risk analysis covering Official TWG2017 Venues, and                
the implementation of key services was subject to constant ongoing verification and updates. The risk analysis was 
presented to IWGA twice a year, in accordance with the Agreement. 

Alternative and remedial actions were developed in case of problems arising as identified in the risk analysis.             
These were included in the operational plans of the Official Venues and the services prepared by WOC. 

Section 2. MANAGEMENT OF THE GAMESSection 2. MANAGEMENT OF THE GAMES
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  3.        BUILDING THE BRAND: Promotion and Communication

General information 

Communication activities during The World Games 2017 aimed to get coverage with a satisfactory number of media 
publications, have a constant media presence with positive content, to promote Wrocław as a host city, to give        
the largest possible measurable advertising value equivalent (AVE) and increase the recognition of the Games and 
their disciplines across the country. 

One of the main communication objectives was to build social acceptance for The World Games 2017 in Wrocław and 
to convince the public about the uniqueness of the event. It was also important to spread the idea of "Legacy" -       
the heritage of The World Games Wrocław 2017, based on both the venues built especially for the Games and          
the social programmes that encouraged an active lifestyle among all social groups. 

These three objectives were supported by complementary communication, which developed and expanded           
the main assumptions. Information related to the promotion of ticket sales and the competitions in TWG2017 
sports was regularly visible in the media.

It is worth noting that The World Games, at the time of the signing of the agreement for the organisation, was             
a sporting event with little recognition, but this is not synonymous with the recognition of particular sports from         
the programme of the Games. This is because the programme includes sports and disciplines that are very well 
known to fans in Poland, such as martial arts, billiards and dance sports. In addition, the host city specified four 
invitational sports, which included speedway - a very popular sport in the Poland. The challenge, however, was to 
encourage spectators to go to the events in disciplines that are popular outside Poland, which were often unknown 
to local fans. 
 

Communication challenges and assumptions 

Based on an in-depth analysis, a number of communication challenges were identified. The most important 
included: bringing the residents of Wrocław and the region (i.e. potential spectators during the competition) closer 
to the idea of TWG and individual disciplines; achieving interest in the event from local, regional and national media; 
raising awareness among certain target groups of the benefits of holding TWG in Wrocław; building of the image        
of TWG2017 as an event where athletes would compete in sport disciplines of worldwide popularity; and creating     
an image of Wrocław as a modern and active city holding regular events of global reach. 

Due to the nature of the event, the main messages encouraging attendance at TWG2017 were addressed                  
to the residents of Lower Silesia, with particular emphasis on the Wrocław metropolitan area. The messages 
addressed to the people of Wrocław and the metropolitan area were aimed at raising, as far as possible,                    
the identification of Lower Silesians (especially Wrocław inhabitants) with the event organised in 2017. At the same 
time, a key task was to convince the people that this was a unique event that could not be missed. 

The communications and marketing team concluded that the communication and promotional activities would        
be effective if the people could be convinced that it was a tailor-made event especially for them, in line with             
the slogan formulated at the Barcelona Olympic Games: "Games must be at the service of the City. The City must not 
be at the service of the Games…. Because Games are temporary and the City is permanent...".  

An additional set of messages was developed for the nation-wide campaign, where the plan was to strengthen            
the positive image of the city as a venue for interesting events, worth visiting. The nation-wide image campaign was 
supposed to emphasise why Wrocław is special, building the brand of Wrocław as the most sports-friendly city         
in Poland. 

It is worth mentioning that the national media was also reaching the local (Wrocław metro area) and Lower Silesian 
audiences. This increased pride in the city, as people could identify with an event of nation-wide media coverage.

Key messages

Communication on The World Games 2017 focused on three statements that have been applied since March 2015:
ź TWG2017 is a great sports event, the only one of such importance in the history of Wrocław and Poland.
ź TWG2017 is a festival of sports familiar to people, sport for everybody, and encourages physical activity.
ź The venues built for TWG2017 will remain in the city after The Games and serve the residents in their daily 

recreation.

These three image elements were communicated simultaneously, but with varying intensity. The image of TWG2017 
and their reception is the sum of these three inseparable messages.  

Supplementary messages

ź TWG2017 is an event that cannot be missed. The only chance to see the best athletes in the world in disciplines 
that rarely (if at all) can be watched in Poland at such a high level.

ź Many of TWG2017 disciplines can be tried by anyone, regardless of age, without the need to purchase specialised 
equipment.

ź TWG2017 is an opportunity to see how Poles are doing in comparison with world-leading athletes, and                 
an opportunity to enjoy their successes (ju-jitsu, powerlifting, sport climbing, kick-boxing).

ź TWG2017 is an opportunity to cheer on the large Polish team, the athletes with a White Eagle (Polish national 
symbol) on their chest.

ź Thanks to TWG2017, a number of programmes have been launched to promote new sports and physical activity 
among young people. Schools were given equipment and the programme "Mali wspaniali" (Magnificent Minors) 
was introduced in all kindergartens in Wrocław; it is also being developed in several other Polish regions.

ź TWG2017 is a ticketed event, but tickets are available at affordable prices, which will allow entire families             
to attend.

As a result, the communication was intended to support the marketing and sales activities related                               
to the commercial dimension of TWG2017.

Channels and tools for building the brand and image:

ź media coverage,
ź website and social media,
ź outdoor promotional and image campaigns, and
ź promotional events.

Cooperation with Media

Considering the influence and potential impact of coverage in the traditional media on the branding, collaboration 
with Media Patrons and the Host Broadcaster had already been taken into account during the planning phase           
of the Master Plan.

TV promotion

In November 2015, following an appropriate procedure, an agreement was signed with the Host Broadcaster - ATM 
System Sp. z o.o. (HB). The agreement included the television broadcast production of the Games, and a non-
compulsory additional element in the form of producing, before TWG2017, a package of editorial materials building 
the image of the Games and Wrocław as the Host City. 

The World Games 2017 Wrocław Organising Committee planned a promotional TV programme for the Games based 
on a consistent and well-structured narrative. The programme highlighted the beauty of sport in TWG2017 sports, 
the future of modern sports, the popularity of non-Olympic sports and their availability, the presence of great sports 
at historical sites of world architecture such as the Centennial Hall in Wrocław or the Olympic Stadium, and              
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the promotion of a healthy lifestyle. In addition, the television programme included statements by opinion leaders, 
science and sports authorities and Ambassadors of the Games, or renowned athletes. The promotion covered 
various television activities selected so as to enticingly present the ideas and individual disciplines of TWG2017,          
the Host City and Institutional Partners such as the Ministry of Sport and Tourism and the Polish Olympic Committee. 
The HB released various forms of television promotion as editorial materials, short shows, interviews, 
announcements and trailers. Depending on the type of activity, they lasted from 40 to 90 seconds. The TV promotion 
plan was divided into stages, closely related to the preparation of The World Games 2017. The stages of the Image 
Package were: May 2016, June - September 2016, October - December 2016, December 2016 - August 2017. 

As part of the implementation of the Image Package, the HB produced and broadcast shows on Polsat Sport 
Television. These shows included the live coverage of the WDSF European Championship in Standard (May 2016) 
and the Final Four of the IFAF Europe Champions League (July 2016) as TWG2017 test events. In later stages,         
the HB produced and broadcast the following on Telewizja Polsat, Polsat Sport, Polsat Sport News, Polsat Sport 
Extra and Super Polsat: 80 editorial shows and nine short shows, which appeared more than 800 times in total 
during peak viewing times, especially the Prime-Time (from 5 p.m. to 11 p.m.), promoting the Games and 
highlighting their prestige and global reach. The target audience for the TV promotion was 16 to 49 year olds, 
reaching the audience level expressed by the GRP (Gross Rating Points) index, which reflects a 690% customer 
reach, as demonstrated in the relevant report. 

Section 3. BUILDING THE BRANDSection 3. BUILDING THE BRAND

Media Patrons

Apart from the TV partner, WOC worked closely with media outlets from other market segments. This included:  
'Przegląd Sportowy' (a Polish sports news daily), 'Trójka' - 3rd Channel of the Polish Radio network, Onet.pl and Fakt 
24.pl (together with the hard-copy version printed in 'Fakt' news daily). 

Partnership work was established with local newspapers such as 'Gazeta Wrocławska', 'Gazeta Wyborcza Wrocław' 
and 'Słowo Sportowe'. This work has resulted in the publication of numerous journalistic pieces and has contributed 
significantly to the promotion of the Games before it started and during the event.

Both the 3rd Channel of the Polish Radio network and Onet.pl used outdoor studios for the duration of TWG2017, 
which broadcast daily live programmes on the Games and presented the Games as they happened.

Media partners had varied responsibilities including reporting on ongoing events related to the TWG2017 and         
the promotion of the disciplines and athletes present at the event. 

It should be added that the 'Przegląd Sportowy' published an insert titled 'Skarb Kibica' (Fan's Treasure) -                   
a compendium about the disciplines and competitions of TWG2017; 'Gazeta Wrocławska' published in its free 
version 'Our City Wrocław' all the information related to the organisational side of the event, while 'Słowo Sportowe' 
published a guide to the disciplines.

Website and social media 

The website  was launched in November 2014. From the beginning, it included www.theworldgames2017.com
current information about the company's activities, a presentation of TWG2017 sports and the history of the event 
itself. With time, it began to publish more and more information about the preparations for The Games and                      
the progress of organisational work.

The official website was upgraded in May and June 2017 to meet the needs and challenges of reporting on TWG2017.  
In addition to the new visual design in line with the new Games visual identity system, new features were added such 
as an interactive schedule of The Games, a clock counting down the days to The Games, integration with the results 
display system - Swiss Timing, integration with the eBilet.pl ticketing system, integration with the official 
visitWroclaw.eu tourist website, a photo gallery, media panel and panel for volunteers with separate news, links              
to media social networks.

The server bandwidth was also increased from 250 megabits per second to 500 megabits per second, which helped 
achieve the following results:

ź 1,196,552 page views in July 2017 (2022% more than in the previous month),
ź 78,734,468 page requests in July 2017 (962% more than in the previous month).

Facebook

An official Facebook account was established in 2013. Since then, the profile has gained over 77,000 followers and 
active users. The number of fans has been increasing by an average of 500 users a month. 

The first posts were of a purely informative nature, and their purpose was to provide basics on The Games and inform 
people about the disciplines of the programme of TWG2017. With the launch of ticket sales (23 February 2017),              
a Facebook campaign to promote general admission tickets started.  

Posts were published with a regular frequency of 2 a day. Most of the content included a series of promotional videos 
and video footage - a series of 30-60-second videos of athletes (Heroes of TWG) and information about the sports 
disciplines with various presenters. These videos were the most popular on social media. In the first half                         
of 2017 the average video had over 84,000 views a month. The video that had the most views was "One month to go"        
(19.5 thousand views). All the posts have been viewed in total more than 11 million times, and their content 
attracted over 206,000 users. 

http://www.theworldgames2017.com/
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In July 2017, the Facebook profile activity increased to 3-4 posts per day (administrator activity increased                   
by 338.37%). The posts reminded followers of the place and time of each competition, presented reports from                     
the competition and the most important results. The photo galleries and videos summarising the individual days             
of the Games were very popular.

The total number of video views was 679,000. In July, the posts reached more than 25 million people (1939% more 
than the average in the first half of the year), involving more than 1 million users (3099% more than average 
involvement in the first half).

The biggest daily increase in the audience was on the day of the Opening Ceremony–additional 2,360 followers.        
In July, nearly 20,000 Internet users liked the TWG2017 Facebook.

The most viewed posts included:

ź Video of the Opening Ceremony: 448,000 views.
ź Photo of the Polish National Team saying the pledge before the Opening Ceremony: 213,000 views.
ź Announcement of the Opening Ceremony - photos from the assembly of the stage at the Wrocław Stadium: 

205,300 views.

The fans were mostly male (58%), aged 18-24. The largest nationality group were Poles.

Twitter

Until the start of the Games, the Twitter profile served as a supplement to the Facebook account. Twitter activity 
increased significantly in July 2017 (3,319% more than in the previous month), when the profile was the first source 
of information on the results, changes in the schedule and weather reports. At that time, user engagement 
increased by 2,061% as compared to previous months.

The most popular tweets included:

ź The pledge said by the Polish National Team before the Opening Ceremony: over 33,000 views.
ź Announcement of the american football match Poland vs. USA: 22,500 views.
ź Account of the concert performed by a band “Kult” in the Fan Zone at the TWG Plaza: 21,000 views.

The largest group of viewers were men (69%) in the 24-27 age group, from Poland. The rest were UK (7%) and         
US (6%) residents.

TWG 2017 Twitter account had about 2900 followers between 20th and 30th of July.

Instagram

In the first half of the year, the Instagram account was viewed by 3,500 users. In July 2017, the profile gained another 
3,000 followers. In addition to traditional posts, the photos published using InstaStory (removed after 24 hours) 
were also popular. User activity in July increased by more than 10,000% compared to the previous period.                
The viewers were more willing to share their opinions in photo comments (1,078% more than in the previous 
months), and the number of post likes increased by 2,456%. The most viewed posts included:

ź Summary of the medal classification - medal photographs: 777 likes.
ź Photo of the Polish national team saying the pledge before the Opening Ceremony: 693 likes.
ź Photo of the Polish national team at the parade during the Opening Ceremony: 631 likes.
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YouTube

A YouTube account was established in 2014 and since its beginning has played the role of video database. The profile 
was not promoted as the main focus was on the publication and promotion of film material hosted on YouTube         
on facebook.com. 

Currently, there are 113 videos on the channel, including 32 video reports from each day of the Games.                     
The most popular videos include:

ź The World Games 2017 - Ju-Jitsu: 473 views.
ź The World Games 2017 - VR 360° Experience: 194 views.
ź The World Games 2017 - Squash: 67 views.

The videos were mostly watched by men (73%) aged 25-34 (35%) from Poland (54%), Germany (5.9%) and             
the United States (4%). 

Across all social media, the hashtags #czekamynaTWG, #twg2017 and #roadtoWroclaw were used, and                       
the national and world federations of individual sports and IWGA were encouraged to use these hashtags.

Outdoor promotional campaigns

Promotional activities in the city of Wrocław aimed to create a positive image of the sporting event itself and other 
events such as the launch of ticket sales or “100 days to go”, and to fulfil sponsorship obligations. The first branding 
activities in the city started in March and lasted until the end of July.
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Promotional events

The events were divided into two main categories: test events and promotional events. The test events were 
organised with TWG sports federations and consisted of the organisation of competitions in particular disciplines         
at the Polish national and international level. These events aimed to both inform the fans about a particular sport,       
as well as testing organisational and marketing solutions for the organisation of The Games. 

The promotional events consisted of a variety of activities ranging from the presence of a brand-promoting stand         
at local events to major cultural and sporting events such as “Europa na Widelcu” or Wrocław Marathon. Besides   
the information stand, TWG workshops and sport presentations were organised at each of these promotional 
events. 

Section 3. BUILDING THE BRANDSection 3. BUILDING THE BRAND

Table 1.  The World Games 2017 events.

Marathon of Sports of The World 
Games

10.10.2015

ECC Active Parks 10 - 11.10.2015

Polish Orienteering 17-18.10.2015

World Cup Standard & Standard 
Festival

17.10.2015

Move Week at pl. Społeczny 27.09.2015

Hubertus/ Partynice Racecourse 25.10.2015

ECC Active Parks 24-25.10.2015

Muay Thai Gala Poland-Thailand 24.10.2015

EUCF – European Ultimate Club 
Finals

02-04.10.2015

3rd Sports Partners Meeting 
TWG2017

25.11.2015

Floorball Tournament 12-13.12.2015

Sportsman's Ball / Słodowa 15.01.2016

Sportsman's Ball / AWF 19.01.2016

K1 Gala in Eter 24.01.2016

EHF EURO 2016 24-31.06.2016

Polish Indoor Rowing 
Championships

31.01.2016

Tourism Fair / Centennial Hall 26-29.03.2016

10 Wrocactiv 13.03.2016

Dunikowski Boulevard Feast 16.04.2016

Uśmiech Kultury (Smile of 
Culture)

08.05.2016

Wrocław Youth Olympic Games 07.05.2016

WDSF European Championship 
Standard 2016

14.05.2016

Odra River Cup 28.05.2016

18. Olympic Picnic in Warsaw 11.06.16

Tumski Cup 19.06.2016

4th Night Half-Marathon and 
Olympic Picnic

18.06.2016

Pre-World Games 28.06.2016

Event Date

Summer Youth Olympic Games 
Opening Ceremony with 

TWG2017 workshops
22-23.07.2016

TWG Sports Town as part of One 
Year to Go

26-29.07.2016

Central European Jamboree 
2016 Championships

08.08.2016

Promotion of TWG2017 in Rio De 
Janeiro

5-21.08.2016

TWG2017 Sports Workshop/ 
Aquapark

20.08.2016

TWG2017 Sports Workshop/ 
Aquapark

06.08.2016

Summer Festival 2016 
in Miękinia

13.08.2016

6th Men's Floorball Polish Open 
2016

9-11.09.2016

34th PKO Marathon 11.09.2016

Active Neighbourhoods with 
TWG / INKOM

17.09.2016

Wrocław Medical University Run 1.10.2016

BIG GAME EXPO 2016 8-9.10.2016

Take the air at the Olympics 8.10.2016

Świdnica RST Half-Marathon 5.11.2016

International Tourism Fair in 
Wrocław

24-26.07.2017

Opening of the Swimming Pool 
at Wejherowska

4.03.2017

23rd International Tourism Fair 
'GLOBalnie' in Katowice

31.03-
02.04.2017

1st Odra River Day 22.04.2017

Flag Hand-over 26.04.2017

Wrocław Students' Run 14.05.2017

Tournament PGNiG Summer 
Superliga

19.05.2017

BBQ with The World Games 2017 25.05.2017

Floorball Świdnica 23-25.06.2017

Pre-schooler Day 06.06.2017

Health Aces 07.06.2017

Event Date
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The World Games 2017 media reach

Media monitoring was conducted on two levels - on the Internet and in the traditional media: printed media, radio 
and television broadcasting companies in Poland.

According to a report by IMM, between 1 October 2015 and the end of August 2017, information about TWG2017 was 
published in the Polish traditional media 6,958 times, of which 2,189 were in print editions, mentioned 1,176           
on the monitored television channels and 3,593 times in radio broadcasts.

The highest intensity of media coverage was reported from June to August 2017 when a total of 4,571 publications 
were published. 

It is worth emphasising that, as the event date got closer, information with a negative tone had disappeared. Their 
final number was so small that the monitoring system did not count them in the list. Neutral information prevailed, 
but it should be remembered that the positive tone was reserved in principle for advertising publications only.  

IWGA Flag Road Show

The ceremony of handing over the flag of The World Games has 
been carried out in Wrocław educational institutions since 2015. 
The flag of The Games was brought from Colombia by the Mayor       
of Wrocław Rafał Dutkiewicz in 2013. Wrocław schools and 
kindergartens subsequently hosted the flag, but crucially they 
learned about the sports of The World Games 2017, met with 
sporting champions and took part in games and contests devoted 
to this greatest sporting event in Polish history.

This opportunity to learn about The Games in their educational 
institutions (kindergartens, primary schools, junior high schools 
and some higher education institutions) included a symbolic 
hand-over of the flag with additional activities for the participants. Children and young people not only showed their 
sporting and artistic talents but also took part in sports workshops in "The World Games Town".

It is worth adding that during its journey in the school year of 2016/2017 the flag was hosted at 25 educational 
institutions. Over 8,000 children and young people, teachers and parents could feel the atmosphere, try TWG sports 
and win exciting awards in numerous competitions. 

The benefits for educational institutions, students and teachers included:

ź an opportunity to present talents and skills of the children and young people in front of guests,
ź an opportunity to participate in training sessions under the guidance of professionals in the disciplines played 

during the X World Sports Games – The World Games 2017, and
ź learning about the history of The World Games.

Partners:    
                                                                                                                                                            
The Education Department of the Wrocław Municipal Office and educational institutions.

Summary, conclusions and recommendations.

The media monitoring conducted by Instytut Monitorowania Mediów shows that the assumptions about media 
partners and patrons have worked, providing a broad coverage for the event and numerous publications. It is worth 
noting that only the traditional media was included in the calculation of the media equivalent value submitted below.
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According to the report by Instytut Monitorowania Mediów, the total media equivalent value in the period                     
of 1.10.2015 - 31.08.2017 in Poland was PLN 45,260,213, with the official broadcaster and patrons and media 
partners having the largest share.

In addition to the monitoring of traditional media, publications on Internet portals were also monitored. According    
to the Brand24 report, from 31 October 2015 to 31 August 2017, a total of 3,165 publications were published           
on Internet portals. Of these 1,534 were published from June 2017 to 31 August 2017.

The phrase "The World Games 2017" in the period from 1.10.2015 to 31.08.2017 was captured 44,453 times            
by the Brand24 monitoring, including 26,381 times within the period 01.06.2017 to 31.08.2017.

        BRANDS, LOOK AND SOUND OF THE GAMES4.  

General information

Large sports event organisers use a number of identifying elements to distinguish the event from other media 
accounts present in the public and media space. This is a generally accepted practice.

To ensure the expected level of recognition and awareness of The World Games, the following tools were developed 
and used:

ź event Logo,
ź visual Identity System (brand guidelines) to ensure consistency of all graphic materials,
ź anthem and jingle of the Games,
ź TV opening titles,
ź mascot, and
ź publications.

Logo

Commitment to create a logo and work on the logo design.  

In order to apply as a candidate for The World Games 2017, the City of Wrocław was obliged to propose a logo design 
for The Games.

The Office of Sport, Tourism and Recreation of the Municipality of Wrocław chose Bystra Vision Sp. z o.o. as the logo 
contractor. The selection was made as a result of the tender proceedings, Bystra Vision Sp. z o.o. proposed three 
alternative logo designs.

To protect their brand, WOC and IWGA applied for registration of the trade mark which was entered into the register 
on 28 January 2014. This registration was made in accordance with the International Classification of the Figurative 
Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification) - VCL (7) 27.05.01 and International Classification of Goods and Services 
for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice Classification) - NCL (10-2014) for a fixed period until                  
28 January 2024.

Visual Identity System – Branding of TWG2017 Host City and Venues

All products and graphic designs for the branding of the city and venues were developed in accordance with                
the System of Visual Identity adopted by WOC, based on TWG2017 logo in various formats, according                             
to the Key Visual of the sign. The dominant background colour in the visual identification was white, emphasising          
the colour of TWG2017 logo. WOC, when informing the public about upcoming Games or accompanying events, 
consistently applied the Key Visual, based on characteristic oblique shapes in pastel colours that could                         
be unmistakably associated by the audience with the image of The Games. The consistent use of products based            
on the visual identification system allowed for good visibility and was distinctive in the urban outdoor advertising 
space.  
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When the outdoor campaign stage was being 
planned, products were simplified to include only 
the necessar y  e lements.  The reduct ion                  
in the number of graphical elements allowed more 
"l ightness" to be given to the products.                
The outdoor campaign content was readable and 
easy to remember by the public because key 
messages (“Sports Event of the Year” and “Closer 
to You”) were used consistently and the forms      
of presentation of Partners and Sponsors were 
unified. 

Two stages of the brand exposure must be distinguished: the period before the Games and the period of the Games 
due to the purpose of these activities. 

On the other hand, outdoor activities under the marketing strategy were divided, for organisational and practical 
reasons, into two areas: branding in urban spaces and branding of Venues and other Official Locations of TWG2017.

In the period before The Games, the marketing strategy for TWG outdoor promotions included activities within          
the City of Wrocław and in Partner Cities. The plan was to establish an intensive, three-month campaign covering      
a variety of ATL media and formats. The nationwide campaign was carried out mainly with online marketing tools and 
in cooperation with Polsat TV – the Official Host Broadcaster. 

The aim of the outdoor campaign was to emphasise the scale of the event ("Sports Event of the Year") and                    
the diversity of the sports to reach a larger group of Wrocław residents, also for those who are less interested in sport 
and who want to look for new alternative leisure activities. 

Messages on billboards and in bus stop shelters were linked with competition venues that were nearby. For example, 
the fighting sports and water sports taking place in the Orbita complex were advertised on billboards and bus stops 
in the vicinity of the Orbita Hall. These messages were labelled with the slogan "Closer to you", to emphasise that 
every resident of Wrocław in the neighbourhood may feel that they are a host to the Games and help support the best 
athletes.

It was also crucial to develop a template for visual communications (permanent space for website presentation, 
ticket information, partner information) including strong and visible information about ticketing. 

For the duration of the Games, branding was one of the forms of visual identification of the event and mainly covered 
the city of Wrocław and all venues related to the organisation of TWG2017.

Examples of outdoor campaigns:

Branding of The World Games 2017 Venues

The World Games 2017 venues that were branded included the Competition Venues, athletes' accommodation sites, 
the Media Centre, the Volunteer Centre, the fan zone (World Games Plaza) and other official locations such               
as Wrocław Airport. There were over 50 facilities in total, located in the city of Wrocław and the Partner Cities. 

The branding of venues included the following elements:

ź fabric banners,
ź beach flags,
ź mesh banners,
ź  interlining product media,
ź single-and double-sided walls,
ź floor and window stickers,
ź roll-up banner stands,
ź monomeric film media, and
ź and other less standard branding media. 

Nearly 3,000 different materials were used in the production and implementation of Venue and Official Location 
branding.  Comprehensive provision of the entire service was entrusted to one contractor: Flagowa Kraina Sp. z o.o.

Mascot

Selection of a mascot design  

On 11 December 2013, a national art competition was announced for the creation of a character who would become 
the Mascot of the Games. 

The competition was open to design teams made up of participants aged 6-19. The team could come from any 
educational institution, community centre or municipal cultural centre. The design was to be made using any artistic 
technique on a sheet of 100/70 cm paper or presented electronically. Details of the competition, its rules and full 
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regulations were available at  In total, 620 entries were submitted. From these entries, the panel       www.wroclaw.pl.
of judges selected 50 proposals. Five entries were selected for the final round, and the winning design was chosen  
by Internet users in a poll conducted on the official website of the City of Wrocław, www.wroclaw.pl. 

The results of the poll were announced on 16 February 2015, during a gala ceremony held at the Nowe Horyzonty 
Cinema complex in Wrocław. The ceremony was held with the participation of invited guests and the designers         
of the five final pieces of work.

The winning design titled "Jaś i Małgosia" (Hansel and Gretel) got 31.1% of the vote. The designers were students 
from the 3rd High School in Wrocław Magdalena Włoczka and Aleksandra Gromadowska.

Winning design

After the results of the competition were announced, the designers explained their choice and inspiration:                 
"We searched for symbols of Wrocław, and because we are students at a school that has an architectural profile,            
we associated this with the Wrocław houses nicknamed Jaś and Małgosia (Hansel and Gretel), and additionally Jaś 
reminds us of a dwarf.”

Jaś and Małgosia are two medieval houses on the north-west corner of Wrocław's Markt Square connected              
by an arcade. They were probably built in the 15th century and are one of the must-see landmarks and architectural 
symbols of Wrocław. The likeness between Jaś the Mascot and a dwarf refers to another Wrocław symbol and urban 
legend – one can come across a figurine depicting a dwarf in Wrocław almost everywhere.

During the contest, 15,856 votes were cast for the mascot of The World Games 2017.  The first prize was a sports and 
tourist package. In addition, Internet users were able to select a "Work of the Month" from among other entries 
chosen by the panel of judges. The designers of those selected won sports equipment from The World Games 
disciplines for their respective schools or centres.

Once the winning entry was selected, there was an adaptation stage of the drawn characters to the production 
measures and large forms of promotional mascots (costumes for animators). It was necessary to develop 2D and 

3D models and a TWG mascot brandbook, that would allow a toy manufacturer to create plush toys. The brand 
booklet from the contractor gave details about how to reproduce the colours and features of the character 
(proportions, attributes like shoes, cap, details such as freckles, etc.), assuming technological simplification where 
necessary in the production of toys and costumes.

Production of the mascots

The production and delivery of advertising mascots were commissioned according to the production guidelines.    
The mascots have proven to be an integral part of the Games promotional campaign. 

In order to carry out promotional and image work before and during the Games, three sets of TWG2017 official 
mascot costumes were purchased. 

The sets presented were as follows: 

http://www.wroclaw.pl/
http://www.wroclaw.pl/
http://www.wroclaw.pl/
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Distribution of the mascots

The mascots were key in the promotional campaign of the Games. Their distribution was organised by WOC and their 
Partners during various types of promotional and sports events, including in schools, kindergartens, cultural 
centres, clubs and sports federations. Additionally, toys of the mascots were prizes in competitions organised         
on social media and on websites of WOC and Partners. 

During the Games, toys (small mascots) were given to all medal winners and Athletes of the Day, and were included  
in VIP and volunteer packages. During the Games, fans could take part in daily competitions and events held              
in sports facilities and in the Fan Zone - TWG Plaza. The prizes in the competitions were The World Games mascots 
and gadgets. 

Work of 'live' mascots during the Games

Like during other major sporting events, a decision was taken to hire actors who, dressed in official mascot 
costumes would entertain the public and promote the Games. 
The activities of these actors included posing for photos with fans, encouraging the audience to cheer and playing 
with children. The work of the live mascots was supervised by a dedicated coordinator from the company providing 
the service. 

Anthem 

Like other major sporting events, and using the rights set out in the IWGA Agreement, WOC decided to produce           
a musical theme - the Anthem of the Games. 

Having conducted market research and exploring the options available, a well-known Polish band Varius Manx was 
chosen.

fot. PAP

The Contractor, working together with the WOC team, defined essential assumptions about the production               
of the anthem of the Games, and then presented two proposals for the melodic line.  Once  the preferred melodic line 
was chosen, the lyrics were added.

Besides creating the work itself, an important element of The World Games anthem creation offer was the use           
of promotional elements in the national media.

The official unveiling of the Games Anthem took place on 10 June 2017 during the morning show “Pytanie                 
na śniadanie” on Polish Public Television.  Since then, the song has been used as a tool to promote The World Games 
2017 on radio and television. 

So far, the song has been viewed by 1,166,640 people on Youtube.

Link to the track: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=irLrelNMJF8. 

According to the Rules of The World Games, WOC was also obliged to provide The World Games with a signature tune, 
i.e. a jingle designed for the purpose of the Sports Protocol. This sound was intended to make reference                      
to the specificity of the Games and their dynamic and sporting character. The World Games tune was based              
on the soundtrack of the chorus of the Games Anthem and was used in all the Competition Venues not only during 
the ceremony, but also as background music for the whole of the Games.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=irLrelNMJF8
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TV Opening Titles

Opening titles producer

The opening titles to The World Games Programme Materials were developed by ATM System under an Agreement 
dated 20 November 2015.  They were produced by Group 13 on the instruction of ATM.

Opening titles concept and design

The opening titles took 30 seconds. They contain elements of graphic animations, photographs and music.

According to The World Games 2017 concept by WOC, the titles present, among other things, the competition 
venues, athletes in selected disciplines and textual information supplementing the message.

The use of the opening titles during The World Games

They were used as a starting and ending sequence (intro/outro) for television broadcasts from various disciplines 
broadcast on television, both nation and worldwide. 

Publications

A number of printed materials such as folders, flyers etc. were distributed by WOC before the Games.

There were several different graphic and text variants, including Polish, English, German, Czech and Brazilian 
Portuguese. In addition, special publications – brochures linking the promotion of Wrocław as the host city and        
the Games have been created for special events such as the CMM Meetings and WDSF European Championship 
Standard Dance.

Publications for the Games:

To develop printed materials for the Games, WOC set up a Working Team for Competition Publications in September 
2016, composed of representatives of various departments of the Company. The team worked under                         
the coordination of a Media and Marketing Department staff member. The team was supplemented by an employee 
of the Promotion, Tourism and Recreation Office of the Municipality of Wrocław. 

The main aim of appointing this Team was to develop and commission the printing of materials (publications and 

supplementary materials – i.e. dedicated city maps, leaflets, posters), for the purpose of an effective and efficient 
information policy in the Host City before and during The World Games 2017. The team was supposed to provide 
consistent quality materials for target groups that were defined in the IWGA agreement, and according                           
to the internal needs and recommendations of various WOC departments. 

The following publications were approved for printing: 

Additionally, for the purposes of the promotional and information campaign the following items were approved for 
printing:

ź promotional leaflets for events or trade fairs, language versions PL and ENG format: DL (99 x 210 mm),                   
2 x 10,000 copies,

ź informational and promotional posters for distribution in schools, kindergartens, health centres, cultural 
centres, science and art centres, companies, tourist information points; format: B1 (680 x 980 mm),                   
10,000 copies,

ź leaflets with delivery - non-addressed leaflets, distribution in mailboxes, 375,000 copies, format:                          
DL (99 x 210 mm), and

ź tournament flyers 2 x 30,000 copies.

The distribution of folders, leaflets and posters was carried out with the help of volunteers, Info-points employees 
and employees of the Promotion, Tourism and Recreation Office of the Municipality of Wrocław. The materials were 
distributed in over 50 locations in Wrocław and Partner Cities. The proper display of the printed materials                      
at the Competition Venues was the responsibility of marketing coordinators.

1. Organisers' manual
Referees
Coaches

4+148 ENG 1,000

2.

Technical book
32 versions

(separate for each 
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Coaches
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Average:
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Taxi drivers
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Examples:         PARTNERSHIP AND SPONSORSHIP5.  

General information

The rights and obligations related to the commercialisation of the Games are set out in the Agreement with IWGA 
and cover the following areas:

ź sponsorship, i.e. the right to solicit Sponsors for TWG2017,
ź merchandising i.e. the right to manufacture and sell branded promotional products, and
ź partnership, i.e. forms of cooperation other than the above, in which the right to use the official titles related       

to TWG2017 is assigned to the Partners.

The agreement provided for the commercialisation of marketing rights by both WOC and IWGA, clearly distinguishing 
between Sponsors and Partners providing financial services and in the form of value in kind.

Sponsorship

Under the agreement with IWGA, WOC was entitled to encourage regional, national and foreign Sponsors and 
Partners to support TWG2017. WOC was obliged to develop a sponsorship concept that was subject to direct 
approval by IWGA. The proposed concept was approved by IWGA and became a basis for further action in this area.

The sponsorship concept allowed for the solicitation of both the Sponsors and Partners for TWG2017 and proposed 
defined sponsorship packages as part of the sponsorship offer. 

IWGA entrusted commercialisation activities to the UFA Sports company.

The sponsorship strategy provided for soliciting Sponsors, who, according to the selected package, were granted       
a title of:

ź General Sponsor –a guarantee of 16% coverage of the space intended for Sponsors, and
ź Technical Sponsor-a guarantee of 6% coverage of the space intended for Sponsors.

The sponsorship package allowed for Sponsor marketing activities via TV commercials, radio advertisements, press 
releases, presentation of the Sponsor's brand on the Internet, printed materials, outdoor and branding campaigns 
during the Games, as well as in the campaigns before the start of the Games. 

In pursuit of this concept, a partnership with the following companies was established:

ź Uzdrowiska Kłodzkie S.A. Staropolanka –producer of mineral water,
ź Kaufland Markety sp. z o. o. - chain of supermarkets,
ź Kompania Piwowarska by World Media –producer of one of the most popular brands of beer,
ź TISSOT–watches producer, and
ź ELEIKO and SBD–distributor (provider) of sport equipment.

The title of the General Sponsor of TWG2017 was granted to Kaufland.

As a fulfilment of contractual obligations in the period before the Games, the Sponsors' logos were presented           
at the following locations: 

ź banners and billboards, 
ź the railway station, 
ź Wrocław Airport,
ź MPK (Wrocław Public Transportation Company) bus fullback advertisement spaces,
ź multi-format mesh banners,
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ź MPK bus stops, 
ź next to MPK timetables,
ź street-exhibitions in the City Centre, 
ź tickets, and
ź Internet (website, Facebook, Instagram).

As a fulfilment of contractual obligations, the Sponsors' logos were presented on 16% or 6% of the area of all 
sponsorship displays  on the following media during TWG2017:

ź advertising balloons, 
ź LED panels,
ź LED screens,
ź at the VIP reception area,
ź roll-up banners in the VIP zone,
ź other sponsor's roll-up banners,
ź sponsor's walls, 
ź fixed banners around the pitches,
ź at the playground,
ź around the competition venues,
ź stickers on the dance floor,
ź banners hanging from the ceiling of the halls,
ź inflatable walls,
ź projection screens,
ź around the martial arts mat, 
ź TV, and
ź Internet.

Sample photos documenting the performance of the obligation:

Section 5. PARTNERSHIP AND SPONSORSHIPSection 5. PARTNERSHIP AND SPONSORSHIP

Partnership
According to the guidelines of the sponsorship plan, the offers of cooperation between WOC and potential Partners 
were drawn up based on their particular needs defined during negotiation. All activities were aimed at the promotion 
of the Partner brands and the increase of their recognition in Poland and throughout the World.

WOC worked (cooperated) with the following partners:

ź Kriosystem Life – Official Cryopartner of TWG2017, 
ź LOT - Official Air Carrier of TWG2017,
ź TransDan – Official Logistics Provider,  
ź Media Patrons: Onet, Fakt, Przegląd Sportowy, Trójka Polskie Radio,
ź Koleje Dolnośląskie S.A. – Official Railway Carrier of TWG2017, 
ź Stadion Wrocław – Official Stadium of TWG2017 Opening Ceremony, and
ź National Forum of Music - Institution of Culture, as a competition venue.
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ź banners hanging from the ceiling of the halls,
ź inflatable walls,
ź projection screens,
ź around the martial arts mat, 
ź TV, and
ź Internet.

Sample photos documenting the performance of the obligation:
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Partnership
According to the guidelines of the sponsorship plan, the offers of cooperation between WOC and potential Partners 
were drawn up based on their particular needs defined during negotiation. All activities were aimed at the promotion 
of the Partner brands and the increase of their recognition in Poland and throughout the World.

WOC worked (cooperated) with the following partners:

ź Kriosystem Life – Official Cryopartner of TWG2017, 
ź LOT - Official Air Carrier of TWG2017,
ź TransDan – Official Logistics Provider,  
ź Media Patrons: Onet, Fakt, Przegląd Sportowy, Trójka Polskie Radio,
ź Koleje Dolnośląskie S.A. – Official Railway Carrier of TWG2017, 
ź Stadion Wrocław – Official Stadium of TWG2017 Opening Ceremony, and
ź National Forum of Music - Institution of Culture, as a competition venue.
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Merchandising

Under the agreement with IWGA, WOC was entitled to sell merchandise that included the logo of TWG2017. 

Concurrently to the standard action taken in order to exercise this right, the General Sponsor also expressed interest 
in purchasing the right to sell these goods.

Having negotiated the terms of use of the trademark on the merchandising products, the rights to sell these 
products were included in the assumptions of cooperation with the General Sponsor and assigned to the Sponsor 
under a suitable contract. The General Sponsor was granted the right to manufacture and market (including                  
in particular to sell) merchandise in Poland, including promotional items bearing the logo of The World Games 
Wrocław 2017, and paid an adequate flat fee for that right.

Any suggestions of the use of the sign were subject to approval by WOC. The use of the logo on the following items 
was defined: shirts, sweatshirts, phone holders, pens, memory sticks, earphones, notebooks, bags, silicone wrist 
bands, caps, car air fresheners, lunchboxes, mugs and thermal mugs.

Section 5. PARTNERSHIP AND SPONSORSHIPSection 5. PARTNERSHIP AND SPONSORSHIP
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  6.        TICKETING

Partner 

Ticket sales and handling was carried out in cooperation with eBilet Polska Sp. z o.o. (eBilet). The Partner's was 
tasked with providing a comprehensive ticketing service including online and brick-and-mortar sales in the period 
before and during the Games, as well as checking and handling tickets during the events listed in the Schedule                
of TWG2017, including the delivery of equipment and a ticket checking system.

Tickets

According to the developed concept, the ticket offer comprised individual and family tickets and discounts for school 
students, university students, seniors, the disabled and their assistants. Depending on the discipline schedule, all-
day tickets or specific session tickets were available for sale. For most (26) disciplines, tickets for all days and 
sessions were also offered.  A total of 199,507 tickets were made available for sale to the public. 

Pricing policy

Due to the fact that the Games were financed from the budget of the City of Wrocław, it was assumed that the tickets 
should be within the financial means of most city residents, and therefore should not be expensive.

Sales

Ticket sales were conducted online via the website www.ebilet.pl, or by brick-and-mortar bookstores "Empik" chain 
in Poland and other facilities, such as travel agents working with eBilet. 

On 15 February 2017, the pre-sale of tickets allocated to the International Federations was launched. Public sales 
started on 23 February. 

During the Games, ticket sales occurred at the venues of TWG2017 and in the Fan Zone.

The sales results for individual disciplines are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Ticket sales. 

Service during the Games

The venues were opened to ticket holders 1 or 2 hours before the start of competition, depending on the capacity      
of the specific venue. Ticket checking was carried out by eBilet's staff using scanners. The number of scanners and 
personnel was adjusted to audience size/venue capacity and the number of entrances/exits.

Air Sports 2488 91,64%

American Football 20218 48,64%

Archery 1140 84,70%

Beach Handball 7856 77,13%

Billiards Sports 2050 100,00%

Boules Sports 1311 84,04%

Canoe Polo 2851 100,00%

Dance Sport 6447 100,00%

Finswimming & Life Saving 1578 89,66%

Fistball 3166 76,84%

Floorball 3967 82,85%

Flying Disc 7874 67,30%

Gymnastics 12913 88,54%

Ju-Jitsu 2288 100,00%

Karate 3917 100,00%

Kickboxing 4539 76,57%

Korfball 5040 64,12%

Lacrosse 4125 100,00%

Speedway 11536 100,00%

Muaythai 5294 89,52%

Orienteering 1566 100,00%

Powerlifting 1977 100,00%

Roller Sports: artistic, Inline hockey, speed skating 11244 94,41%

Indoor Rowing 643 49,31%

Sport Climbing 5604 94,98%

Squash 1515 99,15%

Sumo 3407 86,21%

Tug of War 1269 100,00%

Opening Ceremony 25501 98,06%

TOTAL 163 324 81,86%

TWG2017 discipline Number of tickets 
sold

Sales in%

TOTAL 163 324 81,86%
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  7.        BROADCASTING

General information

As stated in the Agreement, WOC was obliged to ensure the production of a television signal from the Games                
at an international standard, covering at a minimum all finals and semi-finals of the disciplines covered                      
by the official programme of the Games. They were also obliged to conclude an agreement with a TV producer - Host 
Broadcaster. The WOC's partnership with the Host Broadcaster was based on an Agreement concluded                      
on 20 November 2015 with ATM System Sp. z o.o.

At the same time, the Agreement entitled IWGA to carry out an additional television production from The World 
Games 2017. In exercising this right, IWGA partnered with the Spanish company ISB.

Taking into consideration the mutual interest of the parties, the need to maximise benefits and the best use               
of resources, WOC and IWGA signed an agreement in March 2017 regulating the terms and conditions                                 
of collaboration for television production of the Games. 

Host Broadcaster (HB)

ATM GRUPA S.A. is the largest independent television and film producer     
in Poland. It has operated sincen 1992 and is the only company                           
in the industry to have the status of a public company listed on the Warsaw 
Stock Exchange. Companies in the group include ATM System and ATM 
Studio. ATM System operates a comprehensive range of equipment – 
outside HD broadcast vans, video and sound equipment, film and stage 
lighting, as well as post-production systems. ATM Studio manages             
a centre that has six television studios with storage facilities and offices. 

Under the Agreement concluded on 20 November 2015, ATM System       
Sp. o.o as the Host Broadcaster of The World Games 2017 was obliged to produce an international television signal 
with live broadcast of the Programme Materials produced at the Games. The international television product 
comprised, among other things, coverage from sports competitions and special events and daily information on all 
The World Games 2017 medals (Daily Highlights). The international broadcast was made by a continuous high 
quality signal with full international sound production and the effective coverage of the competition according to the 
EBU standard. In addition, according to the agreement, the HB had to broadcast approximately 99 hours                               
of produced Programme Materials covering selected disciplines on Polish national television.

As a result of the contracting of an additional signal producer i.e. ISB, in March 2017 by IWGA, the scope of television 
coverage from the Games expanded significantly. Bearing in mind the common interests of the parties, a TWG2017 
Programme Production Plan was agreed in the course of subsequent negotiations, to ensure the best possible use 
of the means of production set out in the Agreement with ATM System and owned by ISB. The number of hours             
of the Programme Materials produced in accordance with the Plan exceeded 538 hours.

A total of eight outside broadcast vans were used for TV production from the 14 locations of the TWG2017, allowing 
live or re-run broadcasts of 27 disciplines and the Games Opening and Closing Ceremonies. In addition, 6 ENG teams 
were involved in the production of footage from competitions and other events included in the Games Schedule.          
In total, nearly 600 people worked for television production from the Games in various areas. 

The most technologically demanding undertaking was the production of broadcast from the Opening Ceremony,         
for which 16 state-of-the-art cameras were used, including a fly-cam and super slow-motion camera, as well              
as a techno-crane and tower-cam. The use of this equipment allowed for the production of attractive footage that 
was broadcast live, both internationally and in Poland - simultaneously on two broadcast services: Telewizja Polsat 
and Polsat Sport.

International Broadcasting Centre

Under the agreement, the HB was obliged to launch International Broadcasting Centre (IBC) - a TV signal 
broadcasting centre, located at ul. Dwa Światy 1 in Bielany Wrocławskie. IBC is a facility with an area                             
of 1,200m2 divided into dedicated spaces including:  Master Control Room, eight video editing rooms, two voice 
cabinets, a booking room (broadcast coordination), Postproduction Server Room (server room, the core of the IBC). 
It is worth noting that this was the first time in Poland, that uncompressed image broadcast technology was used   
on such a large scale.  The server room capacity amounted to 170 gigabytes/second. The IBC were collecting signals 
from outside broadcast vans from 14 locations. The signal was also sent to Madrid and Paris where an English voice -
over was added. The signal was then sent back to the IBC, from where it was transmitted to a satellite, and then sent 
to broadcasters who had purchased the rights to broadcast the Games. It is worth noting that for the first time in the 
history of The World Games, the Programme Materials were broadcast by the official channel of the International 
Olympic Committee: Olympic Channel.

Signal distribution

The distribution of the television broadcast from The World Games 2017 was governed by the Agreement with IWGA, 
according to which WOC had the right to broadcast the materials in Poland, whereas the international broadcast was 
the responsibility of IWGA.

The right to broadcast the Programme Materials from the Games in Poland was granted in accordance with            
the Agreement concluded on 20 November 2015 to ATM System Sp. z o.o. as the Host Broadcaster of the Games. 
According to the Agreement, the HB was to exercise this right in collaboration with TV  Polsat.

Grupa Polsat is the largest media and telecommunications group in Central and Eastern Europe. Apart from 
television companies, it comprises various telecommunications companies. Telewizja Polsat is one of the two 
leading private television groups in Poland in terms of revenue and market share. Its main channel, POLSAT, is one        
of the leading channels in terms of viewing figures, while their market share of the thematic channels is growing 
steadily. The channel portfolio of Grupa Polsat consists of 14 channels (allof them in HD quality), including 
entertainment, sports, news, music, lifestyle, film and kids channels.
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As a part of the TV broadcast, the competition coverage was broadcast live, delayed, or as a coverage by ENG teams. 
The TV coverage comprised Programme Materials, which included sports events, competitions in individual 
disciplines including medal ceremonies and special events such as the Games Opening Ceremony and Closing 
Ceremony. The HB also produced a daily overview of the most important events, which included abridged coverage 
with the most important moments of the competition for those disciplines that were not reported live.                    
This programme also included material from events at the TWG Plaza, Host City, reports and messages with a high 
social profile.

The number of channels on which the Programme Materials from the Games were broadcast increased from three 
as set out in the Agreement, to six. The World Games 2017 coverage was broadcast on: Polsat Sport, Polsat Sport 
Extra, Polsat Sport News, Polsat Sport Fight and Super Polsat. As a result of negotiations, the HB installed a TV studio 
at TWG Plaza to provide an appropriate environment for TWG2017 events and competitions, including professional 
commentary and expert opinions.

In addition, the HB produced a 10-minute coverage piece every day of the Games that was available free of charge            
to other television broadcasters in Poland who did not have full rights to broadcast the Games.

Apart from broadcasting on nationwide TV Polsat channels, the Programme Materials from the Games were also 
broadcast by regional television Echo24. Echo24 is an ATM subsidiary and local private television broadcaster 
constituting a continuation of the first Polish private local television broadcaster Echo set up in the 1990s. Today, 
Echo24 provides audiences with the latest news daily, commentary, weekend breakfast shows, sports or cultural 
news. 

According to a preliminary report from IWGA, TWG2017 coverage has attracted 420 million viewers worldwide                  
as part of television coverage that was broadcast in 131 countries. In Poland, from 20 to 30 July, an audience of over 
12 million viewed the television coverage of TWG2017 disciplines on all Polsat TV channels. A total of 538 hours             
of material were broadcast on TV Polsat channels.

Section 8. MEDIA SERVICESection 7. BROADCASTING

        MEDIA SERVICE8.  

General information

According to the Agreement, the WOC was obliged to organise and provide appropriate working conditions for media 
representatives. The IWGA recommendations included the creation of a Main Media Centre and facilitating timely 
access for journalists and photojournalists to the Games' venues. 

Having this in mind, a Media Service Concept was developed, which provided for a well-equipped, centrally located 
Main Media Centre (MMC) that also provided additional services such as hot meals, and media sub-centres                  
at the Games' venues that allowed both journalists and photographers to work comfortably. Free transportation 
between the MMC and the Venues was arranged as part of the media accreditation. Also, in addition to the dedicated 
transportation means, media accreditation holders were entitled to free public transportation.

In order to provide all parties with quality pictures of The World Games 2017 WOC hired a group of photographers 
whose task was to take pictures of all the competitions and official events of TWG2017. They were available free              
of charge from TWG2017 website.

The work of media at the venues was handled by press officers hired by WOC. Their additional task was to feed               
TWG2017 media team with content used on all TWG2017-owned media channels.

Media on TWG2017

For the purposes of the accreditation process, an application submission system was launched on 20 March. An EMS 
system was implemented to submit applications for media accreditation. Before 30June 2017 applications for 
media accreditation were submitted by 609 journalists, including 161 applications for accreditation for 
photojournalists, 148 applications for TV, 31 applications for special accreditation for reporters and 
photojournalists working for International Sport Federations and 260 other types of accreditation. 

The accreditation process ended on 20 June, although additional entries into the system were made in exceptional 
cases.

In total, accreditation was granted to 256 Polish and 323 foreign journalists, making a total of 579 people from          
41 countries. This number does not include media representatives working for television producers and some              
of the associated technical staff working with broadcasters entitled to broadcast TWG2017.

Main Media Centre

The Main Media Centre was located at the info-point Barbara located at ul. Świdnicka 8 in Wrocław, in the city centre, 
200 metres from the Market Square. The media centre operated daily from 20 to 30 July 2017 between 8.00 a.m. and 
1.00 a.m., and from 18 to 19 July 2017 and on 31 July between 10.00 a.m. and 6.00 p.m. In the event of a crisis 
requiring a continuous communication service, there was the option to switch to a 24-hour operation. 

The MMC was also home to a centre for picking up media accreditation, and the place where media packages and 
welcome packets were distributed.
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The organiser provided nearly 140 workstations (desktop, chair, Internet connection), a chill-out zone, personal 
interview area, and daily catering - coffee, tea, water and cookies. Every day from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m., journalists were 
provided with a hot meal (meat and vegetarian options) in limited quantities, until stocks ran out.

The journalists had at their disposal on site, three press officers, a Media Support Team dealing with issuing 
accreditation and providing all information related to the logistics of the Games, and a group of trained volunteers.
 
The MMC was also home to the press office of the International World Games Association (IWGA) which was 
responsible for creating content on the IWGA website and for the IWGA social media feeds.

Media sub-centres at the TWG2017 Venues

In each venue, or in some cases for a group of venues, sub-centres 
for the media were arranged, equipped with workstations (seats, 
desks - if available, tables, Internet access). The venues had                
a general zone and an interview zone. 

The media zone operation was supervised by a Media Officer who 
was responsible for coordinating the work of the media and helping 
with their duties. The Officers were mostly recruited from among 
journalists or people experienced in organising large sports events 
and in media relations. 

An additional part of the Press Officers' role was to provide the working team in MMC with daily coverage containing  
a brief description of the course of events at the venue they operated in. These accounts were later used to create 
content for the website.

A total of 20 Press Officers were employed, each of whom handled two or three disciplines during the Games.

Transportation

Representatives of the media were provided with transport to all the venues of TWG 2017. Departures were from          
the MMC. The buses left for individual sessions of the competition so that journalists would arrive 45 minutes before 
the start of the competition at the latest.

Timetables were available on TWG2017 website, published in the daily newsletter sent to the accredited media and 
posted in MMC.

Press Conferences

During the TWG2017 there were seven press conferences organised by WOC:

20.07 – TWG2017 Opening Conference 

20.07 - Conference before TWG2017 Opening Ceremony with Thomas Bach - the President of IOC

24.07 – Conference with Polish medal winners to sum up the first weekend of TWG2017

26.07 – Conference with the official service provider for TWG2017

28.07 – Conference with the Polish speedway team before the speedway competition

29.07 - Conference with athletes and coaches of the first three teams after the speedway competition 

31.07 - Conference summarising TWG2017

In addition, IWGA organised daily briefings at the MMC at 11 am.

Summary, conclusions and recommendations

All the plans on media handling were implemented and fulfilled during The World Games 2017, which contributed        
to ensuring comfortable working conditions for media representatives. 

It is worth noting that the quality of service in the sub-media centres was crucial because they were the places           
the journalists spent most of their time. An adequate number of work sites and a stable broadband Internet 
connection made it possible for media representatives at the venue to produce reports and upload photos and video 
materials. This also meant that they did not need to use the Main Media Centre to the extent predicted                                
by the organisers. 

Comfortable bus connections with the MMC were provided. Instead of buses rotating between the MMC and            
the venues, a decision was taken that they would depart only for particular sessions of the competition. This turned 
out to be a good choice, because the media representatives who, due to their accreditation, were able to move 
around the city by public transportation eagerly used this opportunity. This was largely due to the fact that the 
venues were located close to tram lines and near the city centre. 

Buses going to the arenas outside Wrocław were used more. Venues without tram lines running from the city centre, 
or those with connections involving a change between lines also had higher bus travel. 

Many journalists, some of whom know one with another from other competitions in particular disciplines, travelled 
by taxi. They shared the costs which were low in comparison with their countries of origin.

These conclusions may not be of a general nature and may result from the specificity of the host city and its public 
transport network.

No complaint about the quality of the working conditions was lodged with the organisers during TWG2017. The sub-
centres, availability of a stable Internet connection for sending large files, and access to electric power sources were 
generally praised. Significantly, the journalists did not report the need to print materials, based entirely                         
on the publications and on-line results provided by the organisers.
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  9.        PROTOCOL

General information

According to the Agreement, WOC was obliged to organise and carry out the following elements of the Protocol          
of the Games:

ź Opening Ceremony, 
ź Closing Ceremony, and
ź Opening ceremonies, medal award ceremonies and closing ceremonies for 31 sports included in the sports 

programme of the event – 27 sports qualified for the official programme and 4 invitational sports.

WOC ensured they selected Contractors who provide the necessary material and personnel resources to carry out 
the work in a comprehensive manner. This took into account the IWGA's formal requirements defining the mandatory 
elements of the protocol for individual ceremonies.

Opening ceremony

Due to the scale and complexity of the planned event, the selection of the Opening Ceremony producer was preceded 
by a technical dialogue procedure under the Polish Public Procurement Law. This procedure involved 11 agencies 
that are leaders on the Polish event market.

The tender procedure for the opening ceremony producer was announced in September 2016 and completed four 
months later. Seven event agencies took part in the tender procedure. An agreement for the comprehensive 
organisation of the TWG2017 Opening Ceremony was signed after the completion of this procedure in February 
2017 with Walk Events Sp. z o.o. event agency.

Section 9. PROTOCOLSection 9. PROTOCOL

The Ceremony was divided into six parts, made up of a musical and artistic show presenting the sports diversity        
of The World Games, promotion of the City of Wrocław, and included the obligatory elements required by IWGA, 
namely:

ź the parade of athletes in national teams,
ź official speeches by: the Mayor of Wrocław Rafał Dutkiewicz, the President of IOC Thomas Bach, the President     

of IWGA Jose Perurena,
ź the official opening of the Games by the President of  IOC Thomas Bach,
ź bringing in the flags of IWGA, IOC, Poland and the City of Wrocław,
ź hoisting the flags and playing the National Anthem of Poland, and
ź the pledge said by the representatives of athletes, referees and coaches.

More than 400 artists took part in the event. In total, around 1,000 people were involved in the production                     
of the Opening Ceremony on the Contractor's and WOC's part, including volunteers. 

Infrastructure set-up began on 5 July, while rehearsals for the scenario part lasted from 14 July to 19 July. 

Due to the complex system of production zones and the number of subcontractors involved in the preparations for 
the Opening Ceremony, it was decided to launch a separate accreditation system that was only used during this 
event. The system was based on multi-coloured wrist bands, which defined access to individual zones (10 different 
wrist bands were used). 

An element that required special attention and careful planning was the athletes' participation in the Opening 
Ceremony (Athletes' parade).

The athletes came to the Opening Ceremony using dedicated buses, that were specially marked, and they were 
guided from the car park to two waiting areas - according to the sequence of the parade. Between the car park and 
the waiting area, there was a security check zone and storage. Snacks and drinks were provided in the waiting areas, 
and screens were set up, for the athletes to watch the ceremony until the time of their teams' parade.

During the parade, each country was led by a volunteer carrying a sign with the name of the country and an athlete 
with the country's flag. 

The Opening Ceremony was attended by: 2,200 athletes from 112 national teams and 1,200 officials and invited 
guests. 26,005 tickets were available for sale, 98.06% were sold.
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On the day of the Opening Ceremony two press conferences were held, including one with the President of IWGA Jose 
Perurena, the President of the IOC Thomas Bach, the Mayor of Wrocław Rafał Dutkiewicz, and the President                         
of the POC  Andrzej Kraśnicki.

Closing Ceremony

Having analysed various options, it was decided to hold the Closing Ceremony at The World Games Plaza (a Fan Zone 
location).

The Closing Ceremony plan included all the mandatory elements required by IWGA and contained general formal 
guidelines, guidelines for the presentation of TWG2017 brand and target group. 

The ceremony production was entrusted to the cultural institution Biuro Festiwalowe Impart, which had experience 
of producing similar events and resources that enabled the comprehensive fulfilment of the task.

The Closing Ceremony was divided into two parts–the official part interspersed with artistic elements, and               
the concert part.  

The main intention of the Ceremony was to thank the athletes, the audience, invited guests and international 
federations for their participation in the Games, the residents of Wrocław for their enthusiastic reception of the TWG 
sports community and for cheering on all the athletes, and the volunteers for their everyday hard work. 

The ceremony started with a parade of athletes. The parade was led by volunteers carrying the flags of all                 
the participant countries, after which the athletes marched divided into several groups. Each group was led              
by acrobats performing artistic shows during the parade. 

The first part of the Closing Ceremony included the following elements of the official Protocol:

ź speeches given by the official guests: the Mayor of Wrocław, the President of IWGA, and the Mayor                         
of Birmingham, TWG2021 Host City,

ź a presentation of the Host City for the next edition of the Games,
ź the official closing of the Games by the President of IWGA, and
ź handing of the Flag of the Games over to the representatives of Birmingham.

The second part of the Closing Ceremony consisted of a concert performed by Wrocław artists. The final concert part 
included elements of acknowledgement and entertainment for the athletes.

Section 9. PROTOCOLSection 9. PROTOCOL

Sports Protocol

The opening ceremonies, medal award ceremonies and closing ceremonies for 31 sports included in the sports 
programme of the event - 27 sports qualified for the official programme, and 4 invitational sports, were carried out 
in accordance with IWGA guidelines as set out in the Rules of The World Games. These rules apply not only                    
to the procedures in force during the course of ceremonies, but also to the number of presenters required to hand 
over the medals. In addition, the personnel supporting the course of the event, including the number of hostesses 
and hosts, depending on the number of athletes in the sport discipline concerned are subject to these procedures.

The Sports Protocol schedule included holding 31 opening ceremonies, 31 closing ceremonies and 219 medal 
award ceremonies.

In order to fulfil the above obligation, WOC carried out a tender procedure, which resulted in the appointment               
of the Contractor - Mulit Fashion Agency from Crakow. 

Under the contract, the Contractor was obliged to provide the staff and material resources necessary to conduct  
the ceremony in compliance with the concept and guidelines adopted.

The agency provided 86 people to support the ceremony, including 10 ceremony coordinators and 76 hostesses and 
hosts. Each coordinator was assigned a group of hostesses and hosts, who worked directly on individual ceremonies 
of the Games. These groups moved between various competition venues.

During the Games, the previously established ceremony plan was modified. The number of opening ceremonies and 
medal award ceremonies were modified due to atmospheric conditions, cancellations of competitions or direct ISF 
decisions.

Changes to the Schedule of Sport Protocol:

Opening Ceremonies: At the ISF's request, three Opening Ceremonies were cancelled: in archery, water skiing and 
wakeboarding, and in flying discs.

Boules: On 23 July, due to storm- damage which prevented the continuation of the competition, all the medal 
ceremonies were cancelled. The Venue Manager decided that they should be postponed to the next day.                   
The Competition Manager decided that the raffa doubles category competition was cancelled, so no ceremonies 
were performed for these categories.

Indoor rowing: The competition in the 4x500m mixed relay category took place in a non-standard form, i.e. mixed 
teams composed of athletes representing different countries, which prevented the standard decoration (various 
flags and anthems).

Medals

Issues related to the manufacture of the medals are regulated, like 
medal award ceremonies, in the Rules of The World Games. 

According to the Rules, medals intended for athletes in sports from 
the official programme of the Games should vary in size and form 
from the medals intended for athletes in invitational sports.              
The obverse of the medal could remain the same for both categories, 
and the official logo of the event had to be included within it.             
The reverse of both medals should contain elements characteristic   
of the host city and a varied graphic form.

WOC worked with a Wrocław-based artist and professor at the Academy of Fine Arts in Wrocław - Mateusz Dworski, 
who, having considered the guidelines, created two medal designs.
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Based on the designs submitted, Mennica Polska od 1766 Sp. z o.o. (the Mint) was commissioned to manufacture 
the medals.

The Mint produced:

ź 1,950 medals for sports from the official programme of the Games, including 543 commemorative medals, and
ź 372 medals for invitational sports, including 72 commemorative medals.

The design and manufacture of ribbons for the medals were entrusted to a local company - PANATO of Wrocław.

The contractor produced, according to the design approved by WOC, 1,407 ribbons with a width of 2.5 cm for medals 
for official programme sports and 300 ribbons with a width of 2.00 cm for invitational sports.

Summary, conclusions and recommendations 

Assumptions made at the concept development stage of the ceremonies were largely modified during the course              
of the Games, including due to the ISF's lack of knowledge of IWGA ceremonial rules as defined in the Rules                
of The World Games.

It is important to include an additional WOC representative responsible for the coordination of Sports Protocol 
activities in the venue management structure. It is also recommended that the ceremony-handling group                   
(a coordinator with a group of hostesses and hosts) be assigned to a specific venue.

Due to regularly occurring problems with the correct presentation of anthems and flags during major sporting 
events, it is recommended that a database of flags and anthems be provided by IWGA. It is also recommended that         
at least one IWGA representative be responsible overall for the day-to-day running of the Games with the Organising 
Committee regarding the sports ceremonial rules, both before and during the Games.

Section 10. SERVICES AND ASSISTANCESection 9. PROTOCOL

       SERVICES AND ASSISTANCE10.  

Security

General information

The Act on the Security of Mass Events sets out the duties of a mass event organiser and the rights and obligations  
of public institutions in terms of security and safety during cultural and sport events organised by them. Because        
of this Act, there was no need to introduce special legal regulations in Poland for the duration of TWG 2017.

According to Polish law, the organiser of a mass event should apply to the competent local public authority for their 
consent for the event to be organised. This application must be accompanied by statements issued by: the National 
Police, State Fire Service, Border Guard (when within a border area), the Armed Forces (if the event is to be held         
in an area administered by the Armed Forces of the Republic of Poland), construction supervision authority, sanitary 
inspectorate and others, according to the specific nature of the event to be held (e.g. water sports, aviation          
sports etc.).

Despite the precisely defined division of responsibilities in security matters between the public and private sectors, 
it was in the interest of both WOC and Public Authorities to guarantee the highest level of security and safety             
to participants, fans, guests and Wrocław residents during the entirety of TWG2017.

Objectives and assumptions

The overriding objective was to ensure the safe course of TWG2017 while keeping a sense of security among 
residents of the Host City at an unchanged level. This was a key consideration in the planning stage and                        
a considerable effort was made to ensure it. The first security outline plan containing a risk analysis and an estimate 
of resources necessary was developed by the WOC as early as 2014. The plan was then submitted for opinion                   
to competent institutions responsible for public security. At the same time, cooperation with those institutions was 
established. Meetings were regularly held between a wide range of entities involved in ensuring security for                   
The Games and public spaces. At the same time, direct operational cooperation and information exchange 
arrangements were established with individual services and institutions. 

The Lower Silesian Voivode invited representatives from WOC to meetings of the Regional Interdisciplinary Team for 
Mass Event Security regularly. TWG2017 preparation status and security became a permanent item on the Team's 
agenda.

For the purposes of the Games, security services were entrusted, to a specialist security agency IMPEL Security          
Sp. z o.o. (hereinafter IMPEL S.A.) following an appropriate public procurement proceeding. Their responsibilities 
included ensuring security of mass events, ensuring security of non-mass events held as part of TWG2017 
programme and physical protection of Venues and other official locations of the Games. The contract provided for 
the IMPEL's obligation to delegate to WOC their eight  security coordinators. They were responsible for working with                    
the Organiser's team on developing operational plans, regulations and the documentation necessary for obtaining 
opinions, approvals and permissions as set out in the Act. The delegated coordinators joined the WOC's security 
structures six months before the beginning of the Games. During the event itself, they exercised operational 
supervision and control over operational activities of TWG2017 venue security managers.

Accomplishment of the activities

The number of information and security services staff taking part in TWG2017 events between 20 and 30 July 2017:

Date 20.07 21.07 22.07 23.07 24.07 25.07 26.07 27.07 28.07 29.07 30.07

Number of employees 914 586 811 596 716 626 660 562 629 725 481

Period Composition of the Management Board
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programme and physical protection of Venues and other official locations of the Games. The contract provided for 
the IMPEL's obligation to delegate to WOC their eight  security coordinators. They were responsible for working with                    
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opinions, approvals and permissions as set out in the Act. The delegated coordinators joined the WOC's security 
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Period Composition of the Management Board
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The total amount of man-hours worked exceeded 86,000.

The operational management of the security area as part of the Organiser's activities was exercised at the following 
levels:

ź WOC security and protection manager,
ź WOC security and protection coordinator,
ź WOC communications coordinator,
ź Eight IMPEL security coordinators,
ź IMPEL staff coordination manager,
ź Security Managers at each venue where  mass events were held, and
ź organiser's information and security services staff number adjusted to the number of participants of the sport  

or cultural event.

Cooperation with security services

WOC collaborated actively with the Police. They provided over 500 crime prevention, operational, traffic and anti-
terrorism officers for the protection of the Games. Additional support was given bythe Internal Security Agency, 
Military Counterintelligence Service, State Fire Service, Border Guard, Wrocław Municipal Police and other services 
and inspectorates. 

Increased security of the Games was achieved by:

ź granting the authorised services (the Police, Internal Security Agency, Military Counterintelligence Service) 
access to personal data bases for appropriate threat verification in their systems, 

ź explosive inspections at defined Venues,
ź covering the supervision of water sports competitions held on an open section of the Old Oder River                        

by the Wrocław Water Police Station and the Water Volunteer Rescue Service,
ź upon the WOC's request, the Police provided escort support for VIP guests along specific routes, and
ź securing, in preventive and operational terms, all competition sites, accommodation centres and other sites 

related to the organisation of the Games.

Summary, conclusions and recommendations

The following incidents, which could have affected security, were recorded:

ź an intense weather phenomenon in the form of a storm combined with a gale and heavy rain,
ź single occurrences of misbehaviour by event participants (alcohol abuse, refusal to obey instructions from            

the security services).

Several cases of missing belongings were also recorded, including documents and accreditation passes. 

Throughout TWG2017 no events of a terrorist nature were recorded. The security services did not alertof any cases 
of a preparatory terrorist nature.

Single criminal incidents (theft) did not negatively affect the course of the event with regard to the sense of security 
of the participants and residents.

In order to secure TWG2017, there were alterations to and deviations 
from the assumptions taken in the operational plans adopted.                       
It is crucial for an organisation responsible for security to ensure 
flexibility to the extent appropriate to the scale of the Games. IMPEL 
showed a very good understanding of the nature of the event and 
was prepared for responding to such situations as needed. 

A total of about 1,650 security professionals, excluding technical 
services, provided security of TWG2017 in Wrocław, Trzebnica, 
Świdnica and Jelcz-Laskowice.

Medical services

General information

According to the Agreement for the organisation of The World Games 2017, WOC was obliged to provide first aid 
assistance for participants of TWG2017 and efficient transport to dedicated hospitals if required. 

At the same time, the Agreement provided for the provision of physiotherapy services by the International 
Federation of Sports Chiropractic (FICS) during the Games. 

Objectives and assumptions

To clarify the requirements, WOC sent a form to the ISFs on which the Competition Managers, in accordance with           
the respective ISF regulations, determined the necessary level of medical assistance for particular competitions.

The legal basis for the organisation of medical assistance for spectators was the Regulation of the Minister of Health 
of 6 February 2012 on the minimum requirements for medical coverage of a mass event.

All these activities were supervised by the IWGA Medical Commission with the aim of ongoing work with WOC                  
in defining needs and continual case analysis during TWG2017. 

Service provision

During the Games, medical services were provided by a professional provider, i.e. the Emergency Medical Service 
(Pogotowie Ratunkowe) of Wrocław.

The Emergency Medical Service provided medical assistance at all Official Venues of the Games, i.e.: Competition 
Venues during the Games and on training days, at Accommodation Centres and hotels, Accreditation Centres, 
Catering Centres, at the IWGA Headquarters, The World Games Plaza and during the Opening and Closing 
Ceremonies.  

The Medical Assistance Plan provided for the following forms of services at Official Venues:

ź ambulance teams with a medical doctor, 
ź ambulance teams without a medical doctor,
ź paramedics patrols, 
ź medical points, and
ź doctors on call.

The medical team work was coordinated by the Medical Security Coordinator from the Emergency Medical Service 
along with a group of Medical Assistance Managers at the venues. 

The function of the Main Doctor of the Games was provided by WOC, whose work included, among other things, direct 
cooperation with the IWGA Medical Commission and supervision of the service delivery process.

From 17 July to 31 July, 530 interventions by medical teams were reported at all TWG Official Venues, including        
52 transports to hospitals and nine cases of patients' refusal of a hospital referral. A total of 281 of the medical 
interventions concerned athletes, of whom 37 were transported to hospitals. None of the athletes were hospitalised. 
The most common causes of medical intervention provided to athletes included injuries related to particular sports 
and fainting due to high temperatures.

There have been no cases of suspected infectious diseases or exceptional occurrences.

The patients were transported to four dedicated hospitals in Wrocław and in Świdnica, all who had service 
agreements signed with WOC. 
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There were more than 480 people (doctors, paramedics and nurses) involved in the medical assistance, with a total 
of up to 40 ambulances in use per day. 

Summary

To properly plan and organise medical assistance arrangements, the medical partner must be contracted                         
a minimum of nine months before the Games.

FICS

During the period from 20 to 30 July 2017, 35 chiropractors and      
3 coordinators, who were delegates of FICS, provided 
rehabilitation services to athletes and sports personnel during 
TWG official training and Competition days. 

The chiropractors were present during the competition at all 
disciplines except three (air sports, boules and artistic roller 
skating). The services provided by FICS enjoyed considerable 
interest among Games participants,  with  on average                             
35 treatments a day at each venue.

Summary

Conclusions and recommendations:

ź In order to reduce misunderstandings, the rules of cooperation (e.g. uniform colour, availability of equipment, 
etc.) should be precisely defined and written down.

ź The ISFs (especially in invitational sports) should be told about the option of using these services.

Anti-doping tests

General information

According to the Agreement with IWGA and the Rules of The World Games, WOC was required to create conditions 
and to provide resources to conduct anti-doping tests on not less than 5% and not more than 10% of TWG2017 
participants. 

The standard and type of examination for each sport is regulated by the World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA). 

Objectives and assumptions

To correctly carry out doping controls at TWG2017, WOC signed an agreement to work with the Polish Anti-Doping 
Agency - an authority appointed and authorised to conduct inspections in Poland according to the Act on Sports.  
This agreement was signed with the support of the Ministry of Sport and Tourism, which finances the statutory 
activities of the Agency. 

The quantity and quality of samples and the rules of cooperation were discussed at two meetings with the IWGA 
Medical Commission (2016 and 2017). The controls would be carried out in accordance with the applicable WADA 
procedures.

Implementation

To fulfil this obligation, the Polish Anti-Doping Agency took 389 anti-doping samples during 69 control missions 
completed in 11 days. 

The first controls were carried out on 20 July, and the last ones on 31 July 2017. The controls were carried out both        
in the "on-competition" and "off-competition" systems. 

The anti-doping team was composed of: 

ź three coordinators, 
ź 27 anti-doping controllers (including: five from the UK, one from each of the following countries: Barbados, 

Belarus, Czech Republic, South Africa and Slovakia),
ź 10 phlebotomists, and
ź 35 volunteers. 

All the anti-doping documentation was forwarded to IWGA on 31 July 2017 and put in the Adams System                      
by 15 November.

Conclusions and recommendations

A representative of the National Anti-Doping Agency should be included in the early stages of preparation for TWG     
to ensure effective planning and subsequent implementation of the controls.
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Accreditation

General information

According to the Agreement with IWGA and in accordance with the provisions of the Executive Agreement between 
the parties, an accreditation system was supplied by an IWGA Partner, the Swiss Timing company.

According to the provisions of the Agreement with IWGA and Rules of the World Games, WOC was obliged to provide 
accreditation to each participant of the Games.

Objectives and assumptions

In carrying out these commitments, WOC gave absolute priority to ensuring the security of the Games, taking into 
account the provisions of the Act on the Security of Mass Events dated 20 March 2009 (Journal of Laws, item 2139). 
To this end, key elements of the accreditation system, participant groups and accreditation types were defined.

Key elements of the accreditation system:

ź Registration and verification of participants with the electronic accreditation system,
ź Division of the Official Locations, in particular the Competition Venues, into access zones,
ź Assignment of access rights to individual groups of participants, and
ź Production of ID badges for participants, allowing access to specific zones in selected venues.

Participant categories:

ź VIP guests,
ź IWGA,
ź athletes,
ź ISF officials,
ź representatives of the Olympic Committees and sports organisations,
ź media,
ź external services,
ź volunteers, and
ź Wrocław Organising Committee.

Types of accreditation:

Accreditation passes differed in colour, so that each group was easily recognisable by the security personnel:

ź VIP – gold,
ź IWGA – red,
ź athletes/Olympic Committees/sports organisations – light blue,
ź IFS officials – dark blue,
ź media – yellow,
ź external services – green,
ź volunteers – purple, and
ź WOC – black.
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ACCREDITATION BADGE DESCRIPTION
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Bearer accreditation passes:

Due to the Act on the Security of Mass Events and functional considerations with TWG2017 accreditation system, 
bearer accreditation passes were used.

Under the requirements of the Act, the bearer accreditations were issued to the security personnel.

The bearer accreditations were also issued for representatives of external services such as cleaning, technical and 
venue maintenance services in situations where it was impossible to collect personal details and define access 
rights due to the high rotation rate of personnel on work sites and between the venues.

Due to the lack of accreditation centres at particular Sports Venues, it was decided to introduce two additional types 
of bearer accreditations: Day Pass and VIP Guest.

Day Pass accreditation: depending on the size of the venue, each Venue Manager had at their disposal a sufficient 
number of Day Pass accreditations. These passes could be used in emergency situations where it was reasonable        
to allow access to a given person who for objective reasons could not be accredited via the usual accreditation 
system. Venue Managers were required to maintain a register of Day Pass accreditations issued.

VIP Guest accreditations: given the fact that plans of VIP guests often change, even at the last minute,                             
the Management Board of WOC, had at its disposal a VIP Guest accreditation package entitling them to enter the VIP 
zone at any sports venue in order to ensure a level of hospitality according to the status of the event. 

Location of the Accreditation Centres

In order to streamline logistics processes, a decision was taken to link the locations where accreditation passes 
were picked up with accommodation locations, and the idea of establishing one central Accreditation Centre was 
given up. Due to this way of organising the last stage of the accreditation process, the time spent by each participant 
on formalities was reduced significantly. 

Process implementation

Accreditation system 

The Event Management System (EMS) created by Swiss Timing was launched in early 2017 in order to allow WOC            
to perform functional tests. As a result of the collaboration between WOC and Swiss Timing, the following 
adaptations were agreed and implemented:

ź A module allowing users to enter data about arrivals and departures of participants.
ź Additional reports generated directly from the system, including a report for security services, a media report,        

a participant details report arranged by disciplines.
ź Additional filters in the system to help users find the information needed.
ź A function that generated an invitation letter for the purposes of visa application directly in the system.

On 1 March 2017, the system was opened for international sports federations who from that moment were able         
o register their participants on it. Each application had to be accepted by WOC or by WOC upon prior approval             
by IWGA. 

Visa procedure

In March 2017, representatives of WOC met with representatives of the Polish Ministry of Foreign Affairs to inform 
them about the planned course of the event, the number of participants and the expected countries where              
the participants were from. 

It was agreed that only collaboration between WOC and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs would ensure the smooth 
running of visa proceedings, while ensuring the security of both the participants and Polish citizens. To achieve this, 
the Management Board of WOC sent a letter to Polish embassies and consulates requesting support for TWG2017 

participants in their visa procedure. In return, embassies and consulates were given access to the accreditation 
system for the direct verification of visa applications. Both during the organisation period and the Event itself, WOC 
kept in touch with Polish diplomatic missions and the Border Guard, who confirmed the identity of participants           
in case of doubt. 

Bearing in mind that any visa application must be supported by an invitation issued by a person or entity in Poland, 
WOC decided to use features of the accreditation system for that purpose. An invitation letter template was 
imported to the EMS system by Swiss Timing. Participants were able to download a document with data                 
pre-populated according to information provided in the accreditation system. 

Production of ID badges

The printing of ID badges (lanyards, laminates, ID badge obverses, holograms) and provision of equipment 
necessary for the operation of an accreditation centre (printers, laminators, software, etc.) with technical support 
throughout the duration of the Games were entrusted to an external partner.

A total of 19,688 ID badges were produced: 9,488 personal accreditations and 10,200 bearer accreditation passes. 

The detailed data is presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Number of Accreditations by Category.

Management structure and places of service provision

TWG 2017 accreditation service was in six major locations:

ź Accreditation Centre located in the Dormitory "Ślężak" (campus of the University of Economics), ul. Kamienna 33, Wrocław; 
this provided accreditation for participants staying on the campus of the University of Economics, as well as WOC, 
cooperating services and Olympic Committees.

ź Accreditation Centre located in the Dormitory "T-16" (Wrocław University of Technology campus), ul. Wittiga 4, Wrocław;            
this provided accreditation for participants staying on the campus of Wrocław University of Technology and volunteers.

ź Accreditation Centre located in the Novotel hotel, ul. Powstańców Śląskich 7, Wrocław; this provided accreditation for sports 
officials staying at the hotel.

ź Accreditation Centre located in the Ibis Styles Wrocław hotel, Pl. Konstytucji 3 Maja 3, Wrocław; this provided accreditation for 
guests staying at the Ibis Styles Wrocław hotel and other hotels located nearby: Piast, Polonia and Europejski.

ź Accreditation Centre located at the Infopoint Barbara, ul. Świdnicka 8b, Wrocław; this provided accreditation for media 
representatives.
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Section 10. SERVICES AND ASSISTANCESection 10. SERVICES AND ASSISTANCE
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ź Accreditation Point located at the Sofitel hotel, ul. św. Mikołaja 67, Wrocław; this provided accreditation for VIP guests.

An additional site was the mobile accreditation point, fully equipped and prepared for the participants, whose accreditation              
at the regular accreditation venues was difficult due to logistical reasons. The mobile accreditation point carried out 
accreditation for participants staying in:

ź Hotel Jasek, ul. Sułowska 39, Wrocław,
ź Hotel Ibis Styles Wałbrzych, ul. 1 maja 70, Wałbrzych, and
ź Hotel Boutique Hotel's Solo, ul. Kwiska 1/3 Wrocław.

The mobile accreditation point was also used at the Olympic Stadium in Wrocław as one of the accreditation sites for speedway 
competition participants. 

The structure of managing the accreditation process is described in Diagram 4.

Diagram 4. Managing the accreditation process for TWG2017.

Summary

ź It is crucial to inform the partners who carry out particular tasks as part of the organisation of the event that they 
need to provide their employees' personal details in advance, preferably during the initial phase of looking for 
contractors for particular services. To this end, it is recommended to agree upon the relevant contractual terms. 
This will allow the accreditation process to be carried out smoothly well in advance of the event, which is essential 
for ensuring security, and will consequently reduce the number of bearer pass accreditations.

ź A significant consideration for the future organisers of The World Games would be to define in the Rules               
of The World Games the deadlines for registering participants with the accreditation system. Participants were 
not always aware that the organiser having this data was crucial because of the need to provide other services 
such as accommodation.

ź There seems to be a clear division of roles between the ISF and the Olympic Committees (NOCs), who are not 
always aware of the difference in format between the Olympic Games and The World Games. To avoid 
misunderstandings, it is necessary to precisely define the roles played by these entities during the event. 
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Transport

General information

According to the Agreement with IWGA and the Rules of The World Games, WOC was obliged to provide local 
transportation services for the following categories of people:

ź athletes,
ź IFS officials,
ź IWGA, and
ź VIP guests.

This obligation included transport from the participants' place of arrival, local transfers between accommodation 
sites and the competition venues and return to their place of departure from Wrocław.

In addition, WOC was obliged to provide transportation for FICS and an adequate transport system for media 
representatives, including transfers between the Main Media Centre and Sport Venues.

Objectives and assumptions

To meet these obligations and to ensure a satisfactory level of service for particular customers, the following target 
groups were identified in TWG2017 Transport Plan:

ź VIP and VVIP guests,
ź athletes and IFS Officials,
ź media,
ź FICS,
ź Wrocław Organising Committee, and
ź fans.

Section 10. SERVICES AND ASSISTANCESection 10. SERVICES AND ASSISTANCE

TWG2017 Transport Plan provided for an adaption of the service to the specific nature of handling individual groups 
of guests. 

Table 4. TWG2017 transportation services

VVIP

ź Government representatives
ź Selected representatives                                     

of international sport organisations 
and federations

ź Selected representatives of the IWGA 
Executive Committee

ź Airport shuttle from/to the accommodation site.
ź Dedicated car (segment D or E) with a driver available between 08.00 a.m. and 10.00 p.m.
ź Use of the free-of-charge municipal and metropolitan public transport.

VIP
ź Guests accommodated in IWGA HQ, 

including IWGA Executive Committee, 
IWGA Administration and IWGA guests

ź Selected WOC guests 

ź Airport shuttle from/to the accommodation site.
ź Free-of-charge taxi service in a closed route system.
ź Use of the free-of-charge municipal and metropolitan public transport.
ź Dedicated VIP vans with drivers (for travelling in groups, particularly for special events and 

competitions held outside Wrocław).

Athletes

ź Athletes from particular disciplines 
included in the IF Passport

ź Team sports coaches included 
ź in the IF Passport
ź Members of sports teams (coaches, 

assistants, physiotherapists, medical 
doctors, etc.) having the status 

ź of extra-officials (after IWGA 
acceptance)

ź Airport shuttle from/to the accommodation site.
ź Transport on the route "accommodation site  –   competition venue  –  accommodation 

site" according to the daily competition schedule.
ź Additional transport to special events (Opening Ceremony, TWG Party, Closing Ceremony).
ź Volunteer support – groups of assistants of sports or teams.
ź Free-of-charge Wrocław municipal and metropolitan public transportation service under 

valid TWG2017 accreditation.

Officials
ź Referees and technical delegates 

included in the IF Passport

ź Airport shuttle from/to the accommodation site.
ź Transport on the route "accommodation site –  competition venue –  accommodation 

site" according to the daily competition schedule.
ź Volunteer support – groups of assistants of sports.
ź Additional transport to special events (Opening Ceremony, TWG Party, Closing Ceremony).
ź Free-of-charge Wrocław municipal and metropolitan public transportation service under 

valid TWG2017 accreditation.

Competition
Managers

ź Competition Managers (CM) and 
accompanying technical delegates 
(IT) included in the IF Passport

ź Airport shuttle from/to the accommodation site.
ź Free-of-charge taxi service in a closed route system.
ź Volunteer support.
ź Additional transport to special events (Opening Ceremony, TWG Party, Closing Ceremony).
ź Use of the free-of-charge Wrocław municipal and metropolitan public transportation 

service under valid TWG2017 accreditation.

FICS ź Chiropractors

ź Airport shuttle from/to the accommodation site.
ź Free-of-charge taxi service in a closed route system.
ź Volunteer support.
ź Additional transport to special events (Opening Ceremony, TWG Party, Closing Ceremony).
ź Use of the free-of-charge Wrocław municipal and metropolitan public transportation 

service under valid TWG2017 accreditation.

Media ź Journalists and media 
representatives

ź Transport on the route "the Main Media Centre  –  competition venue" according to the 
daily competition schedule.

ź Additional transport to special events (Opening Ceremony, TWG Party, Closing Ceremony).
ź Use of the free-of-charge Wrocław municipal and metropolitan public transportation 

service under valid TWG2017 accreditation.
ź Support from volunteers working with the media.

Volunteers ź Volunteers

ź Use of the free-of-charge Wrocław municipal and metropolitan public transportation 
service under valid TWG2017 accreditation.

ź Access to athlete and referee local transportation granted  to volunteers serving                 
as assistants of sports or teams.

ź Use of volunteer dedicated transportation in cases where the schedule or distance            
to the competition site makes it reasonable.

WOC ź WOC personnel

ź Use (upon prior ordering) of company vehicles (cars and vans) that were hired or provided 
by a Technical Partner.

ź Free-of-charge taxi service in a closed route system.
ź Use of the free-of-charge Wrocław municipal and metropolitan public transportation 

service under valid TWG 2017 accreditation.

Fans
ź Holders of tickets for competitions or 

special events and people wishing to 
take part in free events (including 
TWG Party, Closing Ceremony)

ź Recommendation for using public transportation under general terms.
ź Additional public transportation rides or lines arranged as needed.

Group Characteristics Service standard
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To fulfil the Transport Plan, WOC worked with the following organisations, according to the provisions of the Order     
of the Mayor of Wrocław No. 3564/16 dated 17 February 2016 and No. 5590/16 dated 20 October 2016:

ź Wrocław Public Transportation Company (MPK), whose main task was to secure the vehicles needed for            
the provision of the tournament transport services,

ź Department of Transport of the Wrocław Municipal Office, whose task was to develop the Transport Concept for 
TWG2017, and

ź Department of Urban Engineering, whose task was to organise traffic during TWG2017.

WOC was responsible for developing the Transport Plan of TWG2017 working directly with the parties above, activity 
coordination of all the organisations involved and ensuring that vehicles be provided for: 

ź competitions held in Świdnica and Wałbrzych,
ź target groups of VIPs and VVIPs,
ź FICS, and
ź Wrocław Organising Committee.

The Transport Department developed routes and lines dedicated to each discipline or competition venue, including 
media-dedicated transportation, and developed a transportation plan for fans moving between the venues. 

On this basis, the number of vehicles required for transport services, airport transfers and special events                     
i.e. the Opening and Closing Ceremonies and the Athletes' Party were determined.

The Department of Urban Engineering developed a Provisional Traffic Organisation applicable for the period of TWG. 
Together with the Municipal Road Administration and Maintenance Authority, this was put into operation.

The dedicated VIP transport service was planned to be a system of transportation on demand available between               
the Official Venues of the Games. Organising the service this way, provided the necessary flexibility and service 
standards while minimising issues related to the need to provide parking space for tournament transport vehicles        
at TWG2017 Official Venues. Dedicated cars with drivers were planned for a defined group of VVIP guests.

Section 10. SERVICES AND ASSISTANCESection 10. SERVICES AND ASSISTANCE

Service provision

The provision of services under the TWG2017 Transport Plan started on 18 July and ended on 31 July 2017. 

Dedicated services were launched for transporting the athletes, referees, technical delegates and the media, using 
70 buses and three trams.

A special taxi service was provided for VIP and FICS guests, with cabs circulating in a closed-route system, i.e. cabs 
available on demand for the transport between the Official Venues. 

For the needs of VVIP guests, eight cars with a driver were provided.

Dedicated individual transport services were also provided for the IWGA Medical Commission.

An additional eight vehicles, i.e. eight buses, were provided as a reserve and they were available for use in emergency 
situations.

Apart from the dedicated transport organised for athletes, referees, technical delegates and guests, additional 
transport operations were organised for the fans, in order to support:

ź The Opening Ceremony of the Games at the Wrocław Stadium on 20 July 2017,
ź WKK Arena on the days of competition,
ź "Kaufland Party" on 26 July 2017 at TWG Plaza,
ź The Olympic Stadium after the speedway and American football competitions , and
ź The Closing Ceremony at Plac Wolności on 30 July 2017.

One of the major challenges for TWG2017 transport service was hosting the Games Opening Ceremony. It was 
necessary to provide an appropriate number of buses, to synchronise times of their departures from many places              
in Wrocław, as well as efficient arrival and parking at the City Stadium.

Detailed data on transport operations during TWG2017 are presented in Table 5.

Table 5.  Transportation operations in numbers * 

*- number of all vehicles involved in the transport of athletes, referees, technical delegates, guests and fans.
A total of 3,642 journeys were taken with the taxi system.

18 July 2017 10 0

19 July 2017 17 0

20 July 2017 70 25

21 July 2017 43 3

22 July 2017 46 11

23 July 2017 44 3

24 July 2017 49 9

25 July 2017 49 3

26 July 2017 44 3

27 July 2017 42 3

28July 2017 42 3

29 July 2017 41 10

30 July 2017 40 3

31 July 2017 11 0

Total time of the service provision 7,283 hours 714 hours

Total distance travelled in km 45,158 km 8,133 km

Day
Number of buses in 

service for TWG*
Number of trams in 

service for TWG*
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Day
Number of buses in 

service for TWG*
Number of trams in 

service for TWG*
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Summary, conclusions and recommendations

Throughout TWG2017,over 6,000 transport operations were carried out, and all participants were transported              
to their destinations on time. There were no delays reported.

It was crucial to develop a Transport Plan for the Games that, includes the following points. 

ź A method of how to manage the operation.
ź Identification of decision makers along with their scope of responsibility and rules of communication.
ź Identification of target groups (mass transit, dedicated transportation, VIP transportation).
ź Rules for marking the vehicles used – so that they were well identifiable by TWG2017 participants.
ź Rules of procedure in crisis situations.
ź Design of entry cards and parking cards, so as not to raise doubts among the public service personnel                    

at competition venues (distribution method, design) and rules for vehicle access to venues for the phases before 
and during the Games.

ź A graphic presentation of venue access routes for bus and van drivers so as not to raise doubts with regard              
to the places intended for dropping off and picking up passengers.Identification of car park zones for all target 
groups at each of the Official Locations.

ź Communication plan with the Competition Manager (emergency replacement of vehicles due to the absence               
of an athlete/team at the place of departure).

ź Rules of communication with drivers (information on delays, emergency and crisis situations), and
ź Quick and effective cooperation with the Municipal Police (Straż Miejska) and National Police (Policja) to clear 

sensitive Games locations blocked by improperly parked cars.

Section 10. SERVICES AND ASSISTANCESection 10. SERVICES AND ASSISTANCE

Accommodation

General information

According to the Agreement with IWGA and the Rules of The World Games, WOC was obliged to provide 
accommodation to defined groups of participants of the Games. These groups were the following within TWG2017 
accreditation system:

ź VIP guests,
ź IWGA,
ź athletes, and
ź ISF officials.

The obligation involved accommodation in hotels or university campuses of an adequate standard.

In addition to the above, WOC was obliged to provide accommodation to representatives of the FICS and Swiss 
Timing. 

Objectives and assumptions

In order to do this, WOC had to provide accommodation for nearly 4,500 participants of the Games. Additionally, WOC 
provided accommodation for volunteers from outside Wrocław.

During the planning stage, the primary goal was to provide participants with a high level of comfort while 
maintaining overall cost-effective management. The logistic efficiency of the Games was also took into account.               
At the same time, due to operational reasons it was necessary to provide a maximum level of flexibility in this service.

With these goals in mind, six objectives were adopted for the accommodation.

ź The location of accommodation sites for all participants was to be as close as possible to the competition 
venues.

ź Accommodation for all players of one discipline was to be in one location.
ź Accommodation facilities were to be flexible in terms of provision of accommodation to so-called extra officials 

in the same location as the rest of the competition participants in a given discipline.
ź The possibility to create an effective tournament transportation system (adequate infrastructure enabling           

the creation of special bus stops for the duration of TWG).
ź A guarantee to provide a high level of security at the accommodation sites, and
ź To provide a comparable standard of available services in all locations.

The starting point for further decisions and the development of a detailed plan was based on market research and 
the verification of the number of available beds in hotels and campuses in Wrocław.

In the case of establishments other than hotels, it was assumed that they must meet the three-star hotel standard 
defined in the Act of 29 August 1997 on Tourist Services (Journal of Laws of 2004, No. 223, item 2268 as amended), 
and in the Regulation of the Minister of Economy and Labour of 19 August 2004 on Hotel Facilities and Other 
Facilities in which Hotel Services are Provided (Journal of Laws of 2006, No. 22, item 169).

In order to correctly fulfil the Agreement, the detailed guidelines for the standard of accommodation services for 
particular groups of TWG2017 participants were defined. 
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Table 6.  Standard of accommodation services by groups of participants. Event management 

The accommodation service was managed by nine WOC employees and 49 volunteers. The structure of the process 
management together with the responsibilities of key people are shown in Diagram 5.

Diagram 5. Management of the accommodation service.

Service provision

After conducting relevant procedures for the award of public contracts, the accommodation services for TWG2017 
participants was provided in university dormitories and hotels in Wrocław and in the case of competitions held 
outside Wrocław, also in Wałbrzych and Świdnica.

Accommodation Centre I: 

Campus of the Wrocław University of Technology (PWR), ul. Wittiga and ul. Wróblewskiego.

The Campus of PWR included the following dormitories: T-15, T-16, T-19 and T-22 - located at ul. Wittiga and              
ul. Wróblewskiego. It was intended for athletes and extra officials, whose venues included the Academy of Physical 
Education, GEM Hall, Centennial Hall, Pergola, Wrocław Congress Centre, Szczytnicki Park and WKK Hall.

Accommodation Centre II:

Campus of the University of Economics (ECO), ul. Komandorska 118-120.

The Campus ECO included the following dormitories: Ślężak at ul. Ślężna and Przegubowiec at ul. Kamienna. It was 
intended for athletes and extra officials, whose competition venues were:  Hasta La Vista Sports Center, Jelcz-
Laskowice Sports Hall, Sky Bowling centre, National Music Forum, NowyTarg Square, Millennium Park, Oławka 
Stadium and Orbita Hall.
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ź Team sports coaches 
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the status of Extra-
Officials (after IWGA 
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Accommodation in Accommodation Centres or, as needed,                     
in hotels of a three-star or higher standard.

Note: 
ź Gymnastics , dance and billiards sports athletes - 

accommodation in hotels in Wrocław as suggested by IWGA.
ź Air sports and roller sports athletes' - accommodation                    

in hotels due to the long travel time from the planned 
accommodation centres to the place of competition.

Competition
Managers
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(CM) and accompanying 
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Accommodation (bed and breakfast) - at the expense                                
of the participants.

Group Characteristics Service standard
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The remaining participants were accommodated in hotels in the city of Wrocław, as well as in Wałbrzych and 
Świdnica.

Accommodation was provided from 18 July to 1 August 2017. During this period 3,749 participants of the Games 
were lodged in the campuses. This figure includes 1,882 people in PWR and 1,228 people in ECO, including                   
106 employees of WOC. In addition, 639 volunteers were accommodated in the university dormitory Arka. A total              
of 2,664 people were accommodated in 20 hotels. 

In total, during the Games accommodation for a total of 6,413 participants whose stay in Wrocław reached               
40,165 person-days was provided.

The detailed tables of accommodation according to disciplines are shown in Tables 7 and 8.

Table 7. Accommodation of TWG2017 participants on campuses - implementation.

The item "Other" listed in the table means those who were generally not accommodated on a particular campus, but 
for operational reasons were allocated to a particular campus for one night.

Table 8. Accommodation of TWG2017 participants in hotels - implementation.

Section 10. SERVICES AND ASSISTANCESection 10. SERVICES AND ASSISTANCE

Campus of PWR

American Football 173 873

Archery 128 684

Beach Handball 210 1,423

Boules 133 637

Finswimming 126 625

Floorball 106 654

Flying Disc 115 676

Ju-Jitsu 161 746

Karate 133 537

Korfball 142 1,136

Lifesaving 120 522

Speedway 64 137

Tug of War 195 810

Other 9 9

WOC personnel 67 839

TOTAL         1,882 10,308

Campus of ECO

Bowling 91 590

Canoe Polo 129 735

Fistball 84 538

Indoor Rowing 81 308

Lacrosse 111 663

Muay Thai 146 684

Powerlifting 151 803

Roller Sport – Speed 102 742

Sport Climbing 89 443

Squash 79 465

Sumo 117 516

Other 9 9

WOC personnel 39 539

TOTAL 1,228 7,035

Arka Volunteers 639 6,207

TOTAL 3,749 23,550

Campus Discipline
Number                                    

of person-days
Number                                    

of person-days

Hotel Jasek
Air Sports ATH 81

702Air Sports IF Officials 32

WOC personnel 3

Hotel Camapanile
/ Premier Classe

Billiards ATH 89

795Billiards IF Officials 5

Other 6

Hotel Piast

Dance ATH 78

1,057Gymnastics ATH 148

Gymnastics IF Officials 6

Hotel Europejski

Dance ATH 135

1,175Gymnastics ATH 120

Gymnastics IF Officials 10

Hotel Polonia Gymnastics ATH 163 862

Hotel Boutique
Kickboxing ATH 161

609
WOC personnel     1

Hotel CITI
Kickboxing ATH 8

54
Other 1

Hotel Orbita
Kickboxing IF Officials 19

177
WOC personnel 20

Hotel Q PLUS Orienteering ATH 113 681

Hotel Ibis Wałbrzych
Roller Sports ATH 200

1386
WOC personnel 5

Hotel Esperanto

Roller Sports IF Officials 27

250WOC personnel 2

Other (Swiss Timing) 5

Hotel Antonio Rowing IF Officials 20 102

Hotel Ibis Styles Wrocław

Wakeboard & Waterski ATH 103

813Dance IF Officials 10

WOC personnel 1

Hotel Invite Ayalet Federation ATH 54 252

Hotel GEM

Karate IF Officials 25

1,099

Ju-Jitsu IF Officials 23

FICS 34

WADA 30

WOC personnel 2

Hotel Haston Swiss Timing 94 960

Hotel Novotel & Ibis

Gymnastic ATH 48

3,565
CM & IT 60

IF Officials 440

WOC personnel 9

Hotel Sofitel

IWGA 26

2,000VIP Guests 173

WOC personnel 24

Hotel Monopol Official Artists 25 25

Hotel Diament Guests 25 51

TOTAL 2,664 16,615

Hotel Discipline Number                                    
of participants

Number                                    
of person-days
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During the provision of accommodation service, the following exceptional events were recorded.

ź On 23 July a storm rolled over Wrocław – open windows in participants' rooms caused flooding and resulted        
in 63 hotel beds on the PWR campus 32 beds in the dormitory Arka and the meeting room at the ECO campus 
being unusable for one night –  WOC provided temporary rooms.

ź Lodging problems - as a result of failure by some federations to comply with the arrival dates of participants from 
different countries and the number of participants as agreed with IWGA, certain participants arrived one or two 
days earlier and in greater number of participants than notified by the federations - WOC voluntarily provided for 
this period and for those persons an accommodation in facilities of lower standard than agreed.

Summary, conclusions and recommendations

ź Recommended solutions.
ź The use of the module Accommodation in the EMS system–ensures efficient management                                      

of the accommodation service and ongoing monitoring of the room occupancy.
ź Maintaining a reserve of 10% of available beds within the overall pool of available beds–ensures access                     

to accommodation resources in case of emergency.
ź Posting a notification on the declared dates of stay in the Accreditation module in the EMS system (functionality 

of displaying this on the accreditation) and its mandatory nature during the registration of participants will make 
it possible to avoid a situation of lack of accommodation.

ź The introduction of liability for an ISF failure to provide the required number of participants (especially extra 
officials) within the required time limit and the delivery of registration lists will allow for a precise allocation               
of resources and avoiding situations of lack of accommodation.

Section 10. SERVICES AND ASSISTANCESection 10. SERVICES AND ASSISTANCE

Catering

General information

According to the Agreement with IWGA and the Rules of The World Games, WOC was obliged to provide food for 
defined groups of participants of the Games included in the TWG 2017accreditation system as the following 
categories:

ź VIP guests,
ź IWGA,
ź athletes, and
ź IFS officials.

The obligation included providing three meals a day, including one hot meal as a minimum.

In addition, WOC was obliged under the Agreement to provide catering to representatives of the FICS. 

Volunteers were also provided with catering services.

Objectives and assumptions

To ensure the well-being of the participants of the Games, WOC fulfilled their obligations with attention to the Polish 
legislation related to mass catering, namely:

ź Act on  Food and Catering Safety of 25 August 2006, and
ź Act on Infectious Diseases and Infections of 25 August 2008.

In order to meet the expectations of multicultural groups of participants (112 countries from six continents), and 
the requirements resulting from the findings by IWGA, WOC planned a healthy and tasty menu with a rich selection     
of dishes and food products.

After some consideration, the idea of one centrally located catering centre was abandoned. With the participants' 
comfort in mind, a decision was taken to combine the catering services with accommodation sites and the specific 
requirements of individual groups.

Service provision

In order to provide the catering service, dedicated centres were established near the two main accommodation 
centres, providing full board catering for all participants, i.e. breakfasts, lunches and dinners.

Accommodation Centre I: 

Campus of the Wrocław University of Technology, ul. Wittiga/Wróblewskiego.
Full board in Catering Centre I, location: IASE hall, ul. Wystawowa 1.

Accommodation Centre II:

Campus of the University of Economics, ul. Komandorska 118-120.
Full board in Catering Centre II - location: Building D UE.

For guests staying at hotels, the breakfasts, breakfasts plus dinners or, where appropriate, full board, were provided 
at the accommodation site. There was also an option to order meals (lunches and dinners) to be delivered                      
to the Sports Venues.
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The models of catering services for individual groups of participants are presented in Table 9.

Table 9. Catering services by target groups.

It was agreed that a reserve space should be designated for the Catering Centre in case of an emergency situation. 
The place available and compliant with the requirements was the Hall of the University of Life Sciences                          
at ul. Chełmońskiego 43. This hall was booked for the period of 15-31 July 2017.

The organisation and provision of services in Catering Centres was entrusted to professional catering entities, 
selected with a public tender procedure:

ź Catering Centre I, ul. Wystawowa 1 (hall in the IASE building): The contractor selected in a tender procedure was 
the consortium of:  Dynamic Congress Centre Sp. z o.o. and Welcome Catering Service s.c.

ź Catering Centre II, ul. Komandorska 118-120 (Building D UE): The contractor selected in the tender procedure 
was the consortium of Nelson Catering & Events Sp. z o.o. and Nelson Józef Nawrot.

The Catering Centres started their operation on 18 July with a dinner and ended on 31 July with a breakfast.                 
All services in both catering centres were carried out as planned.  Catering centres were obliged to provide services 
in accordance with the common menu, strictly defined by the LOC, so exactly the same dishes were served in both 
locations.

The participants used catering services based on their rights as specified in their accreditation. These rights to use 
the Catering Centres were verified electronically, using hand-held scanners.

Section 10. SERVICES AND ASSISTANCESection 10. SERVICES AND ASSISTANCE

The correctness and timeliness of the services provided at the Catering Centres were checked on a regular basis 
during each meal. Both the Catering Centres and their back office facilities, i.e. kitchens and storage rooms were 
subject to quality inspections, held on 18, 22, 26 and 30 July. These inspections looked at meals served, the quality  
of products used, storage and production. No irregularities were found as a result of the inspections.

All meals were paid for immediately once completed, based on tokens issued and electronic access verification 
(reading the QR codes on the accreditation) and listing of take-away orders. 

In total, 45,821 meals were served during TWG2017, including 12,125 breakfasts, 19,001 lunches and                  
14,215 dinners. The lowest number of meals served was reported for breakfasts at 55.26%, while the highest for 
lunches averaged 77.03%. 

Summary, conclusions and recommendations

ź Correlation of the number of meals served (number of participants) with the number of serving sites (speed               
of operation) and seats allows the avoidance of queues and any congestion. It provides smoothness and comfort 
of the services being provided.

ź Ensuring flexibility and a wide selection (while preserving the quality of products and services) allowed                
the organisers to design individual dietary solutions. This is essential for multicultural groups of participants and 
people on various diets, and

ź Providing accurate descriptions of products and dishes, and detailed guidelines, based on applicable laws, will 
ensure proper and safe use of the services as planned.

Athletes and Extra Officials

ź For guests staying at Accommodation Centre 1 or 2: full 
board such as breakfast, lunch and dinner in the 
dedicated Catering Centre.

ź For guests staying in hotels: breakfasts or breakfasts and 
dinners provided at the accommodation sites, with 
lunches in the dedicated Catering Centre.

ź In the event of accommodation outside of Wrocław (due 
to the location of the competition venues): full board         
in the hotels with external catering provided at lunch 
time.

ź Where needed, lunches and dinners in the form                       
of “lunch/dinner-boxes” were provided and delivered                  
to Sports Venues.

ISF officials, including referees
ź Breakfasts and dinners served at the accommodation 

sites (hotels), with lunches in the catering centres.
ź An option of takeaway lunches delivered to Sports Venues 

was available.

IWGA, VIP
ź Full board, breakfast, lunch and dinner served                                  

at the accommodation sites (hotels). 

FICS
ź Breakfasts and dinners served at the accommodation 

sites (hotels), takeaway lunches served as "lunch-boxes".

Volunteers
ź Breakfasts, lunches and dinners delivered                                        

to the accommodation sites. 
ź Lunches delivered to the Sports Venues.

Target group Type of service
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Hospitality

Hospitality programme consisted of the following:

ź 19th  of July - Official lunch hosted by Mayor of Wroclaw for IWGA Executive Committee.
ź 20th  of July - Official lunch hosted by Mayor of Wroclaw on the occasion of visit of the President                              

of the International Olympic Committee in Wroclaw.
ź 20th  of July - Welcome Cocktail for officials and invited guests as a part of TWG2017 Opening Ceremony. 
ź 21th of July - Welcome Reception hosted by Mayor of Wrocław for ISF representatives.
ź 30th of July - Farewell Dinner in National Forum of Music for ISF representatives and invited guests attending       

the Closing Ceremony of TWG2017.

In addition, a dedicated tourist programme had been prepared for officials and IWGA's guests who wished to visit 
Wroclaw's and Lower Silesia's main attractions. 

Section 11. VOLUNTEERSSection 10. SERVICES AND ASSISTANCE

       VOLUNTEERS11.  

General information

The main objective of the volunteering project was to ensure the efficient running of the Games and all areas where 
events took place that involved of large numbers of people. 

TWG Volunteer groups/areas of activity

1. At the Sports Venues:

ź Field of Play – direct assistance in organising the competitions and preparing the field of play.
ź Timing & Scoring - direct support for Swiss Timing in assigned tasks, agreed with Swiss Timing Coordinator.
ź Fan support - providing information on the competitions, diagrams, schedules and support in ushering       

to the stands.
ź Games & Services - support in the organisation of transport, catering and accreditation.
ź Media – support for the press officers in terms of assistance for journalists in the media room, media stand, 

the photo zone and mixed zone.
ź Support for the Venue Manager – assigning a personal assistant.
ź Support for the Competition Manager – assigning a personal assistant.
ź Anti-doping – tasks performed by circulating volunteer groups supporting the anti-doping commission        

in terms of testing, in accordance with the adopted schedule, and
ź Medal ceremonies – tasks carried out by circulating groups, supporting the coordinator of ceremonies 

according to the adopted schedule.

2. Outside the Sports Venues:

ź Team Attaché - assistance to teams/federations from their moment of arrival to their departure from 
Wrocław.

ź Airport - operation of an info-point.
ź Hotels - support for hotel coordinators in terms of information for the guests.
ź Academic campuses – support for finding accommodation, accreditation and transportation, support                  

in catering centres.
ź Media centre – providing current information to journalists, support in assigning accreditation.
ź VIP Hotel – supporting the coordinator for VIP guests; in certain cases, the group also supported VIP guests 

outside the hotel (e.g. during the opening ceremony or some sports competitions), and
ź SportCall - support for the SportCall company in performing a survey of the participants (over                           

3,700 questionnaires).

3. “Joker” – ongoing support for the organiser depending on current needs.

The total demand for all these categories was estimated at 1,600 volunteers.
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Information on the minimum demand for volunteers to conduct individual competitions and processes:

Table 10. Volunteers at the sports venues.

Table 11. Volunteers outside the Sports Venues.

Due to the nature of volunteering at the Field of Play (FOP), including the need for volunteers to have particular skills 
and excellent knowledge of the given disciplines, the recruitment and organisation of volunteering in these areas 
were entrusted to FOP Partners who were responsible for serving the WOC.

According to Polish law, WOC was obliged to provide benefits in the form of personal accident insurance for all 
volunteers. In addition, for organisational reasons, all volunteers had to be granted accreditation entitling them      
to perform their duties. 

Taking into consideration the role of volunteering in providing quality services and thus appropriate reception            
of the Games by all groups of participants – athletes, sport federations representatives, VIPs, officials, journalists 
and fans, there was a focus on the process for selecting volunteers and their training and motivation.

As part of the volunteer project, the following compulsory and optional benefits were planned:

ź Insurance – personal accident insurance for all WOC volunteers on the days of their duties.
ź Agreements - according to Polish law it is not necessary to enter into agreements for short-term 

volunteering (less than 30 days). In order to ensure a high quality result for this project and so the volunteers 
could identify fully with their function, a decision was taken to sign agreements with all the volunteers. 

ź Accreditation –accreditation giving the right to perform duties at a certain time (providing adequate access 
to venues and relevant benefits).

ź Transport - free public transport and transportation arranged especially for the Games, based                             
on the accreditation.

ź Accommodation - accommodation for volunteers coming from outside Wrocław.
ź Catering - three meals a day for volunteers coming from outside Wrocław and one meal a day for local 

volunteers, and  
ź Uniform–Two types of uniform were provided – for WOC volunteers and for FOP volunteers – consisting                  

of T-shirts, jackets, bags and caps.  Total:  1600 packages. 

Section 11. VOLUNTEERSSection 11. VOLUNTEERS

Gymnastics 32 15 47

Sport Climbing 34 4 38

Sumo 24 3 27

Flying Disc 27 13 40

Roller Sports Speed 28 8 36

Finswimming + Lifesaving 29 15 44

Bowling 19 5 24

Air Sports 21 27 48

Korfball 24 8 32

Fistball 23 10 33

American Football 31 10 41

Roller Sports Hockey&Artistic 20 8 28

Boules Sport 21 12 33

Archery 13 15 28

Powerlifting 17 0 17

Karate 23 13 36

Squash 19 4 23

Orienteering 3 60 63

Water Ski & Wakeboard 23 13 36

Indoor Rowing 19 10 29

Kickboxing 35 15 50

Beach Handball 31 0 31

Billiards 31 0 31

Lacrosse 20 15 35

Floorball 25 30 55

Ju-Jitsu 47 0 47

Dance Sport 24 15 39

Muaythai 21 15 36

Canoe Polo 31 17 48

Tug of War 20 4 24

Speedway 28 0 28

Medal Ceremonies 40 0 40

Anti-Doping 38 0 38

Area Number of WOC volunteers
Number of FOP 

Partner volunteers
Total Team Attache 158

VIP 25

Media 67

Accreditation 42

Accommodation & Catering 102

Joker 102

TOTAL 436

Area Number of volunteers
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Managing the volunteer project

At the preparation stage of the project a volunteer team was implemented composed of:

In the period immediately preceding the Games (June-July 2017) more and more tasks were handed over to leaders 
of particular areas and venues. The structure of the team of volunteers for the time of the Games is presented           
in Diagram 6.

Diagram 6.  Structure of the team of TWG2017 volunteers.

Recruitment and training

Table 12. Schedule for the implementation of the volunteering project.

Training of leaders and other key volunteer groups (Venue Manager Assistants and Competition Manager 
Assistants) covered a number of issues, including:

ź organisation of TWG2017 and the volunteer project,
ź recruitment,
ź safety/security, anti-terrorist protection, first aid, and
ź personal data protection. 

The training of the remaining volunteers included:

1. Four on-line training sessions, conducted from 4 June 2017:

ź idea and organisational assumptions of TWG2017,
ź event logistics,
ź organisation of the volunteering project, and
ź Wrocław – topography, amenities, public transport.

2. On-site training–one day before the commencement of duties, training was provided by volunteer leaders and 
people responsible for various areas of volunteer work.
 

Implementation / Volunteering in numbers

The total number of volunteer candidates for WOC and FOP volunteering exceeded 3,000. Out of WOC volunteer 
applicants, 1,520 people were chosen for recruitment interviews. From this group, 1,452 people qualified for                
the further stages of the process.  Finally, 1,142 people were confirmed as volunteers (including acceptance or their 
allocated area and required availability).

As part of the TWG2017 volunteer project, a total of 1,618 volunteers were recruited: 

ź 1,142 people from WOC recruitment process, and
ź 476 people from the FOP Partner recruitment process.

The number of volunteers recruited to support the competitions and processes was in accordance with                          
the quantitative requirements specified in Tables 1 and 2. 
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Volunteer 
Specialist

Team Attaché 
Leader
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Leader

Volunteer 
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Anti-Doping 
Leader

Venue Manager 
Assistants

Competition 
Manager 
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FOP

Volunteer 
Specialist

VIP Leader

Media Leader

Opening and 
Closing Ceremony 

Leader

Volunteer 
Coordinator for 
Games Services

PWR Campus 
Leader

UE Campus 
Leader

Volunteer Centre 
Leader
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Volunteer Manager Supervision of the project implementation.

Volunteer Specialist Field of Play volunteers, direct contact with assistants of the Competition 
Managers and Venue Managers, anti-doping volunteers.

Volunteer Specialist
Volunteers at the sports venues, direct contact with venue leaders, supervision               

of the recruitment process.

Volunteer Specialist
Volunteers for the media and VIPs, volunteers for the opening and closing 

ceremonies, supervising the training process.

Volunteer Specialist Volunteers for medal ceremonies, Team Attachés.

Volunteer Coordinator
Volunteers in the Games Services: accommodation, transport, meals, 

accreditation.

Position Responsibilities
February 2017 Launch of the recruitment application form 

at www.theworldgames2017.com

8 March 2017 Closing date for volunteer applications

8 March 2017 Recruitment of volunteer leaders

25 March 2017 Launching the training for leaders

30 March – 22 April
Recruitment interviews conducted by volunteer leaders

4 June 2017 Opening of the on-line training system

From July 14, 2017 On-site training
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Managing the volunteer project

At the preparation stage of the project a volunteer team was implemented composed of:

In the period immediately preceding the Games (June-July 2017) more and more tasks were handed over to leaders 
of particular areas and venues. The structure of the team of volunteers for the time of the Games is presented           
in Diagram 6.

Diagram 6.  Structure of the team of TWG2017 volunteers.

Recruitment and training

Table 12. Schedule for the implementation of the volunteering project.
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The number of volunteers recruited to support the competitions and processes was in accordance with                          
the quantitative requirements specified in Tables 1 and 2. 
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Project implementation period: 14-31 July 2017

The volunteer working times varied and depended on the area they were allocated to and the period of operation         
of the venue/service concerned. The sports discipline volunteers started working two days before the start                   
of the competition, for example: team Attaché-the day before the arrival of sports teams, media volunteers-             
the day before the opening of the Main Media Centre. Daily working time did not exceed eight hours. 

Among the volunteers recruited by WOC (1,142 people): 

1. 949 people came from Poland, including: 

ź 283 people from Wrocław, and
ź  666 people from outside Wrocław.

2. 193 people came from abroad (from 42 countries).

Summary, conclusions and recommendations

The overall good assessment of the volunteering project results from the emphasis on several key aspects that have 
contributed to engaging the right people in defined areas.

ź Recruitment: dedicating adequate time to interviewing the candidates, evaluating their qualifications, getting  
to know their preferences, developing standards for interviewing and evaluating. This allowed WOC to select          
the right people for the job, which, given the complexity of the project and the responsibility of the volunteers for 
many aspects of the event, seems very important.

ź Training: it was crucial to plan the training process involving leaders and coordinators of particular areas where 
volunteers worked. A well-planned training process allowed WOC to provide the necessary knowledge to help 
volunteers feel more confident in their work and to be able to perform it more effectively, and

ź The role of leaders: the work of leaders started many months before the start of the competition. It was important 
to involve the leaders in the recruitment and training process, to ensure contact between volunteer leaders and 
Venue Managers and area coordinators– this allowed for better planning of the volunteer work. 

A big success of this way of recruiting and training and one that is worth noting, is that there was a virtually one-
hundred-percent turnout of volunteers. Effectiveness was increased by the relatively short time frame in which         
the entire process was planned; from the time the candidate application was submitted through recruitment 
interviews, training sessions and ultimately fulfilment of the tasks in the project. In addition, the multi-step 
approach and resulting ongoing contact with the candidates made it possible to maintain an appropriate level         
of motivation and interest among would-be volunteers.
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General information

The official sports programme of TWG2017 included 31 sports. The competitions for these were held in 24 sports 
arenas in Wrocław and the surrounding area. The Sports were divided into seven groups: Precision Sports, Strength 
Sports, Artistic and Dance Sports, Invitational Sports, Ball Sports, Trend Sports and Martial Arts. 

The competitions took place in sports halls, stadiums and multifunctional venues, which mostly already existed         
in Wrocław. However, all the venues had to be adapted to the needs of international competitions and television 
coverage. Several investments were carried out specifically for the Games. The major ones included: modernisation 
of the swimming pool at ul. Wejherowska in Wrocław, which resulted in the construction of a 50-metre indoor 
swimming pool for water sports, and modernisation of the Olympic Stadium. A state-of-the-art roller skating rink 
was built in the Park Tysiąclecia (Millennium Park) complex, which is located near a large residential estate                 
in Wrocław. Each of the construction projects and modernisation of the facilities was carried out so as to make them 
widely available to Wrocław residents. Owing to this, the sports infrastructural base of the city was expanded and 
modernised on the occasion of organising a great sporting event.

The main criteria for choosing the competition venues included: dimensions of the field of play, capacity                    
of the stands, IT support, power supply parameters and access to car parks and distance from public transportation 
facilities. A practical solution was to create sports clusters - that is venues located close together and sharing some 
common infrastructure such as locker rooms, VIP rooms and press rooms. Wrocław's venues were classified, 
according to their location, as pertaining to the western, central and eastern clusters. The competition was also held 
in four locations outside Wrocław, not more than 60 kilometres from the host city.

The biggest challenge was to find venues for sports with high or very specific technical requirements, such as air 
sports or inline hockey, which are not particularly popular in Poland. Another difficulty was related to having                
to choose venues of a similar standard for all the sports. Therefore, it was necessary to work with the following 
neighbouring towns Szymanów (airport), Trzebnica (municipal parks and woods), Świdnica (ice rink), Jelcz - 
Laskowice (sports hall).
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Each venue needed to be adapted to the requirements of the ISF concerning the competition, especially in the case 
of sports which do not have dedicated arenas in Wrocław. The preparatory work covered the following activities: 
signing of agreements with defined rental and co-operation terms, development of detailed floor plans (overlays), 
definition of needs for the modernisation and adaptation of venues to the needs of the competitions and 
identification and provision of temporary infrastructure and IT equipment and services. 

Both during the preparation period and during TWG2017 themselves, overlays were the basis for all arrangements 
between the parties involved. They were developed to provide a proper layout of the field of play, necessary functional 
rooms, storage facilities, catering areas and access zones, as well as all supplies and services addressed to each        
of the groups of participants in the Games (including sports presentation, video camera positions, IT, Swiss Timing, 
medical support).  The final, standardised overlays were developed in April 2017, and were broken down into access 
zones that corresponded to accreditation zoning. These plans also formed the basis for 3D models to visualize and 
validate the assumptions. This was particularly important for venues with a large amount of temporary 
infrastructure, because of the need to find optimal camera positions and visibility from the spectators stands. 

The adaptation of the venues holding the competitions primarily involved the provision of temporary infrastructure 
within the following areas:

ź tents and containers - intended for office rooms, storage rooms, ticket offices, locker rooms, showers, security 
rooms, warm-up halls and conference rooms,

ź bathroom facilities - portable toilets and portable sinks with a maintenance service,
ź fences, cable protectors,
ź temporary power supply – power generators and cables,
ź temporary spectators stands – internal and external,
ź temporary air conditioning and ventilation systems,
ź platform and scaffolding systems – for the preparation of fields of play, installation of timing equipment, score 

boards (Swiss Timing) and platforms, towers, scaffolds for sport presentation and TV signal production,
ź sport presentation – multimedia coverage of the event, consisting of: 

ź sound systems with DJ and conference support in Polish and English, 
ź event lighting systems,
ź large LED screens with video production: camera production (content sent to the screen), image for             

the results display system, advertising content, medal ceremonies (displaying animated flags of countries       
of medal winners instead of traditional fabric flags), and

ź LED perimeter advertising systems.

ź IT services and equipment – divided into two areas of responsibility:

ź network service – covering main and backup Internet connections, design and installation of temporary 
network systems  (both passive and active infrastructure), network administration, and

ź hardware supply service - including the supply of laptops, printers/scanners, multimedia projectors, LCD 
screens.

ź timing & scoring - according to TWG 2017 agreement, WOC was required to use the services of Swiss Timing -     
the official partner of IWGA. The following services were included in the scope of the agreement:

ź results and time measuring – clocks, sensors and other specialised devices for measuring data that are 
specific to each sport,

ź on-venue results – processing the results for further needs – printed matter, television graphics, web 
graphics, result databases, large LED screens,

ź TV graphics – graphics with results, statistics, names of competitors, etc. overlaid on the signal produced    
by the host broadcaster,

ź CIS – the system to quickly inform sports commentators,
ź providing scoreboards for the audience or a signal with the results to the provider of the LED screen, and
ź accreditation, accommodation, catering service systems – described in a separate section.

ź services related to the day-to-day maintenance of the facility - operation of electrical, plumbing, ventilation,  
air-conditioning, and IT systems, repair and maintenance of the facility,
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ź cleaning service - cleaning on an ongoing basis and additional waste containers along with their disposal by city 
cleaning companies,

ź mobile technical maintenance service - three 2-person teams equipped with appropriate equipment and tool 
sets to support TWG2017 in terms of technical assistance, including such responsibilities as:

ź electrical services,
ź water and sewerage services,
ź carpentry and locksmith services,
ź audio-video services (including connecting audio and video equipment), and
ź small construction works (e.g. equipment assembly and dismantling).

ź Sports equipment and field of play structures – mostly provided by Sports Partners (FOP Partners),                            
in accordance with the specification for that sport prepared by international sports federations (ISF).

The correct organisation of the competition was the responsibility of the international sports federation (ISF) 
competent for the sport concerned. Cooperation with the federations was established directly upon announcement 
of the official sports programme. In order to communicate effectively with WOC, each federation appointed                     
a representative, i.e. Competition Manager (CM), who was responsible for the drawing up of a document containing 
information on specific issues related  to the organisation of the competition (the Sport Specification), and then for 
enforcing the implementation of guidelines contained therein. These documents formed the basis for WOC's 
competitions coordinators, adapting each of the sports venues to host the Games. Also, at the preparation stage, 
WOC appointed Local Experts for each of the sports, who with their knowledge and experience supported and 
advised substantively the organisers on an on-going basis in their organisational activities. 

WOC was responsible for supplying sports venues so each ISF could conduct competitions in their respective 
discipline in accordance with the applicable requirements.

To support the comprehensive field of play (FOP) preparation, FOP Partners were selected - Polish sports 
associations, local sports clubs, organisations and institutions who, working with WOC, had the task of providing 
necessary sports equipment and appropriately qualified personnel to support the FOP. About six months before            
the Games, WOC appointed Venue Managers who, based on information previously supplied by the competitions 
coordinators, took over the management of the organisation processes, and during the Games, together with               
the Competition Manager, managed all activities at the Venue according to the Master Venue organisational 
structure.
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ARCHERY FIELD RECURVE  

Venue arrangement

ź Temporary venue prepared especially for the event.
ź The venue secured by additional temporary fencing and security staff. 
ź Preparation of the areas for: competition, official training, warm-up, equipment storage according to the Sport 

Specification.
ź Assembly of tents and other temporary infrastructure. 

ź The competition was organised according to the Sport Specification and the International 
Federation requirements. 

ź ISF, using its own technical and human resources with the help of WOC, organised Internet 
streaming of the competition.

ź On the last day of the competition due to heavy rains, the track was flooded, blocking the access 
to warm-up and competition areas. Thanks to quick reaction of the fire-fighters and with             
the assistance of the whole venue staff, the course of the competition was not interrupted. 
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Participants
ź Athletes (24) 
ź Officials (20)

Project team
ź WOC (6 persons)
ź Partners (20 persons)
ź Volunteers (26 persons)
ź Safety & Security (17 persons)
ź Medical services (8 persons)

TV production
ź ENG - 23-25.07.2017

Competition schedule
ź 22.07.2017  Official training 
ź 23-25.07.2017 Competition

Partners & Suppliers
Over 20 entities carrying out services, including sound 
systems, lighting, tournament signage, medical 
services, security, IT infrastructure, catering etc. 

FOP Partner
ź "Strzelec" Archery Sports Centre in Legnica
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ź AWF, Witelona 25, Wrocław (infrastructure + warm-up)
ź Szczytnicki Park, Mickiewicza, Wrocław (qualifications, eliminations and finals) 

ISF - World Archery Federation (WA)

COMPETITION MANAGER   Chris Marsh (GBR) - WA 

VENUE MANAGER   Maciej Łaba (POL) - WOC

VENUE CAPACITY   max 150 seats, incl.: 
ź Public seats: 80
ź Athletes: 20
ź VIP: 20  
ź Media: 20
ź Partners: 10 

TOURNAMENT TRANSPORT   dedicated transport from 
the place of accommodation to the venue:
ź Athletes (dedicated buses) – 1 km 
ź Officials (buses, taxi) – 5 km 
ź VIP (taxi) – 4 km
ź Media (shuttle bus from the media centre) - 5 km 
ź WOC/Volunteers (taxi/public transport) – 2 km www.awf.wroc.pl
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VENUE MANAGER   Maciej Łaba (POL) - WOC

VENUE CAPACITY   max 150 seats, incl.: 
ź Public seats: 80
ź Athletes: 20
ź VIP: 20  
ź Media: 20
ź Partners: 10 

TOURNAMENT TRANSPORT   dedicated transport from 
the place of accommodation to the venue:
ź Athletes (dedicated buses) – 1 km 
ź Officials (buses, taxi) – 5 km 
ź VIP (taxi) – 4 km
ź Media (shuttle bus from the media centre) - 5 km 
ź WOC/Volunteers (taxi/public transport) – 2 km www.awf.wroc.pl
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

ARCHERY FIELD BAREBOW  

Venue arrangement

ź Temporary venue prepared especially for the event.
ź The venue secured by additional temporary fencing and security staff. 
ź Preparation of the areas for: competition, official training, warm-up, equipment storage according to the Sport 

Specification.
ź Assembly of tents and other temporary infrastructure. 
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Participants
ź Athletes (24) 
ź Officials (20)

Project team
ź WOC (6 persons)
ź Partners (20 persons)
ź Volunteers (26 persons)
ź Safety & Security (17 persons)
ź Medical services (8 persons)

TV production
ź ENG - 26,28.07.2017

Competition schedule
ź 25.07.2017 Official training 
ź 26-28.07.2017 Competition

Partners & Suppliers
Over 20 entities carrying out services, including sound 
systems, lighting, tournament signage, medical 
services, security, IT infrastructure, catering etc. 

FOP Partner
ź "Strzelec" Archery Sports Centre in Legnica

ź The competition was organised according to the Sport Specification and the International 
Federation requirements. 

ź ISF, using its own technical and human resources with the help of WOC, organised Internet 
streaming of the competition.

ź On the last day of the competition due to heavy rains, the track was flooded, blocking the access 
to warm-up and competition areas. Thanks to quick reaction of the fire-fighters and with           
the assistance of the whole venue staff, the course of the competition was not interrupted. 
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RESULTS

ARCHERY FIELD BAREBOW 

Men's Barebow

HUN KAKAS Istvan

USA DEMMER III John

SWE OTTOSSON Martin

Women's Barebow

ITA NOZIGLIA Cinzia

SWE BJORKLUND Lina

CZE MACKOVA Martina

Event Medal Country Athlete
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

ARCHERY COMPOUND  

Venue arrangement

ź The venue secured by additional temporary fencing and security staff. 
ź Preparation of the areas for: competition, official training, warm-up, equipment storage according to the Sport 

Specification.
ź Assembly of tents and other temporary infrastructure. 
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Participants
ź Athletes (48) 
ź Officials (20)

Project team
ź WOC (6 persons)
ź Partners (20 persons)
ź Volunteers (26 persons)
ź Safety & Security (15 persons)
ź Medical services (8 persons)

TV production
ź ENG - 29.07.2017
ź LIVE - 30.07.2017 (8 cameras)

Competition schedule
ź 28.07.2017  Official training 
ź 29-30.07.2017 Competition

Partners & Suppliers
Over 20 entities carrying out services, including sound 
systems, lighting, tournament signage, medical 
services, security, IT infrastructure, catering etc. 

FOP Partner
ź "Strzelec" Archery Sports Centre in Legnica

ź The competition was organised according to the Sport Specification and the International 
Federation requirements. 

ź ISF, using its own technical and human resources with the help of WOC, organised Internet 
streaming of the competition.

ź On the last day of the competition due to heavy rains, the track was flooded, blocking the access 
to warm-up and competition areas. Thanks to a quick reaction of the fire-fighters and with            
the assistance of the whole venue staff, the course of the competition was not interrupted. 
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ARCHERY COMPOUND  
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N VENUE ADDRESS   

ź AWF, Witelona 25, Wrocław (qualifications and eliminations)
ź Pergola at the Centennial Hall, Wystawowa 1, Wrocław (finals) 

ISF - World Archery Federation (WA)

COMPETITION MANAGER   Chris Marsh (GBR) - WA 

VENUE MANAGER   Maciej Łaba (POL) - WOC

VENUE CAPACITY (AWF) 
max 300 seats, incl.: 
ź Public seats: 160
ź Athletes: 30
ź VIP: 20  
ź Media: 20
ź Partners: 70 

TOURNAMENT TRANSPORT   dedicated transport from 
the place of accommodation to the venue:
ź Athletes (dedicated buses) – 1 km 
ź Officials (buses, taxi) – 5 km 
ź VIP (taxi) – 4 km
ź Media (shuttle bus from the media centre) - 5 km 
ź WOC/Volunteers (taxi/public transport) – 2 km www.halastulecia.pl

VENUE CAPACITY (Pergola) 
max 600 seats, incl.: 
ź Public seats: 400
ź Athletes: 100
ź VIP: 30  
ź Media: 50
ź Partners: 20 

www.awf.wroc.pl
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUESSection 12. SPORTS & VENUES

RESULTS

ARCHERY COMPOUND 

Men's Compound

DEN HANSEN Stephan

IRI EBADI Esmaeil

CRO BUDEN Domagoj

Women's Compound

COL LOPEZ Sara

SLD ELLISON Toja

USA COLIN Christie

Mixed Team 
Compound

DEN HANSEN Stephan,  SONNICHSEN Sarah 

MEX GONZALEZ Rodolfo,  OCHOA-ANDERSON Linda

USA COX Cassidy,  SCHAFF Kris 

Event Medal Country Athlete
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

BILLIARDS SPORTS  

Venue arrangement

ź Assembly of sport infrastructure specific for the sport discipline. 
ź Mounting of the lightning for the tables. 
ź Assembly of the tribunes and fencing. 
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Participants
ź Athletes (64) 
ź Officials (17)

Project team
ź WOC (6 persons)
ź Partners (5 persons)
ź Volunteers (13 persons)
ź Safety & Security (20 persons)
ź Medical services (8 persons)

TV production
ź ENG - 26-27.07.2017
ź LIVE - 28-30.07.2017 (10 cameras)

Competition schedule
ź 25.07.2017  Official training 
ź 26-30.07.2017 Competition

Partners & Suppliers
Over 20 entities carrying out services, including sound 
systems, lighting, tournament signage, medical 
services, security, IT infrastructure, catering etc. 

FOP Partner
ź Krzysztof Wróbel Polish Champion in Billiards 2012

ź The competition was conducted in 3 disciplines: snooker, pool and carom.

ź The competition was organised according to the Sport Specification and agreements with         
the international federation. No specific problems occurred.

ź Convenient location of the venue, which was next to other sport venues of TWG and next               
to catering and accommodation centre.

Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

BILLIARDS SPORTS

GE
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AT

IO
N VENUE ADDRESS   Centennial Hall - Wrocław Congress Center, Wystawowa 1, Wrocław

ISF - World Confederation of Billiards Sports (WCBS)

COMPETITION MANAGER   Farouk El Barki (EGY) - WCBS

VENUE MANAGER   Agnieszka Domitr (POL) - WOC

VENUE CAPACITY  max 500 seats, incl.: 
ź Public seats: 275
ź Athletes: 50
ź IF: 50
ź VIP: 35  
ź Media: 30
ź Partners: 50 

TOURNAMENT TRANSPORT   dedicated transport from 
the place of accommodation to the venue:
ź Athletes (dedicated buses) – 1 km 
ź Officials (buses, taxi) – 5,5 km 
ź VIP (taxi) – 5 km
ź Media (shuttle bus from the media centre) - 5 km 
ź WOC/Volunteers (taxi/public transport) – 5 km 
 www.halastulecia.pl
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

RESULTS

BILLIARDS SPORTS

Men's Carom Three 
Cushion

ESP SANCHEZ Daniel

ITA ZANETTI Marco

EGY SIDHOM Sameh

Men's Pool

PHI BIADO Carlo

GBR SHAW Jayson

JPN OI Naoyuki

Women's Pool

CHN CHEN Siming

KOR KIM Gayoung

CHN HAN Yu

Mixed Snooker

GBR WILSON Kyren

GBR CARTER Ali

IRI VAHEDI Soheil

Event Medal Country Athlete
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

BOWLING  

Venue arrangement

ź A special machine to grease the tracks was rented. 
ź Mounting of additional tribunes.
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Participants
ź Athletes (64) 
ź Officials (4)

Project team
ź WOC (6 persons)
ź Partners (7 persons)
ź Volunteers (24 persons)
ź Safety & Security (10 persons)
ź Medical services (4 persons)

TV production
ź ENG - 21-24.07.2017

Competition schedule
ź 20.07.2017  Official training 
ź 21-24.07.2017 Competition

Partners & Suppliers
Over 20 entities carrying out services, including sound 
systems, lighting, tournament signage, medical 
services, security, IT infrastructure, catering etc. 

FOP Partner
ź Sky Bowling, Polish Tenpin Bowling Federation.

ź The competition took place at a professionally prepared venue, which previously hosted                
2 competitions of the World Cup Level. 

ź The competition was organised according to the Sport Specification and agreements with       
the International Federation.

ź The location of the venue in the shopping mall was a challenge for the organisers, which resulted 
in time restriction of the access to the venue and parking especially at the stage of preparation 
and assembly.

Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

BOWLING

GE
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IO
N VENUE ADDRESS   Sky Tower Shopping Center, 73-95 Powstańców Śląskich, Wrocław 

ISF - World Bowling (WB)

COMPETITION MANAGER   Michael Seymour - WB

VENUE MANAGER   Paweł Obruśnik (POL) - WOC

VENUE CAPACITY  max 80 seats, incl.: 
ź Public seats: 15
ź Athletes: 20
ź IF: 10
ź VIP: 15  
ź Media: 10
ź Partners: 10 

TOURNAMENT TRANSPORT   dedicated transport from 
the place of accommodation to the venue:
ź Athletes (dedicated buses) – 2 km 
ź Officials (buses, taxi) – 0,5 km 
ź VIP (taxi) – 4 km
ź Media (shuttle bus from the media centre) - 4 km 
ź WOC/Volunteers (taxi/ public transport) – 6 km 
 www.skybowling.pl
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUESSection 12. SPORTS & VENUES

RESULTS

BOWLING

Men's Singles

KOR CHO Youngseon

VEN RUIZ Ildemaro

GER BORDING Tobias

Men's Doubles

CAN LAVOIE Francois,  MACLELLAND Dan 

VEN FRIDEGOTTO Massimiliano,  RUIZ Ildemaro

HKG MAK Michael,  WU Siu Hong

Women's Singles 

GER BEUTHNER Laura

USA KULICK Kelly

COL GUERRERO Clara

Women's Doubles

COL GUERRERO Clara,  RESTREPO Rocio

USA KULICK Kelly,  MCEWAN Danielle

MEX GONGORA Sandra,  LOPEZ Tannya

Event Medal Country Athlete
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

BOULES SPORTS  

Venue arrangement

ź Temporary venue prepared especially for the event.
ź Assembly of bands for the Petanque pitch. 
ź Assembly of tracks with a special cover necessary for Raffa and Lyonnaise.
ź Assembly of temporary infrastructure – tents, containers. 
ź Mounting of tribunes.
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Participants
ź Athletes (96) 
ź Officials (8)

Project team
ź WOC (6 persons)
ź Partners (5 persons)
ź Volunteers (10 persons)
ź Safety & Security (19 persons)
ź Medical services (8 persons)

TV production
ź ENG - 23-24.07.2017
ź LIVE - 23-24.2017 (6 cameras)

Competition schedule
ź 21.07.2017  Official training 
ź 22-24.07.2017 Competition

Partners & Suppliers
Over 20 entities carrying out services, including sound 
systems, lighting, tournament signage, medical 
services, security, IT infrastructure, catering etc. 

FOP Partner
ź Polish Petanque Federation

ź Competition was held in three disciplines: Lyonnaise, Raffa and Petanque.

ź Cooperation with the World Federation at the stage of preparation ran well, however, there was    
a lack of coordination meetings and understanding of distribution of responsibilities.

ź During the Games cooperation with the Competition Manager was challenging, there was 
misunderstanding concerning the organisation of the competition, especially of Raffa.

ź As a result of the thunderstorm occurred during the competition the pitch was flooded, and the 
ISF decided to cancel Raffa event.

ź IF decided unexpectedly to give 2 bronze medals to Petanque medallists (opposite to the IWGA 
regulations), as a result, the medal awarding ceremony was postponed.  

Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

BOULES SPORTS
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IO
N VENUE ADDRESS   Centennial Hall - Pergola, Wystawowa 1,  Wrocław

ISF - World Confederation of Boules Sports (CMSB)

COMPETITION MANAGER   David Nouraud  (FRA) - CMSB

VENUE MANAGER   Agnieszka Domitr (POL) - WOC

VENUE CAPACITY  max 600 seats, incl.: 
ź Public seats: 400
ź Athletes: 50
ź IF: 50
ź VIP: 25  
ź Media: 20
ź Partners: 30 

TOURNAMENT TRANSPORT   dedicated transport from 
the place of accommodation to the venue:
ź Athletes (dedicated buses) – 1 km 
ź Officials (buses, taxi) – 5,5 km 
ź VIP (taxi) – 5 km
ź Media (shuttle bus from the media centre) - 5 km 
ź WOC/Volunteers (taxi/public transport) – 5 km 
 www.halastulecia.pl
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

BOULES SPORTS  
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RESULTS

BOULES SPORTS

Men's 
Lyonnaise 
Precision

ARG PRETTO Nicolas

CRO PERO Cubela

FRA CHIRAT Gregory

Men's 
Lyonnaise 
Progressi

ve

FRA ABELFO Guillaume

SLO PETRIC Anze

CHIN LI Panpan

Men's 
Petanque 
Precision 
Shooting

FRA LACROIX Henri

THA SANGKAEW Thanakorn

ITA RIZZI Diego

Men's 
Petanque 
Doubles 

ITA
DUTTO Fabio,    
RIZZI Diego

THA
SANGKAEW Thanakorn,  
SRIBOONPENG Sarawut 

ESP
CATALAN Enrique,  
ROMERO Manuel

Men's 
Raffa 

Doubles

ITA
DI NICOLA Giuliano,  

FORMICONE Gianluca

SMAR
DALL'OLMO Enrico,  

FRISONI Jacopo

AUT
BAUR Gunther,  

WOLFGANG Philipp

Event Medal Country Athlete
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Precision

CHN GUO Xiaomin

FRA MARIE Suzy

SLO SKOBERNE Laura
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Progressi

ve

FRA BARTHET Barbara

CHN WANG Yang

ITA TRAVERSA Serena

Women's 
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Precision 
Shooting

FRA BOURRIAUD Caroline

THA
FUEANGSANIT 

Nantawan

CHN CHAO Guijin

Women's 
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Doubles

THA
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WONGCHUVEJ Phantipha

BEL
BARZIN Nancy,  MAX 

Camille 

FRA
OURRIAUD Caroline,  

MAILLARD Anne

Women's 
Raffa 

Doubles

ARG
BOLATTI Romina,  MAIZ 

Maria Victoria

BRA
DALLA CORTE Noeli,  

MARTINS Ana Caroline

CHN CEN Wefei,  ZHANG Wei 

Event Medal Country Athlete
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

POWERLIFTING  

Venue arrangement

ź Assembly in the training zone, warm-up area and on the main stage of NFM (the competition took place               
in the main concert hall of the National Forum of Music).
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Participants
ź Athletes (80) 
ź Officials (19)

Project team
ź WOC (9 persons)
ź Partners (18 persons)
ź Volunteers (18 persons)
ź Safety & Security (29 persons)
ź Medical services (8 persons)

TV production
ź LIVE - 24-26.07.2017 (9 cameras)

Competition schedule
ź 23.07.2017  Official training 
ź 24-26.07.2017 Competition

Partners & Suppliers
Over 20 entities carrying out services, including sound 
systems, lighting, tournament signage, medical 
services, security, IT infrastructure, catering etc. 

FOP Partner
ź Polish Bodybuilding & Fitness & Powerlifting 

Federation

ź The competition was organised according to the Sport Specification in good cooperation with 
the International Federation.

ź After the competition it turned out the there was a lot of magnesium left on the floor of the stage. 
In the future if competitions are held on parquet, it is worth securing to protect the whole 
parquet.  

Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

POWERLIFTING

GE
N
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AT

IO
N VENUE ADDRESS   National Forum of Music Plac Wolności 1, ,  Wrocław

ISF - International Powerlifting Federation (IPF)

COMPETITION MANAGER   Gaston Parage  (LU) - IPF

VENUE MANAGER   Ewa Schubert (POL) - WOC

VENUE CAPACITY  max 1500 seats, incl.: 
ź Public seats: 1050
ź Athletes: 150
ź IF: 100
ź VIP: 50  
ź Media: 50
ź Partners: 100 

TOURNAMENT TRANSPORT   dedicated transport from 
the place of accommodation to the venue:
ź Athletes (dedicated buses) – 4 km 
ź Officials (buses, taxi) – 3 km 
ź VIP (taxi) – 1 km
ź Media (shuttle bus from the media centre) - 1 km 
ź WOC/Volunteers (taxi/public transport) – 6 km 
 www.nfm.wroclaw.pl
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

RESULTS

Men's 
Lightweight

RUS FEDOSIENKO Sergey

FRA EL BELGHITTI Hassan

USA OKPOKO Charles

Men's 
Middleweight

POL OLECH Jaroslaw

UKR RYSIEV Volodymyr

UKR NANIEV Andrii

Men's 
Heavyweight

UKR BILYI Sergii

RUS INZARKIN Dmitry

UKR SEMENENKO Dmytro

Men's Super 
Heavyweight 

UKR ROKOCHIY Oleksii

USA CAPPELLINO Joseph

KAZ
YESHMAKHANOV 

Nurlan

Women's 
Lightweight

RUS SALNIKOVA Natalia

JPN FUKUSHIMA Yukako

TPE CHEN Wei-Ling

Event Medal Country Athlete

Women's 
Middleweight

UKR SOLOVIOVA Larysa

RUS RYZHKOVA Anna

TPE WU Hui-Chun

Women's 
Heavyweight

BRA CASTELLAIN Ana

USA CASTELLAIN Ana

VEN CANELON Yenifer

Women's 
Super 

Heavyweight

USA LOUGH Bonica

UKR MELNYK Tetyana

USA BLYN Liane

Event Medal Country Athlete
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

TUG OF WAR  

Venue arrangement

ź Temporary venue prepared especially for the event (men's competition).
ź Preparation of the pitch (marking of the field for the competition).
ź Preparation of the hall (construction of the tracks).
ź Mounting of the tribunes, fencing and other temporary infrastructure.
ź Considering the fact that there were several TWG competitions at AWF complex (University School of Physical 

Education in Wrocław),  it was necessary to have special traffic arrangement during the Games.
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Participants
ź Athletes (198) 
ź Officials (21)

Project team
ź WOC (6 persons)
ź Partners (18 persons)
ź Volunteers (26 persons)
ź Safety & Security (12 persons)
ź Medical services (10 persons)

TV production
ź ENG - 29-30.07.2017 

Competition schedule
ź 28.07.2017  Official training 
ź 29-30.07.2017 Competition

Partners & Suppliers
Over 20 entities carrying out services, including sound 
systems, lighting, tournament signage, medical 
services, security, IT infrastructure, catering etc. 

FOP Partner
ź Polish Tug od War Federation 
ź University School of Physical Education in Wrocław 

ź The competition was organised according to the Sport Specification in good cooperation with 
the International Federation.

ź The biggest challenge was to bring all the equipment from the hall to outdoor venue in a very 
short time after the final of women competition (women were competing indoor and men - 
outdoor).

ź The majority of the athletes didn't use the changing rooms due to their location. VIP room was 
also rarely used because it was in a several-hundred-metres distance from the FOP. In case        
of such short competitions (3h) it is important to have the FOP as close to the changing area           
as possible as well as to the rooms for guests. Otherwise, these rooms won't be used. 

Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

TUG OF WAR

GE
N

ER
AL

 IN
FO

RM
AT

IO
N VENUE ADDRESS   AWF Multifunctional Sport Hall - Marsowe Fields, 

Al. Ignacego Jana Paderewskiego 35  Mickiewicza 58,,  Wrocław

ISF - Tug of War International Federation (TWIF)

COMPETITION MANAGER   Dariusz Bajkowski  (POL) - TWIF

VENUE MANAGER   Łukasz Padewski (POL), 
Arkadiusz Zagrodnik (POL) - WOC

VENUE CAPACITY  
Indoor, incl.: 
ź Public seats: 300
ź Athletes: 120
ź VIP: 50  
ź Media: 30
ź Partners: 100 

TOURNAMENT TRANSPORT   dedicated transport from 
the place of accommodation to the venue:
ź Athletes (dedicated buses) – 2 km 
ź Officials (buses, taxi) – 9 km 
ź VIP (taxi) – 7 km
ź Media (shuttle bus from the media centre) - 7 km 
ź WOC/Volunteers (taxi/public transport) – 6 km 
 

VENUE CAPACITY 
Outdoor, incl.: 
ź Public seats: 500
ź Athletes: 120
ź VIP: 50  
ź Media: 30
ź Partners: 20 

www.awf.wroc.pl
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

RESULTS

Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

TUG OF WAR

Women's Indoor 540kg

TPE
CHEN Tzu-Jung,  CHENG Huai-Yun,  HUANG Ting-

Yi,  KAO Chia Yi,  KAO Chiaoiyi,  LI Ting-Hsuan,        
LI Ju Chun,  LI Yun-Chi,  TIEN Chia-Jung

CHN
GUO Xue,  HU Yanli,  LIU Yingying,  QIN Jiao,    

SONG Dan,  TIAN Tian,  XU Na,  YAN Chen,       
ZHANG Jiaqi 

RSA

DE WET Jancke,  GROENEWALD Rene Mandy,      
RAS Ane,  RAS Rene,  RIX Claudia Berna,  STEYN 

Leonell,  STOOP Nadine,  TERBLANCHE Catharine 
Elizabeth Magda,  WILMOT Samantha

Men's Outdoor 640kg

GBR

CALLCUTT David,  COLLINS Martin,  DANIELS Ian,  
EVANS Wayne,  FIELD David,  HAMMERSLEY David,  
HOLLAND Edward,  MURPHY James,  MURPHY Ian,  

PRIME Steven,  SHANNON Edward,  WEBB John,  
WEBB Adrian

SUI

ARNOLD Vinzenz,  ERNI Peter,  JOLLER Erich,  
KRAUSE Stefan,  MUELLER Roman,  ROLLI Philipp,  
ROLLI Fabian,  ROLLI Christoph,  STEINMAN Beat,  

VOGEL Lukas

GER

BARTMANN Eberhard,  BERL Andreas,  BERL 
Philipp,  BOEHLER Markus,  BROGHAMMER Lucas,  

FIEN Daniel,  FIEN Andreas,  FRANK Patrick,  
HEIMANN Stefan,  HIGEL Martin,  HUG Markus,  

KLINGELE Manfred

Men's Outdoor 700kg

SUI
ARNOLD Vinzenz,  ERNI Peter,  JOLLER Erich,  

JOLLER Peter,  KRAUSE Stefan,  ROLLI Fabian,  
ROLLI Philipp,  ROLLI Christoph 

NED

BARTELS Johannes,  BIJENHOF Gerrit,  
BOERSTOEL Robin,  GROOT NUELEND Stefan,  

HOFF Gerolph,  NIEUWENHUIS Jeroen,  SCHUTTE 
Gerbert,  TE LUGGENHORST Gerrit,  UILENREEF 

Gerrit,  VAN DE BERG Dirk,  VAN DER VELDE Jelle,  
WAGENMANS Vincent 

GBR

BOWYER David,  DEWSBERRY James,  JARRAM 
Leonard,  LEE Tim,  LEE William,  MURPHY Ian,  

MURPHY James,  PRIME Steven,  ROBINSON Ian,  
ROBINSON Lee,  SHEPPARD Justin,  WEBB John,  

WHEELER Aidan

Event Medal Country Athlete
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

ARTISTIC & DANCE SPORTS

dance sports

gymnastics
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

DANCE SPORTS  

Venue arrangement

ź Placing of the main and warm-up parquet. 
ź Assembly: the curtain, sound system, additional lightning and illumination for dance sport. 
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Participants
ź Athletes (152) 
ź Officials (14)

Project team
ź WOC (7 persons)
ź Partners (15 persons)
ź Volunteers (57 persons)
ź Safety & Security (72 persons)
ź Medical services (12 persons)

TV production
ź LIVE - 28-29.07.2017 (8 cameras)

Competition schedule
ź 27.07.2017  Official training 
ź 28-29.07.2017 Competition

Partners & Suppliers
Over 20 entities carrying out services, including sound 
systems, lighting, tournament signage, medical 
services, security, IT infrastructure, catering etc. 

FOP Partner
ź Dance Sport Federation Poland

ź The competition was held in standard, Latin, salsa and acrobatic Rock'n'Roll.

ź Thanks to good cooperation with the International Federation, despite a tight schedule,              
the organisers managed to assemble the parquet on time and the competition was held 
according to the schedule. 

ź Due to the specificity of Rock'n'Roll and the needs of the Host Broadcaster WDSF agreed to have 
reverse than usual orientation of the dancers towards the audience.

ź By experience, it can be concluded that in dance sport the function of CM should not be combined 
with the function of the main sport partner. With such a big number of tasks, this combination 
complicated the organisation of the competition.

ź Dance sport participants have higher than average requirements of accommodation, catering, 
transportation, changing rooms and judges' rooms.

ź Competition office was printing more than 1600 pages daily, which should be taken into 
consideration at the stage of planning.

ź Rock'n'Roll is not affiliated with WDSF, which resulted in some difficulties in the delivery                       
of the event. 
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DANCE SPORTS
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N VENUE ADDRESS   Centennial Hall Wystawowa 1, , Wrocław

ISF - World Dance Sport Federation (WDSF)

COMPETITION MANAGER   Antoni Czyżyk  (POL) - WDSF

VENUE MANAGER   Łukasz Sarapuk (POL)

VENUE CAPACITY  max 3948 seats, incl.: 
ź Public seats: 2917
ź Athletes: 376
ź VIP: 150  
ź Media: 50 

TOURNAMENT TRANSPORT   dedicated transport from 
the place of accommodation to the venue:
ź Athletes (dedicated buses) – 5 km 
ź Officials (buses, taxi) – 5,5 km 
ź VIP (taxi) – 5 km
ź Media (shuttle bus from the media centre) - 5 km 
ź WOC/Volunteers (taxi/public transport) – 5 km 
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

RESULTS

Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

Standard

GER FERRUGGIA Benedetto,  KOEHLER Claudia 

RUS  KULIKOVA Olga,  ZHARKOV Dmitry

LTU SODEIKA Evaldas,  ZUKAUSKAITE Ieva

Latin

MDA GOFFREDO Gabriele,  MATUS Anna

RUS GUDYNO Svetlana,  TSATURYAN Armen 

FRA SALIKHOVA Elena,  SCHMITT Charles-Guillaume 

Rock 'n' Roll

POL MIADZIELEC Anna,  TARCZYLO Jacek

RUS  CHISTIKOV Konstantin,  OSNOVINA Ksenia

GER BLUDAU Tobias,  UHL Michelle 

Salsa 

COL ORTEGA Yinessa,  REBOLLEDO Stevens 

COL AVILA Adriana,  BENJUMEA Yefersson 

ITA MASO Serena,  SANFILIPPO Simone 

Event Medal Country Athlete

DANCE SPORTS
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

GYMNASTICS  

Venue arrangement

ź Mounting of the curtain, additional lightning, illumination and sound system. 
ź Assembly of the gymnastic equipment on the FOP and warm-up area. 
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Participants
ź Athletes (297) 
ź Officials (95)

Project team
ź WOC (7 persons)
ź Partners (25 persons)
ź Volunteers (57 persons)
ź Safety & Security (72 persons)
ź Medical services (12 persons)

TV production
ź LIVE - 21-22 & 24-26.07.2017 (8 cameras)

FOP Partner
ź Wrocław Gymnastics Centre

Competition schedule
AEROBIC, RYTHMIC
ź 19-20.07.2017  Official training 
ź 21-22.07.2017 Competition

ACROBATIC, TRAMPOLINE
ź 23.07.2017  Official training 
ź 24-26.07.2017 Competition

TUMBLING
ź 23-24.07.2017  Official training 
ź 25-26.07.2017 Competition  

Partners & Suppliers
Over 20 entities carrying out services, including sound 
systems, lighting, tournament signage, medical 
services, security, IT infrastructure, catering etc. 

ź The competition was organised according to the Sport Specification in good cooperation with 
the International Federation.

ź It is worth considering high expectations and small flexibility of the federation regarding sport 
and non-sport dimensions. 

ź Besides the official training days, the athletes were training also on the competition days. Very 
often, the training was over with the opening of the gates for spectators. It resulted                               
in the necessity to have all the staff at the venue on a daily basis since early morning till midnight 
(the venue had to function 16-17h a day).

ź The competition was over each day with at least 30-min delay regarding the competition 
programme due to the referees work. 

ź The athletes barely used the changing rooms.

ź All the facilities (light, sound, branding, etc.) should be the same as during the competition (this 
resulted in the prolongation of working hours for the technical staff).

ź It turned out that the organisers had to ensure rooms which were not planned before, such               
as a room for the Secretary and FIG President and other requirements which were not reported 
during the preparation. 

ź Conference rooms were used by the federation to a bigger extent than planned, which affected 
the schedule, once these rooms were designated as well to other sport federations which had 
their competitions on the territory of Centennial Hall. 
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N VENUE ADDRESS   Centennial Hall Wystawowa 1, , Wrocław

ISF - International Gymnastics Federation (FIG)

COMPETITION MANAGER   Rui Vinegre  (POR) - FIG

VENUE MANAGER   Łukasz Sarapuk (POL)

VENUE CAPACITY  max 3948 seats, incl.: 
ź Public seats: 2917
ź Athletes: 376
ź VIP: 150  
ź Media: 50 

TOURNAMENT TRANSPORT   dedicated transport from 
the place of accommodation to the venue:
ź Athletes (dedicated buses) – 5 km 
ź Officials (buses, taxi) – 5,5 km 
ź VIP (taxi) – 5 km
ź Media (shuttle bus from the media centre) - 5 km 
ź WOC/Volunteers (taxi/public transport) – 5 km 
 

www.halastulecia.pl
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

Men's Pairs All-Around

GER KRAFT Michail,  SEBASTIAN Tim 

RUS MISHEV Igor,  SUPRUNOV Nikolay 

BEL CASSE Robin,  GOFFAUX Kilian 

Men's Groups All-
Around

GBR
SAWENKO Conor,  TATE Charlie,  UPCOTT Adam, 

WATTS Lewis

CHN LI Zheng,  RUI Liuming,  ZHANG Teng,  ZHOU Jiahuai 

ISR
DANA Lidar,  KALFA Yannay,  SACH Efi Efraim, 

URALEVITCH Daniel 

Women's Pairs All-
Around 

RUS GURYEVA Daria,  KALININA Daria 

BEL LAMMERTYN Noemie,  VANDEN BERGHE Lore

UKR HABELOK Veronika,  NAZIMOVA Iryna

Women's Groups All-
Around

RUS
CHEBULANKA Daria,  PLASTININA Polina,             

ZAGOSKINA Kseniia 

BLR
VONCHYK Julia,  NABOKINA Veranika,             

SANDOVICH Karina 

GBR BOARDMAN Ilisha,  HAIGH Isabel,  HANCOCK Emily 

Mixed Pairs All-Around

RUS CHERNOVA Marina,  PATARAIA Georgii 

BLR BELIAKOU Artur,  MELNIK Volha

GBR WALKER Lewis,  WILLIAMS Katherine 

Event Medal Country Athlete

RESULTS    ACROBATIC 

Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

GYMNASTICS

Open Event Step

RUS

CHAIUN Danil,  DEGTIAREVA Anastasiia,    
DOBRIAGINA Irina,  GERMANOV Aleksei,  

GVOZDETSKAIA Anastasiia,  KORNEVA Veronika,  
PYKHTOVA Ekaterina,  ZIUBINA Anastasia

CHN
 FU Yao,  HUANG Chengkai,  HUANG Zijing,  JIANG 
Shuai,  LIU Yiluan,  YANG Qiaobo,  ZHANG Huiwen,  

ZHAO Ming 

HUN
ERDOSI Daniel,  ETENYI Zsofia,  KOROSI Kitti,     

SZABO Julia,  SZENES Boglarka,  SZILVAS Angela,  
TASKAI Anita,  VARGA Dorottya 

Open Event Dance

KOR
HAN Jae Hyun,  KIM Yu Hwan,  KIM Han Jin,             

KWON Tae Yun,  LEE Jon Gu,  PARK Hyunmin,                   
RYU Ju Sun,  SONG Sung Kyu

RUS

CHAIUN Danil,  DZHANAZIAN Garsevan,              
KULIKOV Kirill,  LOBAZNYUK Kirill,                     

SEMENOV Roman,  SHISHIGIN Anton,           
SHURUPOV Denis,  ZHURAVLEV Aleksei 

HUN

BOKONYI Klaudia,  DEAK Anna,                              
FARKAS Balazs Albert,  HEGYI Dora,  LOCSEI Zoltan,  

MAZACS Fanni,  SZALOKI Emese Timea,         
SZOLLOSI Panna

Open Event Trio

JPN KANAI Takumi,  KITAZUME Riri,  SAITO Mizuki 

CHN LI Lingxiao,  MA Dong,  PAN Lixi 

FRA
BUGALHO Florian,  DECKER BREITEL Maxime,  

JOURDAN Tom 

Open Event Group

CHN LI Lingxiao,  LI Qi,  MA Dong,  PAN Lixi,  WANG Ke

ROU
BARNA Dacian,  BOCSER Gabriel,  BOGATI Andreea,  

BROTEI Marian,  SAVULESCU Lucian Stefan

HUN
BALI Daniel,  FARKAS Balazs Albert,  HEGYI Dora,  

MAZACS Fanni,  SZOLLOSI Panna

Mixed Pair

ESP LLI Vicente,  MORENO Sara

HUN BALI Daniel,  HEGYI Dora

ROU  BARNA Dacian,  BOGATI Andreea

Event Medal Country Athlete

RESULTS    AEROBIC 
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUESSection 12. SPORTS & VENUES

GYMNASTICS

Individual 
Ball 

RUS AVERINA Arina

RUS AVERINA Dina

BLR HALKINA Katsiaryna

Individual 
Clubs 

RUS AVERINA Dina

ISR ASHRAM Linoy

RUS AVERINA Arina  

Individual 
Hoop 

RUS AVERINA Arina

RUS AVERINA Dina

ISR ASHRAM Linoy 

Individual 
Ribbon  

RUS AVERINA Arina

RUS AVERINA Dina

BLR HALKINA Katsiaryna

Event Medal Country Athlete

Men's 
Tumbling

CHN ZHANG Luo

USA NACEY Austin

RUS SHLYAKIN Maxim

Men's 
Synchronized 

Trampoline

CHN DONG Dong,  TU Xiao

UKR
BYEDYEVKIN Dmytro,  
PROSTOROV Mykola

JPN
ISHIKAWA Yamato,  
NAKAZONO Takato

Men's Double 
Mini-

Trampoline

RUS ZALOMIN Mikhail

USA RENKERT Alexander

POR CARVALHO COSTA Diogo

Women's 
Tumbling

CHN JIA Fangfang

RUS KOROBEINIKOVA Anna

GBR COLEBECK Lucie

Women's 
Synchronized 

Trampoline

UKR
MALKOVA Svitlana,  
MOSKVINA Nataliia 

AZE
MAKSHTAROVA Sviatlana,  

ZEMLIANAIA Veronika

NED
BLEKKINK Carlijn,     

FOKKE Tara 

Women's 
Double Mini-
Trampoline 

USA HOWARD Paige

CAN O'BRIEN Tamara

SWE SJOEBERG Lina

Event Medal Country Athlete

RESULTS     RHYTMIC RESULTS     TRAMPOLIE 
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INVITATIONAL SPORTS

indoor rowing

kickboxing

speedway
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

AMERICAN FOOTBALL  

Venue arrangement

ź Olympic Stadium is adjusted to the requirements of speedway. 
ź Considering the fact that there were several TWG competitions at AWF complex (University School of Physical 

Education in Wroclaw),  located next to the Olympic Stadium it was necessary to have special traffic 
arrangement during the Games.
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Participants
ź Athletes (180) 
ź Officials (63)

Project team
ź WOC (12 persons)
ź Partners (7 persons)
ź Volunteers (50 persons)
ź Safety & Security (120 persons)
ź Medical services (8 persons)

TV production
ź ENG - 22.07.2017
ź LIVE - 24.07.2017 (10 cameras)

Competition schedule
ź 21.07.2017 Official training sessionns 
ź 22.07.2017 Competition
ź 23.07.2017 Official training sessionns
ź 24.07.2017 Final 

Partners & Suppliers
Over 15 entities carrying out services, including sound 
systems, lighting, tournament signage, medical 
services, security, IT infrastructure, catering etc. 

FOP Partner
ź Panthers Wrocław

ź The competition was organised according to the Sport Specification and agreements with         
the international federation. No specific problems occurred. 
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AMERICAN FOOTBALL

GE
N
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AL
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RM
AT

IO
N VENUE ADDRESS   Olympic Stadium I.J. Paderewskiego 35, , Wrocław

ISF - International Federation of American Football (IFAF)

COMPETITION MANAGER   Dariusz Leoniak  (POL) - IFAF

VENUE MANAGERS   Agnieszka Koszela (POL), 
Adrian Sanderski (POL) - WOC

VENUE CAPACITY  max 11 000 seats, incl.: 
ź Public seats: 9950
ź Athletes: 250
ź VIP: 700  
ź Media: 100 

TOURNAMENT TRANSPORT   dedicated transport from 
the place of accommodation to the venue:
ź Athletes (dedicated buses) – 3 km 
ź Officials (buses, taxi) – 8 km 
ź VIP (taxi) – 8 km
ź Media (shuttle bus from the media centre) - 8 km 
ź WOC/Volunteers (taxi/public transport) – 6 km 
 

www.wts.pl
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

AMERICAN FOOTBALL  

Venue arrangement

ź Olympic Stadium is adjusted to the requirements of speedway. 
ź Considering the fact that there were several TWG competitions at AWF complex (University School of Physical 

Education in Wroclaw),  located next to the Olympic Stadium it was necessary to have special traffic 
arrangement during the Games.
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Participants
ź Athletes (180) 
ź Officials (63)

Project team
ź WOC (12 persons)
ź Partners (7 persons)
ź Volunteers (50 persons)
ź Safety & Security (120 persons)
ź Medical services (8 persons)

TV production
ź ENG - 22.07.2017
ź LIVE - 24.07.2017 (10 cameras)

Competition schedule
ź 21.07.2017 Official training sessionns 
ź 22.07.2017 Competition
ź 23.07.2017 Official training sessionns
ź 24.07.2017 Final 

Partners & Suppliers
Over 15 entities carrying out services, including sound 
systems, lighting, tournament signage, medical 
services, security, IT infrastructure, catering etc. 

FOP Partner
ź Panthers Wrocław

ź The competition was organised according to the Sport Specification and agreements with         
the international federation. No specific problems occurred. 
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

RESULTS

Men's

FRA

AHIDAZAN Armel,  ALEXANDRE Jefferson,  ALIX Anthony,  
AUTRET Pierrick,  BADIANE Nyohor,  BALAME-PUTU 

Murphy,  BEGOU Vincent,  BEKHEIRA Mehdi,  BORDIN 
Olivier,  COURAGEUX Pierre,  DELAROQUE Charles,  

DETHELOT Aymeric,  DIKA BALOTOKEN Yann,  
DOUMBOUYA Mamoudou,  DUPONCHELLE Jeremy,  

DURAND Paul,  ELDIN Jean-Philippe,  FAUCON Romain,  
FAYARD Matthieu,  FAZER Jean-Amour,  FERRIER Victor,  

FORTES Stephane,  GNAHOUA Valentin,  JACQUIN 
Claudio,  JAMES Andrew,  JEAN ALPHONSE Edris,  

KARAMOKO Souleymane,  KHANDAR Nicolas,  KIDARI 
Raphael,  LE GALLO Alexandre,  MARCIN Sandy,  MIZIUS 

Averdie,  MONTGENIE Arnaud,  MOUTON Robin,  MWAMBA 
Kevin,  NANGUY Giovanni,  NKISHI Willy,  PEREIRA 

Bastien,  ROGER Maxime, Alexis, Olivier,  RONTET Brice,  
ROUDEL Etienne,  SEBEILLE Robin,  SEJEAN Sebastien,  

TSIMI Nelson,  YEPMO Nguendjo Stephen Felix Th 

GER

 ABRAHAMSEN Jan,  ACHEAMPONG Lane,  ADEGBESAN 
Aurieus,  ARENTSEN Peter,  AVANT Donnie Ray,  

BAUMGAERTNER Yannik,  BINCZEK Harald,  BRENNER 
Simon Georg,  FENSCH Robin,  GAVANDA Simon Filippo,  

GOMEZ Sebastian Silva,  GROOTEN Richard,  HANSEN 
Thiadric,  HAUPERT Alexander,  HELM Leon Vincent,  

HINRICHS Hendrik,  HOMRI Kerim,  HOR Marc Anthony,  
JANSSEN Till Linus Luca Caleb,  KIEHL Yannic,  KOEPPE 

Christian,  KRUSE Levi,  LANSER Jan,  MAU Bejamin,  
MEIS Moritz,  MUELLER David,  NICK Tobias,  OFORI 

Kwame,  OWUSO Jason,  POETSCH Patrick,  POZNANSKI 
Joshua,  RAUCH Thomas,  RIEGER Sven,  ROBINSON 

Tissi,  SCHALLO Mike,  SCHERENBERG Marc,  SCHMIDT 
Thomas,  SCHRAMM Hermann,  SCHUMANN Nicolai,  
SEEMANN Paul,  TOLKSDORF Philipp,  WAHL Aaron,  

WEISHAUPT Sonny Tim Robin,  WILD Maximilian,  
YASSAR Jazan,  ZIMMERMANN Paul

USA

BATTLE Dean,  BENSON Anthony,  BERGERON Joe,  
BLAIR Zachary,  BLANKS Tyrell,  BROWN Mario,  CARLILE 

Billy,  CATTANEO Giuliano,  CATTANEO Dante,  
COUNTRYMAN Cam,  EATON Meech,  FITZGERALD 

Patrick,  GAITOR III Terry,  HALL Lamar,  JACKSON-
CLEMONS Randall,  JANEAU Eric,  JONES Austin,  

MCCATHERN Triston,  MOORHEAD John,  PACKARD 
Zakkary,  PALMER Taylor,  PERKINS Brett,  RABB 

Preston,  REGAN Jabrai,  REYNA Nick,  RICHARDSON TJ,  
SEABERG Ryan,  SHORES Davarus,  SMITH Cody,  

STEVENSON Gary,  SWEET Nick,  VAN DERIPE Mike,     
VAN VLIET John,  VAZQUEZ-DYER Oscar,        

WILLINGHAM Dustin Hawke,  ZANIEWSKI Archie

Event Medal Country Athlete
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

INDOOR ROWING  

Venue arrangement

ź Assembly of specific non-slip mats and rowing ergometers.
ź Installation of LED displays. 
ź Assembly of the warm-up area – installation of rowing ergometers.
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Participants
ź Athletes (62) 
ź Officials (20)

Project team
ź WOC (4 persons)
ź Partners (5 persons)
ź Volunteers (23 persons)
ź Safety & Security (28 persons)
ź Medical services (12 persons)

TV production
ź ENG - 26-27.07.2017

Competition schedule
ź 25.07.2017  Official training  
ź 26-27.07.2017 Competition

Partners & Suppliers
Over 20 entities carrying out services, including sound 
systems, lighting, tournament signage, medical 
services, security, IT infrastructure, catering etc. 

FOP Partner
ź Academic Sports Association Wrocław

ź The competition was organised according to the Sport Specification in very good cooperation 
with the international federation.

ź Very warm and family atmosphere during the event and good interaction between athletes      
and supporters. 

ź An after-party organised after the end of the competition with all the participants was 
appreciated by the athletes and officials.

Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

INDOOR ROWING
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N VENUE ADDRESS   Sport and Recreation Centre Jelcz-Laskowice, 

Oławska 46, Jelcz-Laskowice

ISF - Fédération Internationale des Sociétés d'Aviron (International 
Rowing Federation) (FISA)

COMPETITION MANAGER   Mike Tanner  (HKG) - FISA

VENUE MANAGER   Natalia Smolińska (POL) - WOC

VENUE CAPACITY  max 814 seats, incl.: 
ź Public seats: 652
ź Athletes: 50
ź VIP: 40  
ź Media: 40 

TOURNAMENT TRANSPORT   dedicated transport from 
the place of accommodation to the venue:
ź Athletes (dedicated buses) – 30 km 
ź Officials (buses, taxi) – 30 km 
ź VIP (taxi) – 30 km
ź Media (shuttle bus from the media centre) - 30 km 
ź WOC/Volunteers (taxi/public transport) – 30 km 
 www.csir-jl.pl
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

Men's Openweight 500m 

UKR BONDARENKO Anton

GBR CLAPP Phil

BLR SHURMEI Pavel

Men's Lightweight 
2000m 

POL MIKOLAJCZEWSKI Artur

AUT BERG Florian

THA SAENSUK Jaruwat 

Men's Openweight 
2000m 

GER ZEIDLER Oliver

POL ZABLOCKI Bartosz

UKR BONDARENKO Anton

Women's Openweight 
500m

UKR BURYAK Olena

POL WIERZBOWSKA Anna

SWE VELIN Cecilia

Women's Lightweight 
2000m

AUT BERGER Anna

GBR RESTON Justine

THA NEEGREE Phuttharaksa

Women's Openweight 
2000m 

UKR BURYAK Olena

SWE VELIN Cecilia

AUT LOBNIG Magdalena

RESULTS      

Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

INDOOR ROWING

Event Medal Country Athlete
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

KICKBOXING  

Venue arrangement

ź Assembly of the rings.
ź Preparation of the warm-up area on the surface of the inactive ice rink. 
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Participants
ź Athletes (96) 
ź Officials (76)

Project team
ź WOC (8 persons)
ź Partners (9 persons)
ź Volunteers (34-50 persons)
ź Safety & Security (35 persons)
ź Medical services (15 persons)

TV production
ź LIVE 26-27.07.2017 (10 cameras)
ź Additional live streaming (ring 2) covered by WAKO

Competition schedule
ź 25.07.2017  Official training  
ź 26-27.07.2017 Competition

Partners & Suppliers
Over 20 entities carrying out services, including sound 
systems, lighting, tournament signage, medical 
services, security, IT infrastructure, catering etc. 

FOP Partner
ź Polish Kickboxing Federation

ź It was agreed that the same rings would be used during kickboxing and muay thai. 

ź Given that there were many judges and officials, the organisers had to plan the zones of the venue 
wisely and prepare proper routing around the venue for different target groups.

ź At the preparation stage cooperation with WAKO ran smoothly, however, there were some 
communication problems on the spot. E.g., WOC was not informed on time about the changes        
in the competition programme, which accelerated the time for the medal awarding ceremonies 
by about 2 h.

ź The competition in kickboxing started 2 days after the competition in sumo at the same venue, 
and straight after kickboxing there was muay thai. Fast rearrangement of the hall for                       
2 disciplines at the same time was a challenge for the organisers. Despite time pressure,                 
the competition took place according to the schedule. 

ź The organisation of competition was supported by the Polish Kickboxing Association. 

ź On WAKO request, the organisers managed to provide additional equipment to have live 
streaming of the draw straight before the competition. 

Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

KICKBOXING
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IO
N VENUE ADDRESS   Orita Sport Hall Wejherowska 34, Wrocław, 

ISF - World Association of Kickboxing Organizations (WAKO)

COMPETITION MANAGER   Srdjan Bugarčić (SRB) - WAKO

VENUE MANAGER   Anna Gumowska (POL) - WOC

VENUE CAPACITY  max 2306 seats, incl.: 
ź Public seats: 1340
ź Athletes: 260
ź VIP: 84  
ź Media: 50
ź Partners: 165  

TOURNAMENT TRANSPORT   dedicated transport from 
the place of accommodation to the venue:
ź Athletes (dedicated buses) – 1 km 
ź Officials (buses, taxi) – 7 km 
ź VIP (taxi) – 5 km
ź Media (shuttle bus from the media centre) - 5 km 
ź WOC/Volunteers (taxi/public transport) – 10 km 
 

www.spartan.wroc.pl
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

Men's K1 
71kg

UKR DUBINA Vitalii

BUL SHUMAROV Bogdan

ISR GERSHON Itai 

Men's K1 
75kg

FRA LAAOUATNI Zakaria

POL RONKIEWICZ Michal

RUS DATSIEV Datsi 

Men's K1 
81kg

SRB MENKOVIC Aleksandar

BUL PETROV Aleksandar

USA BOYD Omari

Men's K1 
86kg

POL KASPERSKI Dawid

BIH KASPERSKI Dawid

IRI NOSRATI Omid

Men's K1 
91kg

RUS DARMESHKIN Igor

POL PLUTA Mateusz

MDA VORONIN Pavel 

Men's K1 
+91kg  

BRA INOCENTE Guto

TUR Saygili Hamdi

UKR HOLOVATIUK Roman

Event Medal Country Athlete

Women's K1 
52kg

RUS POSKREBYSHEVA Anna

SVK CHOCHLIKOVA Monika

RUS SHLYAKIN Maxim

Women's K1 
56kg

CZE MASKOVA Sandra

TUR AYGUN Seda Duygu

POL DYMUS Malgorzata

Women's K1 
60kg

POL WALICZEK Marta

MEX ACEVES MARTINEZ

MAR TABIT Nabila

Women's K1 
65kg

NED DE JONG Sarel

SRB MANIC Teodora

SVK CMAROVA Veronika

Men's K1 
63.5kg

UKR SANANZADE Orfan 

SRB KONOVALOV Aleksandar

CRO DESKAJ Muhamet

Men's K1 
67kg 

SRB MIJAJLOVIC Slobodan

CAN HINDS Jason

POL Kazieczko Wojciech

Event Medal Country Athlete

RESULTS      

Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

KICKBOXING
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

SPEEDWAY  

Venue arrangement

ź Olympic Stadium is adjusted to the requirements of speedway. 
ź Considering the fact that there were several TWG competitions at AWF complex (University School of Physical 

Education in Wroclaw), wchich is located to the Olympic Stadium it was necessary to have special traffic 
arrangement during the Games.
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Participants
ź Athletes (21) 
ź Officials (85)

Project team
ź WOC (12 persons)
ź Partners (11 persons)
ź Volunteers (50 persons)
ź Safety & Security (120 persons)
ź Medical services (8 persons)

TV production
ź LIVE 29.07.2017 (10 cameras)

Competition schedule
ź 28.07.2017  Official training  
ź 29.07.2017 Competition

Partners & Suppliers
Over 15 entities carrying out services, including sound 
systems, lighting, tournament signage, medical 
services, security, IT infrastructure, catering etc. 

FOP Partner
ź WTS Sparta Wrocław

ź The competition was organised according to the Sport Specification and agreements with         
the international federation. No specific problems occurred. 
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www.wts.pl

VENUE ADDRESS   Olympic Stadium I.J. Paderewskiego 35, , Wrocław

ISF - International Motorcycling Federation (FIM)

COMPETITION MANAGERS   Lydia Robin  (FRA) - FIM

VENUE MANAGER   Agnieszka Koszela (POL), Adrian Sanderski (POL)

VENUE CAPACITY  max 11 000 seats, incl.: 
ź Public seats: 9950
ź Athletes: 250
ź VIP: 700  
ź Media: 100 

TOURNAMENT TRANSPORT   dedicated transport from 
the place of accommodation to the venue:
ź Athletes (dedicated buses) – 3 km 
ź Officials (buses, taxi) – 8 km 
ź VIP (taxi) – 8 km
ź Media (shuttle bus from the media centre) - 8 km 
ź WOC/Volunteers (taxi/ public transport) – 6 km 
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

SPEEDWAY  

Venue arrangement

ź Olympic Stadium is adjusted to the requirements of speedway. 
ź Considering the fact that there were several TWG competitions at AWF complex (University School of Physical 

Education in Wroclaw), wchich is located to the Olympic Stadium it was necessary to have special traffic 
arrangement during the Games.
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Participants
ź Athletes (21) 
ź Officials (85)

Project team
ź WOC (12 persons)
ź Partners (11 persons)
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ź Safety & Security (120 persons)
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

RESULTS

Men's 

POL
DUDEK Patryk,  JANOWSKI Maciej,                 

ZMARZLIK Bartosz 

AUS DOYLE Jason,  FRICKE Max,  HOLDER Chris

SWE
LINDBACK Antonio,  LINDGREN Fredrik,           

LJUNG Peter 

Event Medal Country Athlete
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

BEACH HANDBALL  

Venue arrangement

ź Temporary venue prepared especially for the event.
ź 550 tons of sand, construction of 2 pitches (preparation of the subsoil, assembly of the goal, markings             

and protective net).
ź Preparation of the warm-up pitch.
ź Mounting of tribunes, fencing, tents, LED screen stands and other temporary infrastructure.
ź Considering the fact that there were several TWG competitions at AWF complex (Wroclaw Academy of Physical 

Education), it was necessary to have special traffic arrangement during the Games.
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Participants
ź Athletes (176) 
ź Officials (35)

Project team
ź WOC (6 persons)
ź Partners (36 persons)
ź Volunteers (36 persons)
ź Safety & Security (36 persons)
ź Medical services (10 persons)

TV production
ź LIVE - 26-29.07.2017 (8 cameras)
ź ENG - 26-28.07.2017

Competition schedule
ź 25.07.2017  Official training 
ź 26-29.07.2017 Competition 

Partners & Suppliers
Over 20 entities carrying out services, including sound 
systems, lighting, tournament signage, medical 
services, security, IT infrastructure, catering etc. 

FOP Partners
ź The Polish Handball Federation, 
ź University School of Physical Education in Wrocław 

ź The arrangement of beach handball arena from scratch was one of the biggest logistic 
challenges of TWG from the defining of the pitch boundaries, delivery of several hundred tons           
of sand to the mounting of temporary infrastructure. 

ź Cooperation with IHF was challenging, especially at the stage of preparation and assembly. 
However, due to joint efforts, the generated solutions resulted in smooth running                                
of the competition. 
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www.awf.wroc.pl

VENUE ADDRESS   AWF Building no. P5 - Marsowe Fields                      , 
Al. Ignacego Jana Paderewskiego 35  Mickiewicza 58,,  Wrocław

ISF - International Handball Federation (IHF)

COMPETITION MANAGER   Giampiero Masi (ITA) - IHF

VENUE MANAGERS   Łukasz Padewski (POL), 
Arkadiusz Zagrodnik (POL) - WOC

VENUE CAPACITY  max 1 920 seats, incl.: 
ź Public seats: 1 620
ź Athletes: 200
ź VIP: 70  
ź Media: 30

TOURNAMENT TRANSPORT   dedicated transport from 
the place of accommodation to the venue:
ź Athletes (dedicated buses) – 2 km 
ź Officials (buses, taxi) – 9 km 
ź VIP (taxi) – 7 km
ź Media (shuttle bus from the media centre) - 7 km 
ź WOC/Volunteers (taxi/public transport) – 6 km 
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

BEACH HANDBALL

Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

RESULTS

Men's 

BRA 

AMARAL Nailson,  BARCELLOS Thiago,  CLAUDIO 
Thiago,  ESTEVES Wellington,  MACHADO Marcelo,  

OLIVEIRA Bruno,  PIRES Gil,  ROSSA Cristiano,  
VIEIRA Diogo,  WIRTZBIKI Pedro

CRO

BEGONJA Dario,  BURA Lucian,  DIKIC Zvonimir,  
DUMENCIC Ivan,  HENIGMAN David,  JURIC Ivan,  

LAUS Tomislav,  MARKOVIC Dominik,              
SANDRK Josip,  SEMREN Matej 

QAT

DENGUIR Amir,  HAMDOON Hadi,  HASSAN 
Mohamed,  KAKHI Hani,  KENAOUI Sid,  MAHFOUZ 
Mohab,  MOHAMED Mutasem,  MORGAN Ahmed,  

YAFAI Mohsin,  ZOUAOUI Anis

Women's 

BRA

ALENCAR Millena,  BARROS Jessica,  BRAZ 
Carolina,  FRAZAO Ingrid,  OLIVEIRA Juliana,  PIRES 

Cinthya,  SANTIAGO Renata,  SCHEPPA Patricia,  
SENA Nathalie,  SOUZA Camila 

ARG 

AGUZZI Daniela,  BARROS Rocio,  BERICIO 
Florencia,  CARDENAS Rayen,  ELIGES Ivana,  

IBARRA Florencia,  MECCIA Celeste,  MIROTTA 
Agustina,  ROSSI Carolina,  SCORDAMAGLIA 

Luciana

ESP

BATISTA PORTERO Asuncion,  CANO DOMINGUEZ 
Raquel,  CONEJERO GALAN Patricia,  CONEJERO 

GALAN Cristina,  GARCIA TORO Maria Luisa,  
HENANDEZ TORRICO Sara,  LLADRO FERNANDEZ 

Silvia,  SANCHEZ BARRIOS Andrea,  SANHEZ 
HERNANDEZ Maria Del Carmen,  SOLANO 

CABALLERO Sonora Lucia

Event Medal Country Athlete
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

CANOE POLO  

Venue arrangement

ź Dismantling of start posts in the outdoor and indoor pools.
ź Dismantling of the barriers. 
ź Designation of playgrounds and area for judges.
ź Mounting of protective net and goals. 
ź Mounting of tribunes, tents and other temporary infrastructure. 
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Participants
ź Athletes (126) 
ź Officials (16)

Project team
ź WOC (8 persons)
ź Partners (4 persons)
ź Volunteers (48 persons)
ź Safety & Security (24 persons)
ź Medical services (12 persons)

ź TV production
ź LIVE - 30.07.2017 (7 cameras)
ź Additional live coverage provided 
      by ICF-28-29.07.2017

Competition schedule
ź 27.07.2017  Official training 
ź 28-30.07.2017 Competition 

Partners & Suppliers
Over 20 entities carrying out services, including sound 
systems, lighting, tournament signage, medical 
services, security, IT infrastructure, catering etc. 

FOP Partner
ź UKS SET Kaniów 

ź The competition took place at a new venue, which was very well prepared for that sport discipline.

ź The competition was organised according to the Sport Specification and agreements with         
the International Federation.
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www.spartan.wroc.pl

VENUE ADDRESS   Orbita Swimming Pool Outdoor,                
Wejherowska 32-34,  Wrocław

ISF - International Canoe Federation (ICF)

COMPETITION MANAGER   Joachim Schwarzrock (GER) - ICF

VENUE MANAGER   Anna Smurzyńska (POL) - WOC

VENUE CAPACITY  max 1 000 seats, incl.: 
ź Public seats: 660
ź Athletes: 100
ź IF: 100
ź VIP: 70  
ź Media: 30
ź Partners: 40

TOURNAMENT TRANSPORT   dedicated transport from 
the place of accommodation to the venue:
ź Athletes (dedicated buses) – 8,7 km 
ź Officials (buses, taxi) – 6,8 km 
ź VIP (taxi) – 7 km
ź Media (shuttle bus from the media centre) - 7 km 
ź WOC/Volunteers (taxi/public transport) – 9,6 km 
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUESSection 12. SPORTS & VENUES

CANOE POLO

RESULTS

Men's 

GER
DRIESSEN Johan,  HUSEN Jakob,  JUNGE Fiete 

Maik,  PEST Robert,  RICHTER Lukas,     
UNTERFELD Lennart,  VIEREN Jonas,  WITT Dennis

ITA

BELLINI Luca,  BERTELLONI Andrea,  CORVAIA 
Edoarda,  DISTEFANO Gianluca,  EMANUELE 

Gianmarco,  HAACK Jan Erik,  PORZIO Marco,  
ROMANO Andrea 

ESP

CASAL DASILVA Alejandro,  CLARAMONTE 
BALLESTER Vicente,  CORBELLA TRILLO Sergio,  
GONZALEZ AZPIAZU Victor,  GORDO HERRERO 
Angel,  GORDO HERRERO Alejandro,  HERMIDA 

Adrian,  VALLS VALLS Alejandro 

Women's 

GER

GILLES Elena,  KRUSE Katharina Magdalena,  LENZ 
Tonie Maxime,  SCHAEPER Svenja,  SCHWARZ Pia ,  

SINSEL Caroline Esther,  THOLE Fabienne,  
WAGNER Leonie

FRA
CHEVALIER Annie,  LEDORMEUR Melissa,  MOAL 
Claire,  PIERRE Rose-Marie,  ROULLAND Aline,  
ROUX Julie,  SIBIOUDE Valerie,  ZANFINI Nais

ITA

ANASTASI Martina,  CATANIA Roberta,  COGONI 
Silvia,  LAGO Maddalena,  LANDOLINA Flavia,  
PRESTIPINO Ada,  SZCZEPANSKA Maria Anna,  

TREVISAN Chiara

Event Medal Country Athlete
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

FISTBALL  

Venue arrangement

ź Mounting of the fistball net, marking of the field.
ź Assembly of tribunes, tents and other temporary infrastructure. 
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Participants
ź Athletes (66) 
ź Officials (6)

Project team
ź WOC (10 persons)
ź Partners (5 persons)
ź Volunteers (35 persons)
ź Safety & Security (25 persons)
ź Medical services (6 persons)

ź TV production
ź LIVE - 24-25.07.2017 (8 cameras)

Competition schedule
ź 21.07.2017  Official training 
ź 22-25.07.2017 Competition 

Partners & Suppliers
Over 20 entities carrying out services, including sound 
systems, lighting, tournament signage, medical 
services, security, IT infrastructure, catering etc. 

FOP Partner
ź School Sports Association 

ź The competition was organised according to the Sport Specification in good cooperation with 
the International Federation. 

ź After the thunderstorm, which incurred serious damage of the venue the training pitch had           
to be used as a competition one in order to recover the main pitch to be used for the semi-finals 
and final the next days. The unplanned change of the field resulted in 90min delay of the 
competition. 
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www.mcs.wroc.pl

VENUE ADDRESS   Oława Stadium, Na Niskich Łąkach 8,  Wrocław

ISF - International Fistball Association (IFA)

COMPETITION MANAGER   Christoph Oberlehner (SUI) - IFA

VENUE MANAGERS   Karolina Dukiel (POL),                                      
Mateusz Dukiel (POL) - WOC

VENUE CAPACITY  max 1 200 seats, incl.: 
ź Public seats: 1 030
ź Athletes: 100
ź VIP: 57  
ź Media: 30

TOURNAMENT TRANSPORT   dedicated transport from 
the place of accommodation to the venue:
ź Athletes (dedicated buses) – 3,5 km 
ź Officials (buses, taxi) – 9 km 
ź VIP (taxi) – 4,5 km
ź Media (shuttle bus from the media centre) - 4,5 km 
ź WOC/Volunteers (taxi/public transport) – 6 km 
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

FISTBALL

Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

RESULTS

Men's 

GER

ALBRECHT Tim,  FERNANDO Ajith,                 
FERNANDO Andrew,  SAGSTETTER Fabian,  

SCHMUTZLER Steve,  SCHUBERT Lukas,  SPÄTH 
Oliver,  THOMAS Patrick,  THOMAS Sebastian,  

TRINEMEIER Nick

SUI

EYMANN Marco,  FEHR Nicolas,  FLÜCKIGER Luca,  
KOHLER Kevin,  KOHLER Mario,  LÄSSER Lukas,  

MÜLLER Malik,  REBSAMEN Ueli,  SCHLATTINGER 
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

FLOORBALL  

Venue arrangement

ź Assembly of a special floor, bands and goals (the competition took place in the hall for basketball). Polish 
Association of Floorball was a sport partner and was responsible for the renting and assembly of the floor;         
the bands, goals and balls were delivered by the IF. The assembly of the sport equipment together with branding 
took around 10h as planned. 

ź Mounting of temporary air conditioning. 
ź Assembly of addtional tribunes.
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Participants
ź Athletes (90) 
ź Officials (11)

Project team
ź WOC (6 persons)
ź Partners (8 persons)
ź Volunteers (50 persons)
ź Safety & Security (28 persons)
ź Medical services (10 persons)

TV production
ź ENG - 27-29.07.2017
ź LIVE - 30.07.2017 (8 cameras)
ź Aditional live streaming & live coverage provided
      by IFF 27-29.07.2017

Competition schedule
ź 26.07.2017  Official training 
ź 27-30.07.2017 Competition 

Partners & Suppliers
Over 20 entities carrying out services, including sound 
systems, lighting, tournament signage, medical 
services, security, IT infrastructure, catering etc. 

FOP Partner
ź Polish Floorball Federation 

ź The competition was organised according to the Sport Specification in very good cooperation 
with the International Federation.

ź Floorball competition started a day after korfball competition at the same venue. A challenge 
was to rearrange the hall in just one night including reassembly of the floor, sport equipment, 
flags, branding and the change of functionality of some rooms. Assembly works lasted all night 
long and partially during the morning training. Despite a risk of delay, the competition ran 
according to the schedule. 

ź As far as the location of the tribunes behind the goals is concerned, it is recommended to provide 
relevant nets. Considering the position of the cameras behind the goals, IFF recommends a white 
net.

ź Considering modest dimensions of the hall, IFF agreed to decrease the security zone around         
the pitch.

ź Additionally, IFF hired a TV crew at their expense, which did the streaming during the first 3 days 
of the competition, what improved the quality of the images displayed on the spectator LED 
screen and increased the range of the broadcasting. 

ź “Fan zone” was very popular within the spectators. It was next to the catering zone and had mini-
pitches for Floorball where the volunteers were entertaining the audience during the breaks. 
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www.wkk.org.pl

VENUE ADDRESS   WKK Sport Center, ul. Czajcza 19, Wrocław

ISF - International Floorball Federation (IFF)

COMPETITION MANAGER   John Lijelund (FIN) - IFF 

VENUE MANAGER   Ewa Jaszek (POL) - WOC                                      

VENUE CAPACITY  max 1 090 seats, incl.: 
ź Public seats: 700
ź Athletes: 150
ź VIP: 120  
ź Media: 40
ź Partners: 70

TOURNAMENT TRANSPORT   dedicated transport from 
the place of accommodation to the venue:
ź Athletes (dedicated buses) – 6 km 
ź Officials (buses, taxi) – 9 km 
ź VIP (taxi) – 7 km
ź Media (shuttle bus from the media centre) - 7 km 
ź WOC/Volunteers (taxi/public transport) – 6 km 
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

FLOORBALL

Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

RESULTS

Men's 

SWE

ENSTROM Rasmus,  GALANTE CARLSTROM 
Alexander,  GUSTAFSSON Tobias,  HEDLUND 

Kasper,  JOHANSSON Emil,  KLINTSTEN Viktor,  
LARSSON Johannes,  NILSBERTH Robin,        
NILSSON Kim,  PARSJO TEGNER Mans,                   

SAMUELSSON Johan,  SAMUELSSON Mattias,                
SUNDSTEDT Rasmus,  SVAHN Jonas

SUI

BERRY Kevin,  BISCHOFBERGER Nicola,  
BRAILLARD Tim,  EDER Patrick,  ENGEL Manuel,  
FURRER Curdin,  GRAF Luca,  HARTMANN Dan,  

HOFBAUER Matthias,  LAELY Claudio,           
MAURER Manuel,  MEIER Christoph,         

MENDELIN Patrick,  RIEDI Paolo 

FIN

JOHANSSON Sami,  KAILIALA Miko,                   
KIVILEHTO Juha,  KOHONEN Mika,                                       

KOTILAINEN Peter,  LAMMINEN Janne,                                           
LUUKKONEN Pyry,  PIHA Jussi,  SALIN Eemeli,                                      

SALO Nico, SAVONEN Krister,  STENFORS Lauri,                                       
STRANDBERG Santtu,  VAANANEN Tatu 

Event Medal Country Athlete
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

KORFBALL 

Venue arrangement

ź Assembly of a special floor, bands and goals (the competition took place in the hall for basketball). Polish
ź Association of Floorball was a sport partner and was responsible for the renting and assembly of the floor;         

the bands, goals and balls were delivered by the IF. The assembly of the sport equipment together with branding 
took around 10h as planned. 

ź Mounting of temporary air conditioning. 
ź Assembly of addtional tribunes.

Participants
ź Athletes (120) 
ź Officials (19)

Project team
ź WOC (6 persons)
ź Partners (5 persons)
ź Volunteers (50 persons)
ź Safety & Security (28 persons)
ź Medical services (8 persons)

ź TV production
ź ENG - 21-24.07.2017
ź LIVE - 24-25.07.2017 (8 cameras)

Competition schedule
ź 20.07.2017  Official training 
ź 21-25.07.2017 Competition 

Partners & Suppliers
Over 20 entities carrying out services, including sound 
systems, lighting, tournament signage, medical 
services, security, IT infrastructure, catering etc. 

FOP Partner
ź  AZS Balluff Wrocław Korfball Team

CO
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S ź The competition was organised according to the Sport Specification in good cooperation with 

the International Federation.

ź IKF provided streaming, which increased the range of broadcasting and improved the quality         
of the images displayed on the spectators LED screen.

ź Considering modest dimensions of the hall, IKF agreed to decrease the security zone around       
the pitch.

ź A challenge for the organisers was the adjustment of proper fencing around the field of play –       
a solution was lightweight plastic banners and the belt posts.

ź Given that the teams were mixed, it was necessary to provide separate changing rooms for men 
and women (2 per each team).

ź “Fan zone” was very popular within the spectators. It was next to the catering zone and in front          
of the hall, had several baskets where the volunteers were entertaining the audience during        
the breaks. 
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www.wkk.org.pl

VENUE ADDRESS   WKK Sport Center, ul. Czajcza 19, Wrocław

ISF - International Korfball Federation (IKF)

COMPETITION MANAGER   Gert Dijkstra (NED) - IKF 

VENUE MANAGER   Ewa Jaszek (POL) - WOC                                      

VENUE CAPACITY  max 1 090 seats, incl.: 
ź Public seats: 700
ź Athletes: 150
ź VIP: 120  
ź Media: 30
ź Partners: 70

TOURNAMENT TRANSPORT   dedicated transport from 
the place of accommodation to the venue:
ź Athletes (dedicated buses) – 6 km 
ź Officials (buses, taxi) – 9 km 
ź VIP (taxi) – 7 km
ź Media (shuttle bus from the media centre) - 7 km 
ź WOC/Volunteers (taxi/public transport) – 6 km 
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUESSection 12. SPORTS & VENUES

KORFBALL

RESULTS

Mixed Team

NED

CORDUS Esther,  DEN DUNNEN Nadhie,           
HENDRIKS Jet,  KROON Marjolijn,  KUNST Richard,  

LEEUWENHOEK Laurens,  PIKAAR Nick,  SNEL Mick,  
SPLIT Celeste,  STEENBERGEN Maaike,          

STRUIK Suzanne,  VAN WIJNGAARDEN Olav,              
VISSCHER Harjan,  ZWART Erwin 

TPE

CHANG Shu-Chi,  CHEN Cin,  CHEN Chun-Ta,  CHU 
Shu-Ping,  CHUAN Ying-Yen,  CHUANG Hsiang-Lin,  
HUANG Nien-Hua,  HUANG Tzu-Yao,  KAO Chen-Yu,  

LI Chou-Ying,  LIN Szu-Yu,  LIN Ya-Wen,                
WU Shu-An,  WU Chun-Hsien 

BEL

AMORGASTE Jarni,  CALUWE Julie,                            
DE BREMAEKER Jesse,  DRIESEN Shiara,   

HARDIES Jari,  JANSSENS Yani,  JANSSENS Nick,  
PEETERS Patty,  PEETERS David,  SEYS Saar,  

STRUYF Brent,  VAN CAMP Karen,             
VERHOEVEN Zahra,  VERSELE Stephanie 

Event Medal Country Athlete
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

LACROSSE  

Venue arrangement

ź Painting over the markings of the fistball field. 
ź Marking of the pitch and mounting of the protective nets for lacrosse. 
ź Assembly of the tribunes and other temporary infrastructure.

Participants
ź Athletes (96) 
ź Officials (12)

Project team
ź WOC (10 persons)
ź Partners (5 persons)
ź Volunteers (35 persons)
ź Safety & Security (25 persons)
ź Medical services (6 persons)

ź TV production
ź LIVE - 29-30.07.2017 (10 cameras)
ź ENG - 27-28.07.2017

Competition schedule
ź 26.07.2017  Official training 
ź 27-30.07.2017 Competition 

Partners & Suppliers
Over 20 entities carrying out services, including sound 
systems, lighting, tournament signage, medical 
services, security, IT infrastructure, catering etc. 

FOP Partner
ź Wrocław Scythe-Bearers 

CO
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S ź The competition in lacrosse took place after fistball, at the same stadium. 

ź Considering different dimensions of the pitches, the order of the competitions should be reverse: 
first lacrosse, then fistball. Lacrosse pitch is bigger and the organisers had to paint over                 
the marking for fistball. Moreover, fistball players damaged the field more than those of lacrosse. 

ź The competition was organised according to the Sport Specification and the International 
Federation requirements. No specific problems occurred. 
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www.mcs.wroc.pl

VENUE ADDRESS   Oława Stadium, Na Niskich Łąkach 8,  Wrocław

ISF - Federation of International Lacrosse (FIL)

COMPETITION MANAGER   Beth Stone (CAN) - FIL

VENUE MANAGERS   Karolina Dukiel (POL),                                      
Mateusz Dukiel (POL) - WOC

VENUE CAPACITY  max 1 200 seats, incl.: 
ź Public seats: 1 030
ź Athletes: 100
ź VIP: 57  
ź Media: 30

TOURNAMENT TRANSPORT   dedicated transport from 
the place of accommodation to the venue:
ź Athletes (dedicated buses) – 3,5 km 
ź Officials (buses, taxi) – 9 km 
ź VIP (taxi) – 4,5 km
ź Media (shuttle bus from the media centre) - 4,5 km 
ź WOC/Volunteers (taxi/public transport) – 6 km 
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

LACROSSE

Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

RESULTS

Women's

USA

BLOCK Becca,  CAREY Ally,  CARR Kristen,  
CUMMINGS Taylor,  DOUTY Megan,                     

GRIFFIN Brooke,  JOHNS Gussie,  MCCOOL Marie,  
MERCER Alice,  MURRAY Alyssa,  RABIL Kelly,  

RUSSELL Jen,  SCHWARZMANN Katie,                
TUMOLO Michelle,  WILLS Devon

CAN

BOISONNEAULT Emily,  CHAD Tessa,                       
DALEY Allison,  DOBBIE Dana,  EVANS Erica,       

GAIT Taylor,  GUY Katie,  HOCH-BULLEN Quintin,  
HOGARTH Avery,  KINNA Megan,  LLOYD Holly,  

MERRILL Tory,  MILLS Claire,  MORISSETTE Kaylin,  
SUTTON Lydia 

AUS

BANYARD Rebecca,  BARNETT Megan,           
BURGESS Abbie,  CLOUGH Verity,                           
HINKES Elizabeth,  HIRON Ashtyn,                           

HOBBS Courtney,  JUSTICE-ALLEN Stella,         
KWAS Theadora,  LANE Rebecca,  LOWE Sarah,  
MOLLISON Sarah,  VARGA Beth,  WELLS Bonnie,  

YAMADA Sachiyo 

Event Medal Country Athlete
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

SQUASH  

Venue arrangement

ź The competition took place in the professional sport complex, adjusted for squash. 
ź The organisation of the competition presupposed the assembly of an additional glass court and temporary 

tribunes.

Participants
ź Athletes (64) 
ź Officials (16)

Project team
ź WOC (6 persons)
ź Partners (3 persons)
ź Volunteers (31 persons)
ź Safety & Security (13 persons)
ź Medical services (9 persons)

ź TV production
ź ENG - 25-26.07.2017
ź LIVE - 26-28.07.2017 (8 cameras)

Competition schedule
ź 24.07.2017  Official training 
ź 25-28.07.2017 Competition 

Partners & Suppliers
Over 20 entities carrying out services, including sound 
systems, lighting, tournament signage, medical 
services, security, IT infrastructure, catering etc. 

FOP Partner
ź HASTA LA VISTA Squash Centre
ź Polish Squash Federation 

CO
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S ź The competition was organised according to the Sport Specification in good cooperation with 

the International Federation.

ź Additional power had to be delivered for the competition and live broadcasting (more power 
generators and wires were brought). 

ź The experience of the permanent venue staff was very valuable during the organisation of this 
competition.
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www.hastalavista.pl

VENUE ADDRESS   HASTA LA VISTA Squash Centre, Góralska 5,  Wrocław

ISF - World Squash Federation (WSF)

COMPETITION MANAGER   Michael Khan (AUT) - WSF

VENUE MANAGER   Marika Skrobek (POL) - WOC

VENUE CAPACITY  max 500 seats, incl.: 
ź Public seats: 370
ź Athletes: 70
ź VIP: 30  
ź Media: 30

TOURNAMENT TRANSPORT   dedicated transport from 
the place of accommodation to the venue:
ź Athletes (dedicated buses) – 6 km 
ź Officials (buses, taxi) – 4 km 
ź VIP (taxi) – 4 km
ź Media (shuttle bus from the media centre) - 4 km 
ź WOC/Volunteers (taxi/public transport) – 8 km 
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

RESULTS

Men's 

GER ROSNER Simon

FRA MARCHE Gregoire

FRA CASTAGNET Mathieu

Women's 

FRA SERME Camille

HKG CHAN Joey

MAS DAVID Nicol

Event Medal Country Athlete
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

AIR SPORTS  

Venue arrangement

ź Preparation of the pond in the framework of parachuting competitions.
ź Marking of the airport ground with special markers / pylons.
ź Assembly of temporary infrastructure in the public and sport areas – containers, tents. 
ź Installation of IT infrastructure. 
ź Assembly of fencing around the territory and adjustment of the current one. 
ź Mounting of a tribune with 1000 seats. 
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Participants
ź Athletes (66) 
ź Officials (32)

Project team
ź WOC (7 persons)
ź Partners (30 persons)
ź Volunteers (50 persons)
ź Safety & Security (25 persons)
ź Medical services (12 persons)

TV production
ź ENG - 21-23.07.2017 

Competition schedule
ź 20.07.2017  Official training  
ź 21-23.07.2017 Competition
ź 24.07.2017 Reserve day

Partners & Suppliers
Over 20 entities carrying out services, including sound 
systems, lighting, tournament signage, medical 
services, security, IT infrastructure, catering etc. 

FOP Partner
ź Wrocław Aeroclub

ź Straight before the competition there appeared requirements from FAI, which had never been 
announced during the preparation. All important issues, however, were solved timely during daily 
morning briefings conducted by CM. 

ź According to the requirements of the international federation, tents for changing were prepared 
for the competitors, who didn't use them and changed in the equipment rooms. In future, it would 
be worth considering the necessity to build additional changing rooms.

ź Lounges for the spectators - the chill-out area appeared to be the most comfortable way            
to watch the competition; hence, there should be more lounges and they can be an alternative for 
regular tribunes.
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www.aeroklub.wroc.pl

VENUE ADDRESS   Szymanów Airport Szymanów,  49, Wrocław

ISF - Air Sports (FAI)

COMPETITION MANAGER   Markus Haggeney  (GER) - FAI

VENUE MANAGER   Michał Głód (POL) - WOC

VENUE CAPACITY  max 990 seats, incl.: 
ź Public seats: 840
ź Athletes: 50
ź VIP: 70  
ź Media: 30 

TOURNAMENT TRANSPORT   dedicated transport from 
the place of accommodation to the venue:
ź Athletes (dedicated buses) – 4,5 km 
ź Officials (buses, taxi) – 13 km 
ź VIP (taxi) – 8 km
ź Media (shuttle bus from the media centre) - 8 km 
ź WOC/Volunteers (taxi/public transport) – 12 km 
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

RESULTS

Event Medal Country Athlete

Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

AIR SPORTS

Parachuting - Canopy 
Piloting

USA BATSCH Nicolas

USA BARTHOLOMEW Curtis

UAE MIHAI Cornelia

Glider Aerobatics 

HUN TOTH Ference

ITA BERTOSSIO Luca

GER SCHAAL Eugen

Paramotor Slalom

POL BOGDAL Wojciech

THA PHROMMAT Kittiphob

POL BERNAT Marcin

Event Medal Country Athlete
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

FLYING DISC  

Venue arrangement

ź Marking of the field.
ź Construction of the tribunes, fencing, tents and other temporary infrastructure. 
ź Considering the fact that there were several TWG competitions at AWF complex (Wroclaw Academy of Physical 

Education), it was necessary to have special traffic arrangement during the Games.
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Participants
ź Athletes (90) 
ź Officials (14)

Project team
ź WOC (6 persons)
ź Partners (27 persons)
ź Volunteers (29 persons)
ź Safety & Security (32 persons)
ź Medical services (8 persons)

TV production
ź LIVE - 21-23.07.2017 (8 cameras) 

Competition schedule
ź 20.07.2017  Official training  
ź 21-23.07.2017 Competition

Partners & Suppliers
Over 20 entities carrying out services, including sound 
systems, lighting, tournament signage, medical 
services, security, IT infrastructure, catering etc. 

FOP Partner
ź Polish Ultimate Players Association

ź The competition was organised according to the Sport Specification and in good cooperation 
with the International Federation. 

ź Thunderstorm, which came down during the competition, caused serious damage (broken fence 
and tents, flooded pitch, etc.). Thanks to great staff's engagement, the venue was recovered 
within a couple of hours to such an extent that the competition could be continued the same day.
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www.awf.wroc.pl

VENUE ADDRESS   AWF Building no. P5 - Marsowe Fields                      , 
Al. Ignacego Jana Paderewskiego 35  Mickiewicza 58,,  Wrocław

ISF - World Flying Disc Federation (WFDF)

COMPETITION MANAGERS   Michał Dul (POL) - WFDF

VENUE MANAGER   Łukasz Padewski (POL), 
Arkadiusz Zagrodnik (POL) - WOC

VENUE CAPACITY  max 2 300 seats, incl.: 
ź Public seats: 1 900
ź Athletes: 300
ź VIP: 70  
ź Media: 30

TOURNAMENT TRANSPORT   dedicated transport from 
the place of accommodation to the venue:
ź Athletes (dedicated buses) – 2 km 
ź Officials (buses, taxi) – 9 km 
ź VIP (taxi) – 7 km
ź Media (shuttle bus from the media centre) - 7 km 
ź WOC/Volunteers (taxi/public transport) – 6 km 
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

RESULTS

Ultimate Mixed

USA

BOSSCHER Georgia,  DESMOND Claire,  FINNEY 
Carolyn,  FREECHILD Dylan,  GRIFFITH Sarah,  

HOFFMANN Lien,  JORGENSEN Sandy,          
KITTREDGE Beau,  KOCHER Chris,  LINDSLEY Grant,  

MICKLE Jimmy,  NAZAROV Anna,  STUART Nick,  
STUBBS George

COL

ALBA Ivan,  CARDENAS Manuela,  CARDENAS 
Valeria,  CARTAGENA Yina,  CEBALLOS Esteban,  
DUQUE Julio,  FORD Alexander,  FORERO Maria,  

MARTINEZ Mauricio,  MONTANO Santiago,  
MOSQUERA AGUILAR Elizabeth,  OSPINA Laura,  

RAMIREZ Andres,  TORRES Alejandra

CAN

CARROLL Andrew,  GRIGNON TOMAS Jessie,  
HIBBERT Morgan,  HUI Catherine,  LLOYD Mark,  

MASON Laura,  MOENS Rachel,  POWELL Geoffrey,  
ROCKLIFF Jessica,  ST-ARNAUD Audrey,              

TSANG Tim,  UNDERHILL Kevin,  WHITEHEAD Terri,         
WONG Brendan 

Event Medal Country Athlete
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

LIFESAVING  

Venue arrangement

ź Dismantling of the first line of the starting blocks. 
ź Mounting of the obstacles for the selected events.
ź Mounting of the swimming pool flags.
ź Distribution of the manikins for the selected events. 
ź Designation of the area for judges.
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Participants
ź Athletes (100) 
ź Officials (13)

Project team
ź WOC (8 persons)
ź Partners (4 persons)
ź Volunteers (44 persons)
ź Safety & Security (27 persons)
ź Medical services (8 persons)

TV production
ź LIVE - 21-22.07.2017 (10 cameras) 

Competition schedule
ź 19-20.07.2017  Official training  
ź 21-22.07.2017 Competition

Partners & Suppliers
Over 20 entities carrying out services, including sound 
systems, lighting, tournament signage, medical 
services, security, IT infrastructure, catering etc. 

FOP Partner
ź Lowers Silesian Water Volunteer Rescue Service

ź The competition took place in a new swimming pool, completely adjusted to host such 
competitions. 

ź The competition was organised according to the Sport Specification in good cooperation with 
the International Federation. 

ź There was high attendance of spectators; however, taken into consideration modest capacity           
of the venue, there were situations as following: spectators obstructed the camera                      
on the tribune; many people were standing next to the fence, blocking emergency exits.
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www.spartan.wroc.pl

VENUE ADDRESS   Orbita Swimming Pool Indoor,                
Wejherowska 32-34,  Wrocław

ISF - International Life Saving Federation (ILS)

COMPETITION MANAGER   Harald Vervaecke (BEL) - ILS

VENUE MANAGER   Anna Smurzyńska (POL) - WOC

VENUE CAPACITY  max 600 seats, incl.: 
ź Public seats: 350
ź Athletes: 100
ź IF: 50
ź VIP: 40  
ź Media: 30
ź Partners: 30

TOURNAMENT TRANSPORT   dedicated transport from 
the place of accommodation to the venue:
ź Athletes (dedicated buses) – 8,7 km 
ź Officials (buses, taxi) – 6,8 km 
ź VIP (taxi) – 7 km
ź Media (shuttle bus from the media centre) - 7 km 
ź WOC/Volunteers (taxi/public transport) – 9,6 km 
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

Men's Team 4x50 
Obstacle Relay

JPN
ANDO Suguru,  HATANO Keisuke,  HIRANO Naoya,  

NISHIYAMA Shun

POL
DUBIEL Adam,  KEPA Cezary,  KOTOWSKI Wojciech,  

MAKOWSKI Bartosz 

FRA
BADRE Jeremy,  LACLAUSTRA Florian,                     

QUIRIN Gaetan,  VILACECA Thomas

Men's Team 4x50 
Medley Relay

ITA
BARTOLO Sacha Andrea,  GILARDI Federico,  MUSSO 
Jacopo,  PIRODDI Andrea Vittorio,  SANNA Daniele 

AUS
BELL Samuel,  DAVIS Matthew,  SMITH Jake,  

WOODWARD Bradley 

GER
ERTEL Christian,  LEHR Kevin,  MALKOWSKI Jan,  

WIECK Danny 

Women's 50m Manikin 
Carry

CHN WU Huimin

AUS JONES Mariah

ITA LEANZA Cristina

Women's 100m 
Manikin Carry with Fins

AUS HENDRY Pamela

FRA WEYDERS Justine

ITA VOLPINI Federica

Women's 100m 
Manikin Tow with Fins

FRA WEYDERS Justine

ITA VOLPINI Federica

AUS HENDRY Pamela

Event Medal Country Athlete

RESULTS     
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LIFESAVING

Men's 50m Manikin 
Carry

GER WIECK Danny

GER PERLING Joshua

AUS WOODWARD Bradley 

Men's 100m Manikin 
Carry with Fins

ITA MUSSO Jacopo

ITA PIRODDI Andrea Vittorio 

GER LEHR Kevin

Men's 100m Manikin 
Tow with Fins 

ITA MUSSO Jacopo

GER LEHR Kevin

AUS BELL Samuel

Men's 200m Obstacle 
Swim

AUS WOODWARD Bradley

ITA GILARDI Federico

NZL KENT Steven

Men's 200m Super 
Lifesaver

ITA SANNA Daniele

ITA GILARDI Federico

AUS  MONTGOMERY Tom

Men's Team 4x25 
Manikin Relay

GER
ERTEL Christian,  LEHR Kevin,  PERLING Joshua, 

WIECK Danny

POL
DUBIEL Adam,  KEPA Cezary,  KOTOWSKI Wojciech,  

STANIELEWICZ Bartosz 

ESP
BLASCO Eduardo,  CALDERON Sergio,  CARCIA Jose 

Victor,  PERIANEZ Carlos 

Event Medal Country Athlete

RESULTS    
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AUS
BELL Samuel,  DAVIS Matthew,  SMITH Jake,  

WOODWARD Bradley 

GER
ERTEL Christian,  LEHR Kevin,  MALKOWSKI Jan,  

WIECK Danny 

Women's 50m Manikin 
Carry

CHN WU Huimin

AUS JONES Mariah

ITA LEANZA Cristina

Women's 100m 
Manikin Carry with Fins

AUS HENDRY Pamela

FRA WEYDERS Justine

ITA VOLPINI Federica

Women's 100m 
Manikin Tow with Fins

FRA WEYDERS Justine

ITA VOLPINI Federica

AUS HENDRY Pamela

Event Medal Country Athlete

RESULTS     
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LIFESAVING
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Event Medal Country Athlete

RESULTS    
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Women's 200m 
Obstacle Swim
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FRA FABRE Margaux
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Lifesaver
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AUS DAVIES Prue

AUS JONES Mariah 

Women's Team 4x25 
Manikin Relay

BEL
BOOGAERTS Sofie,  LINDEKENS Stefanie,  ROMANINI 

Aurelie,  VANBUEL Nele,  VANDENABEELE Bieke

CHN BAO Xueyi,  DAI Xiaodie,  HU Yifan,  WU Huimin

GER
BAUER Sophia,  GEYER Annalena,  LANGE Kerstin,  

LUSTER Jessica

Women's Team 4x50 
Obstacle Relay

FRA
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POL
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Event Medal Country Athlete

RESULTS     
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

ORIENTEERING  

Venue arrangement

ź Each race was held at a different venue, which entailed installation of facilities each time. 
ź It was challenging to setup infrastructure for broadcast with trailing cables to camera, OB vans and so on.         

The change of venues every day required very good planning concerning Broadcasting.
ź To organize the Sprint event in the City Centre we had to stop traffic in the area for the time of the Competition.
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Participants
ź Athletes (80) 
ź Officials (19)

Project team
ź WOC (5 persons)
ź Partners (20 persons)
ź Volunteers (75 persons)
ź Safety & Security (15 persons)
ź Medical services (10 persons)

TV production
ź  ENG – 25-27.07.2017

Competition schedule
ź 24.07.2017  Official training  
ź 25-27.07.2017 Competition

Partners & Suppliers
Over 20 entities carrying out services, including sound 
systems, lighting, tournament signage, medical 
services, security, IT infrastructure, catering etc. 

FOP Partner
ź Lower Silesia Orienteering Association

ź Competition was held in three disciplines: Sprint, Middle, Sprint Relay.

ź Cooperation with the International Federation and Competition Manager ran without any 
problems.

ź The event was held according to IF competition rules. There were no protests, etc.

ź Altogether, Orienteering competition was rated very high for its technical level.
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ź Middle-Distance – Bukowy Las, Leśna 5, Trzebnica (The Beech  Forest)
ź Sprint Relay – Wystawowa 1, Wrocław (Centennial Hall)
ź Sprint - Plac Nowy Targ, Wrocław (The Market Square)

ISF - International Orienteering Federation (IOF)

COMPETITION MANAGER   Jerzy Antonowicz (POL) - IOF

VENUE MANAGER   Wojciech Dwojak  (POL) - WOC

VENUE CAPACITY  500 (Middle-Distance)/                                                           
600 (Sprint Relay)/ 550 (Sprint): 
ź Public seats: 380/510/460
ź Athletes: 50/50/50
ź VIP: 50/20/20  
ź Media: 20/20/20

TOURNAMENT TRANSPORT   dedicated transport from 
the place of accommodation to the venue:
ź Athletes (dedicated buses)  - 25 km
ź Officials (buses, taxi) - 25 km
ź VIP (taxi) - 25 km
ź Media (shuttle bus from the media centre) - 25 km  www.halastulecia.pl

www.trzebnicazdroj.eu
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Men's Sprint

SWE LYSELL Jerker

BEL MICHIELS Yannick

SUI KYBURZ Matthias

Men's Middle Distance 

SUI KYBURZ Matthias

SUI HOWALD Florian

CZE KRAL Vojtech

Women's Sprint 

DEN ALM Maja

SUI ROOS Elena

SWE STRAND Lina 

Women's Middle 
Distance 

SWE JANSSON Helena

RUS GEMPERLE Natalia

SUI HAUSWIRTH Sabine

Mixed Team Relay

DEN
ALM Maja,  BOBACH Soren,  BOESEN Andreas 

Hougaard,  KLYSNER Cecilie Friberg 

SUI
HAUSWIRTH Sabine,  HOWALD Florian,  KYBURZ 

Matthias,  ROOS Elena 

RUS
 GEMPERLE Natalia,  KHRAMOV Andrey,  TCVETKOV 

Dmitrii,  VINOGRADOVA Galina

Event Medal Country Athlete

RESULTS     
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

ROLLER SPORTS  ARTISTIC  

Venue arrangement

ź Filling concrete floor and painting it. 
ź Assembly of the seats for the judges and arrangement of technical rooms. 
ź Assembly of the tribunes and other temporary infrastructure. 
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Participants
ź Athletes (40) 
ź Officials (11)

Project team
ź WOC (5 persons)
ź Partners (4 persons)
ź Volunteers (26 persons)
ź Safety & Security (25 persons)
ź Medical services (6 persons)

TV production
ź LIVE - 22-23.07.2017 (9 cameras) 

Competition schedule
ź 21-20.07.2017  Official training  
ź 22-23.07.2017 Competition

Partners & Suppliers
Over 20 entities carrying out services, including sound 
systems, lighting, tournament signage, medical 
services, security, IT infrastructure, catering etc. 

FOP Partner
ź Polish Roller Sports Association 

ź The competition was organised according to the Sport Specification in good cooperation with 
the International Federation.

ź Preparing changing rooms for the athletes, it is worth dividing them according to the countries 
and not gender. Athletes are accustomed to such an arrangement of the rooms and the rooms 
are less crowded. 

ź It is important to organise cleaning of the surface during the competition after a discipline             
is finished. The athletes have uniform with spangles, which fall on the floor and can be dangerous 
for the next participants. 

ź It is very important to have smooth surface, which can be easily damaged by the skates, 
therefore, it is important to check the surface frequently. The surface also has to be flexible. 

ź Sound is very important. Each performance is accompanied by music. The soundman should             
be located next to the FOP to see if there are any changes in the programme and contact                 
the CM to confirm the music material for each athlete. 
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www.osir.swidnica.pl

VENUE ADDRESS   Sport & Recreation Centre - Świdnica,                        
ul. Śląska 35B, Świdnica

ISF - International Roller Sports Federation (FIRS)

COMPETITION MANAGER   Nicola Genchi (IT) - FIRS

VENUE MANAGER  Mateusz Kornacki  (POL) - WOC

VENUE CAPACITY  max 750 seats, incl.: 
ź Public seats: 630
ź Athletes: 60
ź VIP: 30  
ź Media: 30

TOURNAMENT TRANSPORT   dedicated transport from 
the place of accommodation to the venue:
ź Athletes (dedicated buses) – 23 km 
ź Officials (buses, taxi) – 3,2 km 
ź VIP (taxi) – 60 km
ź Media (shuttle bus from the media centre) - 60 km 
ź WOC/Volunteers (taxi/public transport) – 60 km 
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Men's Free

ITA LUCARONI Luca

FRA MERIEL Pierre

ARG SANCHEZ Juan Francisco

Women's Free 

ITA NEMESIO Silvia

ESP GIMENO Monica

BRA FREITAS Rafaela

Pairs  

ITA LUCARONI Luca,  TARLAZZI Rebecca

ITA GARELLI Marco,  VENERUCCI Sara

FRA FOULOY Nathanael,  PORTET Marine

Dance 

ITA LEONI Elena,  SPIGAI Alessandro

ITA BASSI Andrea,  STIBILJ Silvia

POR SOUTO Mariana,  SOUTO Jose 

Event Medal Country Athlete

RESULTS     
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

ROLLER SPORTS  INLINE HOCKEY  

Venue arrangement

ź Placing Stilmat surface 
ź Assembly of the seats for the judges and 6 seat for statisticians.
ź Temporary infrastructure (rooms for Swiss Timing and competition office). 
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Participants
ź Athletes (120) 
ź Officials (12)

Project team
ź WOC (5 persons)
ź Partners (6 persons)
ź Volunteers (26 persons)
ź Safety & Security (25 persons)
ź Medical services (6 persons)

TV production
ź LIVE - 25-29.07.2017 (9 cameras) 

Competition schedule
ź 24.07.2017  Official training  
ź 25-29.07.2017 Competition

Partners & Suppliers
Over 20 entities carrying out services, including sound 
systems, lighting, tournament signage, medical 
services, security, IT infrastructure, catering etc. 

FOP Partner
ź Polish Roller Sports Association 

ź The competition was organised according to the Sport Specification in good cooperation with 
the International Federation.

ź It is important to secure electronic devices in the FOP from the puck.

ź It is important to have spare glass and relevant technical staff to install it around the bands. 

ź It is important to organise cleaning of the surface with a degreasing agent at the end                      
of a competition day. Also, the glass around the rink should be regularly cleaned as some 
cameras are located behind it. 

ź Sufficient amount of ice should be prepared. 
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www.osir.swidnica.pl

VENUE ADDRESS   Sport & Recreation Centre - Świdnica,                        
ul. Śląska 35B, Świdnica

ISF - International Roller Sports Federation (FIRS)

COMPETITION MANAGER   Alberto Lastrucci (IT) - FIRS

VENUE MANAGER  Mateusz Kornacki  (POL) - WOC

VENUE CAPACITY  max 750 seats, incl.: 
ź Public seats: 590
ź Athletes: 100
ź VIP: 30  
ź Media: 30

TOURNAMENT TRANSPORT   dedicated transport from 
the place of accommodation to the venue:
ź Athletes (dedicated buses) – 23 km 
ź Officials (buses, taxi) – 3,2 km 
ź VIP (taxi) – 60 km
ź Media (shuttle bus from the media centre) - 60 km 
ź WOC/Volunteers (taxi/public transport) – 60 km 
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ROLLER SPORTS  HOCKEY

RESULTS

Men's

CZE

BERNARD Jakub,  BRABEC Daniel,  CIK Jakub,  
FIALA Martin,  LANGER Lukas,  LOSKOT Marek,  
MALY Robin,  PRIBYL Adam,  ROUPEC David,  
RUBES Tomas,  SEBEK Patrik,  SIMO Michal,  

STRYCEK Pavel,  ZBORIL Mikulas

FRA

BELOT Clement,  BOUCHUT Baptiste,  CRIGNIER 
Renaud,  DE PREVAL Roman,  GABILLET Karl,  

HAMON Lambert,  HORRUT Romain,  LADONNE 
Jean-Francois,  LANGLOIS Maxime,  LAPRESA 

Jeremy,  MOGNIAT-DUCLOS Johan,  RAGE Antoine,  
SALLEY Jerome,  TIJOU Benjamin

SUI

BAHAR Alain,  COLLAUD Corentin,  DIETRICH Lukas,  
HÄFLIGER Ken,  HÜRLIMANN Stefan,  KUMMER 
Dario,  LOOSLI Michael,  MAIER Fabien,  SAVARY 

Jean,  STEINER Daniel,  TSCHANNEN Stefan,  
WITTWER Pascal Olivier,  ZEHNDER Andreas,  

ZÜRCHER Quentin

Event Medal Country Athlete
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

ROLLER SPORTS  
SPEED SKATING TRACK & ROAD  

Venue arrangement

ź A brand new venue, adjusted to the requirements of roller sports.
ź Mounting of temporary infrastructure and temporary passage for the public under the road track, marking           

of the road track, mounting of safety nets, fencing along the track.
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Participants
ź Athletes (90) 
ź Officials (14)

Project team
ź WOC (5 persons)
ź Partners (11 persons)
ź Volunteers (36 persons)
ź Safety & Security (22 persons)
ź Medical services (8 persons)

TV production
ź LIVE - 21-25.07.2017 (9 cameras) 

Competition schedule
ź 20.07.2017  Official training  
ź 21-23.07.2017 Speed Skating Track Competition 
ź 24-25.07.2017 Speed Skating Road Competition

Partners & Suppliers
Over 20 entities carrying out services, including sound 
systems, lighting, tournament signage, medical 
services, security, IT infrastructure, catering etc. 

FOP Partner
ź  Polish Roller Sport Federation 

ź Contact with IF was challenging. Most of the decisions about venue preparation was made 
together with the partner - Polish Association of Roller Sports (PARS). FIRS provided 8 judges 
and ran the competition in cooperation with PARS. 

ź The thunderstorm occurred during the competition cause serious damage (broken fencing and 
tents, tuned-over screen, flooded track, etc.). Thanks to join efforts of the staff, the venue was 
recovered to continue the competition. 

Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

ROLLER SPORTS  SPEED SKATING TRACK & ROAD 

GE
N
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RM
AT

IO
N VENUE ADDRESS   Millenium Park, ul. Sukielicka, Wrocław

ISF - International Roller Sports Federation (ISF)

COMPETITION MANAGER   Jorge Roldan Ivan Perez (COL) – ISF

VENUE MANAGER  Mieszko Mikita  (POL) - WOC

VENUE CAPACITY  max 990 seats, incl.: 
ź Public seats: 797
ź Athletes: 100
ź VIP: 63  
ź Media: 30

TOURNAMENT TRANSPORT   dedicated transport from 
the place of accommodation to the venue:
ź Athletes (dedicated buses) – 10 km 
ź Officials (buses, taxi) – 9 km 
ź VIP (taxi) – 7 km
ź Media (shuttle bus from the media centre) - 7 km 
ź WOC/Volunteers (taxi/public transport) – 14 km 
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

Women's Time Trial 
300m 

COL PAJARO Geiny Carmela

KOR AN Yi Seul

BEL TAS Sandrine 

Women's Sprint 500m 

ITA BONECHI Giulia

COL ARIAS Fabriana

ITA BONGIORNO Giulia 

Women's Sprint 
1,000m 

BEL TAS Sandrine

COL ARIAS Fabriana

CHI TRASLAVINA LOPEZ Alejandra

Women's Point 
Elimination 10,000m 

COL ARIAS Fabriana

BEL GEMPERLE Natalia

TPE TAS Sandrine

Women's Elimination 
Race 15,000m

COL ARIAS Fabriana

BEL TAS Sandrine

GER  THUM Mareike

Event Medal Country Athlete

RESULTS  TRACK     

Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

ROLLER SPORTS  SPEED SKATING TRACK & ROAD 

Men's Time Trial 300m 

GER ALBRECHT Simon

COL JIMENEZ Andres Mauricio

FRA LE PIVERT Gwendal 

Men's Sprint 500m  

GER ALBRECHT Simon

VEN GUZMAN Jhoan

CHI SILVA SANTIBANEZ Lucas 

Men's Sprint 1,000m

COL JIMENEZ Andres Mauricio

BEL SWINGS Bart

FRA DE SOUZA Elton 

Men's Point 
Elimination 10,000m  

ARG KEN Kuwada

SUI WENGER Livio

MEX PAEZ Milke Alejandro

Men's Elimination 
Race 15,000m 

FRA DE SOUZA Elton

GER RIJNHEN Felix

NZL  MICHAEL Peter 

Event Medal Country Athlete

RESULTS  TRACK     
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUESSection 12. SPORTS & VENUES

ROLLER SPORTS  SPEED SKATING TRACK & ROAD 

RESULTS  ROAD   

Men's Time 
Trial 200m

ESP FERNANDEZ Ioseba

GER ALBRECHT Simon

FRA LE PIVERT Gwendal

Men's Sprint 
500m

FRA LE PIVERT Gwendal

COL ESTRADA Edwin

VEN GUZMAN Jhoan

Men's Point 
Race 

10,000m

BEL SWINGS Bart

ITA NIERO Daniel

ESP PEULA Patxi

Men's 
Elimination 

Race 
20,000m  

BEL SWINGS Bart

ITA NIERO Daniel

ESP PEULA Patxi

Women's 
Time Trial 

200m

CHI MOYA Maria

TPE CHEN Ying-Chu

KOR AN Yi Seul

Event Medal Country Athlete

Women's 
Sprint 500m

GER THUM Mareike

TPE CHEN Ying-Chu

ARG BERBEL ALT Rocio

Women's 
Point Race 
10,000m

COL ARIAS Fabriana

BEL TAS Sandrine

COL VIVEROS Johana 

VIVEROS 
Johana 

COL VIVEROS Johana

BEL TAS Sandrine

GER THUM Mareike

Event Medal Country Athlete
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

Venue arrangement

ź Temporary venue prepared especially for the event. The competition took place on one of the main squares           
in the downtown of Wroclaw amid historic buildings. 

ź During the preparation it was necessary to receive a permit from a number of institutions including                      
the Conservator of Monuments of Wroclaw.

ź Dismantling of the city infrastructure within Nowy Targ Square.
ź Assembly of 3 climbing walls.
ź Fencing of the venue, administrative and social zones were solved with containers (18 containers), mounting        

of the tribunes, tents and other temporary infrastructure. 
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Participants
ź Athletes (72) 
ź Officials (18)

Project team
ź WOC (6 persons)
ź Partners (45 persons)
ź Volunteers (50 persons)
ź Safety & Security (27 persons)
ź Medical services (18 persons)

TV production
ź LIVE - 21-23.07.2017 (7 cameras) 

Competition schedule
ź 20.07.2017  Official training  
ź 21-23.07.2017 Competition 

Partners & Suppliers
Over 20 entities carrying out services, including sound 
systems, lighting, tournament signage, medical 
services, security, IT infrastructure, catering etc. 

FOP Partner
ź  Polish Mountaineering Association 

ź The competition was organised according to the Sport Specification in good cooperation with 
the International Federation.

ź The only problem putting the competition at risk was sudden thunderstorm on 23 July 2017, 
which seriously damaged the facilities. Thanks to immense efforts of the staff and volunteers, 
the venue was prepared for the timely completion of the competition.

ź The venue was full of spectators each day. 100% of tickets was sold. Thanks to the location                        
in the city centre, many spectators stood behind the fencing. 

SPORT CLIMBING  

Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

SPORT CLIMBING   

GE
N

ER
AL

 IN
FO

RM
AT

IO
N VENUE ADDRESS   NowyTarg Square 29, Wrocław

ISF - International Federation of Sport Climbing (IFSC)

COMPETITION MANAGER   Jérôme MEYER  (FRA) – IFSC

VENUE MANAGER  Przemysław Bagiński  (POL) - WOC

VENUE CAPACITY  max 1040 seats, incl.: 
ź Public seats: 797
ź Athletes: 200
ź IF: 50
ź VIP: 60  
ź Media: 50
ź Partners: 100

TOURNAMENT TRANSPORT   dedicated transport from 
the place of accommodation to the venue:
ź Athletes (dedicated buses) – 6 km 
ź Officials (buses, taxi) – 3 km 
ź VIP (taxi) – 1 km
ź Media (shuttle bus from the media centre) - 1 km 
ź WOC/Volunteers (taxi/public transport) – 6 km 
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUESSection 12. SPORTS & VENUES

SPORT CLIMBING   

Men's Lead

JPN KORENAGA Keiichiro

JPN HADA Yuki

CAN MCCOLL Sean 

Men's Speed

IRI ALIPOURSHENAZANDIFAR Reza

UKR BOLDYREV Danyil

RUS KOKORIN Stanislav 

Men's Boulder 

JPN OGATA Yoshiyuki

GER HOJER Jan

RUS RUBTSOV Alexey

Women's Lead

BEL VERHOEVEN Anak

SLO GARNBRET Janja

FRA CHANOURDIE Julia

Women's Speed 

RUS KAPLINA Iuliia

FRA JAUBERT Anouck

RUS  TSYGANOVA Anna 

Women's Boulder

SRB GEJO Stasa

JPN NONAKA Miho

FRA GIBERT Fanny

Event Medal Country Athlete

RESULTS    
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

Venue arrangement

ź Dismantling of the first line of starting blocks. 
ź Dismantling of the swimming pool flags.
ź Designation of the area for judges.
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Participants
ź Athletes (100) 
ź Officials (17)

Project team
ź WOC (8 persons)
ź Partners (4 persons)
ź Volunteers (44 persons)
ź Safety & Security (27 persons)
ź Medical services (8 persons)

TV production
ź LIVE - 21-22.07.2017 (10 cameras) 

Competition schedule
ź 19-20.07.2017  Official training  
ź 21-22.07.2017 Competition 

Partners & Suppliers
Over 20 entities carrying out services, including sound 
systems, lighting, tournament signage, medical 
services, security, IT infrastructure, catering etc. 

FOP Partner
ź  Polish Diving Association

ź The competition took place in a new swimming pool, completely equipped to host such events. 

ź The competition was organised according to the Sport Specification in good cooperation with 
the International Federation. 

ź There was high attendance of spectators; however, taken into consideration modest capacity     
of the venue, there were situations as following: spectators obstructed the camera                         
on the tribune; many people were standing next to the fence, blocking emergency exits.

FINSWIMMING  

Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

FINSWIMMING   
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www.spartan.wroc.pl

VENUE ADDRESS   Orbita Swimming Pool Indoor,                
Wejherowska 32-34,  Wrocław

ISF - World Underwater Federation (WUF)

COMPETITION MANAGER   Michel Gaunard (FRA) - WUF

VENUE MANAGER   Anna Smurzyńska (POL) - WOC

VENUE CAPACITY  max 600 seats, incl.: 
ź Public seats: 350
ź Athletes: 100
ź IF: 50
ź VIP: 40  
ź Media: 30
ź Partners: 30

TOURNAMENT TRANSPORT   dedicated transport from 
the place of accommodation to the venue:
ź Athletes (dedicated buses) – 9 km 
ź Officials (buses, taxi) – 7 km 
ź VIP (taxi) – 7 km
ź Media (shuttle bus from the media centre) - 7 km 
ź WOC/Volunteers (taxi/public transport) – 10 km 
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Men's Surface 400m

HUN KANYO Denes

GER LAUSCHUS Max

ITA DE CEGLIE Davide

Men's Surface Relay 
4x100m

RUS
KABANOV Pavel,  KAZANTSEV Aleksey,  KOKOREV 

Dmitrii,  ZHURMAN Dmitrii 

ITA
FIGINI Stefano,  FUMAROLA Cesare,  NAVA Andrea,  

ZANARDI Kevin 

GER
KRITZLER Florian,  LAUSCHUS Max,  POSCHART Max,  

STRIEGLER Malte 

Women's Apnoea 50m

KOR JANG Ye Sol

KOR KIM Gain

UKR DYELOVA Kateryna

Women's Bi Fins 50m 

HUN SENANSZKY Petra

KOR CHOI Min Ji

HUN VARGA Krisztina

Women's Bi Fins 100m

HUN SENANSZKY Petra

HUN VARGA Krisztina

UKR PIKINER Iryna

Event Medal Country Athlete

RESULTS     

Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

Men's Apnoea 50m

RUS KABANOV Pavel

COL FERNANDEZ CASTILLO Mauricio

KOR LEE Dong Jin

Men's Bi Fins 50m

RUS ARBUZOV Andreyrio

CZE JAROLIM Jakub

BLR GAVRILOV Dmitry

Men's Bi Fins 100m

BLR GAVRILOV Dmitry

HUN KOSINA Gergo

CZE JAROLIM Jakub

Men's Surface 100m

RUS ZHURMAN Dmitrii

GER POSCHART Max

RUS KABANOV Pavel 

Men's Surface 200m

RUS ZHURMAN Dmitrii

GER POSCHART Max

RUS KOKOREV Dmitrii

Event Medal Country Athlete

RESULTS     

Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

FINSWIMMING   
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUESSection 12. SPORTS & VENUES

FINSWIMMING   

Women's Surface 
100m 

RUS MIKHAYLUSHKINA Ekaterina

CHN SHU Chengjing

RUS BER Anna

Women's Surface 
200m

RUS BARANOVSKAYA Valeriya

RUS MIKHAYLUSHKINA Ekaterina

UKR ANTONIAK Anastasiia

Women's Surface 
400m

CHN SUN Yiting

KOR KIM Bo Kyung

UKR ANTONIAK Anastasiia

Women's Surface 
Relay 4x100m

RUS
BARANOVSKAYA Valeriya,  BER Anna,  

MIKHAYLUSHKINA Ekaterina,                              
SKURLATOVA Aleksandra

COL
AGUIRRE JOYA Paula Alejandra,  FERNANDEZ 
CASTILLO Grace,  PEREZ RUBIO Kelly Ximena,  

RETAMOZO OLAYA Viviana Paola

KOR
JANG Ye Sol,  KIM Eun Kyoung,  KIM Gain,                      

KIM Bo Kyung

Event Medal Country Athlete
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

Venue arrangement

ź Temporary venue prepared especially for the event (one of the Odra river channels), which required a complex 
preparation of the FOP, storage area, changing area and a public zone.

ź Installation of the slalom track on the water and marking the area of the competition.
ź Delivery of the referees and competition boats.
ź Installation of mooring berths. 
ź Assembly of the tribunes, power generators and other temporary infrastructure.
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Participants
ź Athletes (Waterski 54, Wakeboard 30) 
ź Officials (20)

Project team
ź WOC (11 persons)
ź Partners (14 persons)
ź Volunteers (38 persons)
ź Safety & Security (22 persons)
ź Medical services (8 persons)

TV production
ź LIVE - 26-27.07.2017 (9 cameras) 

Competition schedule
ź 24.07.2017  Official training  
ź 25-27.07.2017 Competition 

Partners & Suppliers
Over 20 entities carrying out services, including sound 
systems, lighting, tournament signage, medical 
services, security, IT infrastructure, catering etc. 

FOP Partner
ź  Polish Motorboat and Water Ski Association 

ź The competition was organised according to the Sport Specification in good cooperation with 
the International Federation.

ź The entry to the competition for spectators was free of charge. Spectators could gather on both 
sides of the Odra River channel.

WATERSKI & WAKEBOARD  

Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

WATERSKI & WAKEBORD   

GE
N

ER
AL

 IN
FO

RM
AT

IO
N VENUE ADDRESS   Old Odra River, Pasterska, Wrocław

ISF - International Waterski & Wakeboard Federation (IWWFed)

COMPETITION MANAGER   Wiesław Kurnik (POL) - IWWFed

VENUE MANAGER   Adam Warchał (POL) - WOC

VENUE CAPACITY  max 2500 seats, incl.: 
ź Public seats: 350
ź Athletes: 100
ź VIP: 120  
ź Media: 30
ź Partners: 70

TOURNAMENT TRANSPORT   dedicated transport from 
the place of accommodation to the venue:
ź Athletes (dedicated buses) – 7 km 
ź Officials (buses, taxi) – 9 km 
ź VIP (taxi) – 7 km
ź Media (shuttle bus from the media centre) - 7 km 
ź WOC/Volunteers (taxi/public transport) – 6 km 
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WATERSKI & WAKEBORD   

RESULTS     

Men's Trick

AUS BRIANT Josh

FRA BALLON Pierre

BEL FORTAMPS Olivier

Men's 
Slalom

CZE SEDLMAJER Adam

CAN NEVEU Steve

ITA DEGASPERI Thomas

Men's Jump

GER SCHIPNER Bojan

CHI MIRANDA Rodrigo

BLR ISAYEU Aliaksandr

Men's 
Wakeboard 
Freestyle  

JPN TEZUKA Shota

KOR YUN Sanghyun

ISR FIRER Guy

Women's 
Trick

BLR BERDNIKAVA Natallia

FRA LUCINE Clementine

GER BONNEMANN Giannina

Event Medal Country Athlete

Women's 
Slalom

GER KRUEGER Geena

FRA LUCINE Clementine

BEL ADRIAENSEN Kate 

Women's 
Jump

BLR BERDNIKAVA Natallia

GRE
VYMPRANIETSOVA 

Marie

FIN MENESTRINA Jutta

Women's 
Wakeboard 
Freestyle 

USA BUTLER Nicola

USA LANG Erika

ITA VIRAG Alice

Event Medal Country Athlete
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

JU-JITSU  

Venue arrangement

ź Construction of the platform for the mats and assembly of the mats for the competition (the competition took 
place at the same venue as karate – the same platform was used).

ź Mounting of temporary air conditioning.
ź Assembly of additional tribunes and other temporary infrastructure. 
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Participants
ź Athletes (128) 
ź Officials (24)

Project team
ź WOC (6 persons)
ź Partners (12 persons)
ź Volunteers (30-50 persons)
ź Safety & Security (24 persons)
ź Medical services (8 persons)

TV production
ź LIVE - 28-29.07.2017 (8 cameras)
ź ENG - 29.07.2017

Competition schedule
ź 27.07.2017  Official training  
ź 28-29.07.2017 Competition

Partners & Suppliers
Over 10 entities carrying out services, including sound 
systems, lighting, tournament signage, medical 
services, security, IT infrastructure, catering etc. 

FOP Partner
ź Polish Judo Association

ź The competition was organised according to the Sport Specification in good cooperation with 
the International Federation. 

ź Experience gained during the World Championship in Ju-Jitsu was very useful in the organisation 
of TWG competition. 

ź On request of the anti-doping committee, the organisers had to produce additional venue 
signage to bring the athletes to the anti-doping room.  
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JU-JITSU

GE
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AT

IO
N VENUE ADDRESS   Gem Complex, Mianowskiego 2, Wrocław 

ISF - Ju-Jitsu International Federation (JJIF)

COMPETITION MANAGER   Joachim Thumfart (GER) - JJIF

VENUE MANAGER   Marek Michalak  (POL) - WOC

VENUE CAPACITY  max 1170 seats, incl.: 
ź Public seats: 810
ź Athletes: 160
ź VIP: 70  
ź Media: 30
ź Partners: 100  

TOURNAMENT TRANSPORT   dedicated transport from 
the place of accommodation to the venue:
ź Athletes (dedicated buses) – 6 km 
ź Officials (buses, taxi) – 9 km 
ź VIP (taxi) – 7 km
ź Media (shuttle bus from the media centre) - 7 km 
ź WOC/Volunteers (taxi/public transport) – 6 km 
 

www.gemhotel.pl
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

Men's 62kg Fighting

UKR MOCHULSKYI Bohdan

COL VIVIESCAS ORTIZ Jairo Alejandro

GER APOLONOV Roman

Men's 69kg Fighting

NED VOGELZANG Boy

RUS KORZHAVYKH Pavel

MEX GUTIERREZ CORTES Eduardo Alberto

Men's 77kg Fighting

RUS BOROK Ilia

GER KNEBL Andreas Stefan

SWE WIDGREN Fredrik Hans Axel

Men's 85kg Fighting

DEN WILLARD Mikkel Brix

RUS BELOV Denis

SWE SETH WENZEL William

Men's 94kg Fighting

POL SZEWCZAK Tomasz

IRI HAMID AGHCHAY Mohsen

SLO LAH Benjamin

Event Medal Country Athlete

RESULTS     

Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

JU-JITSU

Women's 55kg 
Fighting

DEN Rebekka Elisabeth Ziska

FRA BEAUCHET EP. DOUCET Laure, Murielle, Emille 

ITA SCRICCIOLO Jessica

Women's 62kg 
Fighting

FRA NEBIE Atio, Severine

ITA CAVARRETTA Annalisa

GER NEUPERT Carina

Women's 70kg 
Fighting 

GER ATTENBERGER Theresa

FRA LALANDE Chloe, Claude, Laurence

NED VAN LEEUWEN Aafke

Women's Duo

AUT BECIROVIC Mirneta,  BECIROVIC Mirnesa

SLO BESAL Sara,  DELAC Patricija

GER BIRN Blanca,  STURM Annalena

Women's 55kg Ne-
Waza

BEL AMJAHID Amal

MGL MUNKHGEREL Bayarmaa

POR MARQUES DIAS Ana Nair

Women's Open Ne-
Waza 

BEL AMJAHID Amal

JOR ALQUBAJ Luma Hatem  

POL MACKOWIAK Emilia 

Event Medal Country Athlete

RESULTS    
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RESULTS

Men's 
+94kg 

Fighting

FRA
FROMANGE Alexandre 

Didier Georges

POL RISS Rafal

MNE VUKCEVIC Dejan

Men's 
Duo

AUT
BICHLER Nicolaus,  
VOSTA Sebastian 

NED
ASSMANN Ruben,  

BUNNIK Marnix Willem

BEL
CLOOSTERMANS Ben Jos 

H.,  LARDON Bjarne

Men's 
62kg    

Ne-Waza

POL LOSKA Jedrzej

COL
VIVIESCAS ORTIZ Jairo 

Alejandro

JPN
KURAOKA Joao Carlos 

Hiroshi

Men's 
69kg Ne-

Waza

FRA ABBAS Haidar Raza

POL POLOK Maciej 

ISR PAPERNI Evyatar

Men's 
77kg   

Ne-Waza

SUI BULUT Ilke Kubilay

BEL Deputter Wim

POL KOZAK Maciej 

Men's 
85kg Ne-

Waza

MEX
SCHON WEINBERG Dan 

Melvin

SUI de Maddalena Daniel

RUS GUSEINOV Abdulbari

Event Medal Country Athlete

Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

JU-JITSU

Men's 94kg 
Ne-Waza

UAE ALKETBI Faisal

HUN SZUCS Kristof

BEL Minguet Florent

Men's +94kg 
Ne-Waza

MAR HOUMINE Seif Eddine

FRA
HUSSON Frederic Grevais 

Eugene

RUS SAK Aleksandr

Men's Open 
Ne-Waza

HUN SZUCS Kristof

UAE ALKETBI Faisal

MAR HOUMINE Seif Eddine

Mixed Duo  

ITA
PAGANINI Sara,     

VALLIERI Michele

GER
PASZKIEWICZ Julia,  

TOURBESLIS Johannes

BEL
GRAVENSTEYN Charis 
Jessy V.,  LODENS Ian 

Rudy A.

Mixed 
National  

Team 
Competiton

GER

APOLONOV Roman,  
ATTENBERGER Theresa,  

BIRN Blanca,  KNEBL 
Andreas Stefan,  
MEINKEN Malte,  

NEUPERT Carina,  
PASZKIEWICZ Julia,  
STURM Annalena,  

TOURBESLIS Johannes,  
WEIDENBECHER Tim

RUS

BELOV Denis,  BOROK 
Ilia,  GUSEINOV 

Abdulbari,  KORZHAVYKH 
Pavel,  MEDVEDEVA Olga,  

ZAINUKOV Zainutdin

POL

Giec Magdalena,            
KOZAK Maciej,              
LOSKA Jedrzej,  

MACKOWIAK Emilia,  
SZEWCZAK Tomasz,  

Walotek Marta

Event Medal Country Athlete
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

KARATE  

Venue arrangement

ź Construction of the platform for the mats (the competition took place at the same venue as Ju-Jitsu – the same 
platform was used).

ź Assembly of the mats for the competition. 
ź Mounting of temporary air conditioning.
ź Assembly of additional tribunes and other temporary infrastructure. 
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Participants
ź Athletes (96) 
ź Officials (26)

Project team
ź WOC (6 persons)
ź Partners (12 persons)
ź Volunteers (30-50 persons)
ź Safety & Security (24 persons)
ź Medical services (8 persons)

TV production
ź LIVE - 25-26.07.2017 (8 cameras)
ź ENG - 25.07.2017

Competition schedule
ź 24.07.2017  Official training  
ź 25-26.07.2017 Competition

Partners & Suppliers
Over 10 entities carrying out services, including sound 
systems, lighting, tournament signage, medical 
services, security, IT infrastructure, catering etc. 

FOP Partner
ź Wrocław Asian Sports Club "Budokan"

ź The competition was organised according to the Sport Specification in good cooperation with 
the International Federation. 

ź The fact that the organisers were the same team as during the Polish Championship in Karate 
WKF was a big advantage during TWG. Budokan Club was one of the main partners of WOC which 
was responsible for FOP during TWG2017.

ź On request of the anti-doping committee, the organisers had to produce additional signage       
to bring athletes to doping control room.  

ź The organisers had to make special routing and entrance for VIPs to avoid their clashing with 
other groups.    
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ISF - World Karate Federation (WKF)

COMPETITION MANAGER   Sara Wolff (ESP) - WKF

VENUE MANAGER   Marek Michalak  (POL) - WOC

VENUE CAPACITY  max 1170 seats, incl.: 
ź Public seats: 810
ź Athletes: 160
ź VIP: 70  
ź Media: 30
ź Partners: 100  

TOURNAMENT TRANSPORT   dedicated transport from 
the place of accommodation to the venue:
ź Athletes (dedicated buses) – 6 km 
ź Officials (buses, taxi) – 9 km 
ź VIP (taxi) – 7 km
ź Media (shuttle bus from the media centre) - 7 km 
ź WOC/Volunteers (taxi/public transport) – 6 km 
 

www.gemhotel.pl
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VENUE CAPACITY  max 1170 seats, incl.: 
ź Public seats: 810
ź Athletes: 160
ź VIP: 70  
ź Media: 30
ź Partners: 100  

TOURNAMENT TRANSPORT   dedicated transport from 
the place of accommodation to the venue:
ź Athletes (dedicated buses) – 6 km 
ź Officials (buses, taxi) – 9 km 
ź VIP (taxi) – 7 km
ź Media (shuttle bus from the media centre) - 7 km 
ź WOC/Volunteers (taxi/public transport) – 6 km 
 

www.gemhotel.pl
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KARATE

RESULTS    

Men's 
Kumite 60kg

AZE FARZALIYEV Firdosi

IRI MEHDIZADEH Amir

ESP GOMEZ GARCIA Matias

Men's 
Kumite 67kg

FRA DACOSTA Steven

GBR THOMAS Jordan

DOM FERRERAS Deivis

Men's 
Kumite 75kg

UKR HORUNA Stanislav

IRI ASIABARI Aliasghar

BRA VERISSIMO Hernanit

Men's 
Kumite 84kg

IRI POORSHAB Zabiollah

JPN ARAGA Ryutaro

TUR AKTAS Ugur

Men's 
Kumite 
+84kg

JPN KAGAWA Hideyoshi

IRI GANJZADEH Sajad

POL BABOS Michal

Men's Kata 

JPN KIYUNA Ryo

ESP QUINTERO Damian

VEN DIAZ Antonio

Event Medal Country Athlete

Women's 
Kumite     
50kg

FRA RECCHIA Alexandra

JPN MIYAHARA Miho

TUR OZCELIK Serap

Women's 
Kumite  
55kg

BRA KUMIZAKI Valeria

TPE WEN Tzu-Yun

ITA CARDIN Sara

Women's 
Kumite   
61kg

PER GRANDE Alexandra

UKR SEROGINA Anita

SVK SUCHANKOVA Ingrida

Women's 
Kumite  
68kg

ALG MATOUB Lamya

AUT BUCHINGER Alisa Theresa

JPN SOMEYA Kayo

Women's 
Kumite 
+68kg

JPN ABBASALI Hamideh

IRI ABBASALI Hamideh

FRA FLORENTIN Anne Laure

Women's 
Kata 

JPN SHIMIZU Kiyou

ESP SANCHEZ JAIME Sandra

FRA SCORDO Sandy

Event Medal Country Athlete
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

MUAYTHAI  

Venue arrangement

ź The competition took place in the same hall as sumo and kickboxing. 
ź The necessity of fast rearrangement of the venue after sumo for both kickboxing and muay thai required wise 

planning of the dohyo disassembly and fast cleaning of the parquet before the assembly of the rings. 
ź Preparation of the warm-up area on the surface of the inactive ice rink.
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Participants
ź Athletes (88) 
ź Officials (25)

Project team
ź WOC (8 persons)
ź Partners (12 persons)
ź Volunteers (38-50 persons)
ź Safety & Security (35 persons)
ź Medical services (15 persons)

TV production
ź ENG - 29.07.2017 
ź LIVE - 30.07.2017 (8 cameras) 

Competition schedule
  
ź 28-30.07.2017 Competition

Partners & Suppliers
Over 20 entities carrying out services, including sound 
systems, lighting, tournament signage, medical 
services, security, IT infrastructure, catering etc. 

FOP Partner
ź Polish Muaythai Federation

ź Once the same rings were used for both kickboxing and muay thai, it was obligatory to get          
the confirmation from the ring producer that there were certificates from both of the 
federations.

ź There were musicians playing traditional Thai music during the bouts and they needed special 
stage platforms and sound systems. 

ź It is necessary to specify additional equipment required by the world federation, e.g., tables for 
the athletes, monitors, etc. (during the competition IFMA decided to have additional monitors, 
which were not planned as obligatory equipment).

ź Considering a big number of judges and officials it is advised to pay attention to proper zoning 
and routing around the venue for different target groups.  
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MUAYTHAI
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N VENUE ADDRESS   Orita Sport Hall Wejherowska 34, Wrocław, 

ISF - International Federation of Muaythai Amateur (IFMA)

COMPETITION MANAGER   Dmitry Putilin (RUS) - IFMA

VENUE MANAGER   Anna Gumowska (POL) - WOC

VENUE CAPACITY  max 2306 seats, incl.: 
ź Public seats: 1340
ź Athletes: 260
ź VIP: 84  
ź Media: 50
ź Partners: 165  

TOURNAMENT TRANSPORT   dedicated transport from 
the place of accommodation to the venue:
ź Athletes (dedicated buses) – 9 km 
ź Officials (buses, taxi) – 7 km 
ź VIP (taxi) – 5 km
ź Media (shuttle bus from the media centre) - 5 km 
ź WOC/Volunteers (taxi/public transport) – 10 km 
 

www.spartan.wroc.pl
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MUAYTHAI

RESULTS    

Women's 
51kg

VIE YEN LI Bui

THA KOSON Apasara

USA TODD Janet

Women's 
54kg

SWE OLOFSSON Sofia

RUS DROZDOVA Valeriya

TUR BAS Meltem

Women's 
60kg

RUS VINNIKOVA Svetlana

FIN WINBERG Gia

ISR BLOCK Nili

Men's    
54kg

THA KHAMTHA Wiwat

RUS ABRAMOV Aleksandr

KAZ SARSEMBEKOV Almaz

Men's    
57kg

THA KHAMTHA Wiwat

RUS ABRAMOV Aleksandr

KAZ SARSEMBEKOV Almaz

Men's 
63.5kg 

UKR LIUBCHENKO Igor

IRI ZARINFAR Ali

POL SIEGERT Oskar

Event Medal Country Athlete

Men's    
67kg

UKR KULIABA Serhii

RUS KUZMIN Vladimir

THA
KHATTHAMARASRI 

Anueng

Men's    
71kg

THA MUENSANG Suppachai

IRI MINAEI Masoud

PER
MAZZETTI Gabrielle 

David

Men's    
75kg

BLR HURKOU Vital

UKR SOROKIN Vasyl

RUS GRIGOREV Ivan

Men's    
81kg

TUR DOGAN Ali

SWE NANGA Constantino

BLR SHOSTAK Mikita

Men's    
91kg

UKR PRYIMACHOV Oleh

POL RADOSZ Lukasz

CZE KLAUDA Jakub

Event Medal Country Athlete
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SUMO  

Venue arrangement

ź Construction of a traditional clay dohyo – it was necessary to secure the parquet accordingly as well as the 
construction of dohyo itself, to deliver and place in the construction 16 tons of clay. 

ź Mounting of trusses for the light and sound systems, preparation of a separate independent truss  for the 
illumination of the dohyo and canopy – it was necessary to disassemble everything quickly after sumo to prepare 
the hall for the next sports (kickboxing and muay thai).

ź Preparation of the warm-up area on the surface of inactive ice-rink. 
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Participants
ź Athletes (96) 
ź Officials (13)

Project team
ź WOC (8 persons)
ź Partners (5 persons)
ź Volunteers (18-26 persons)
ź Safety & Security (35 persons)
ź Medical services (13 persons)

TV production
ź LIVE - 22-23.07.2017 (8 cameras)

Competition schedule
  
ź 21.07.2017  Official training
ź 22-23.07.2017 Competition

Partners & Suppliers
Over 20 entities carrying out services, including sound 
systems, lighting, tournament signage, medical 
services, security, IT infrastructure, catering etc. 

FOP Partner
ź Athletic Association "Rozum" in Krotoszyn

ź The competition was organised according to the Sport Specification and in good cooperation 
with the International Federation.

ź Besides the organisation of the event, ISF helped WOC with additional personnel responsible for 
the preparation of the dohyo (Dohyo Technical Officials).

ź The preparation of the dohyo must start far in advance (the laying of the clay took nearly 3 days).

ź It was a must to have interpreters to ease communication with ISF (ISF hired interpreters 
additionally which by far simplified the cooperation).

ź Given that there were many judges and officials, the organisers had to plan the zones of the venue 
wisely and prepare proper routing around the venue for different target groups.

Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES

SUMO

GE
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N VENUE ADDRESS   Orita Sport Hall Wejherowska 34, Wrocław, 

ISF - International Sumo Federation (IFS)

COMPETITION MANAGER   Yoshiro Nakamoto (JPN) - IFS

VENUE MANAGER   Anna Gumowska (POL) - WOC

VENUE CAPACITY  max 2306 seats, incl.: 
ź Public seats: 1340
ź Athletes: 260
ź VIP: 84  
ź Media: 50
ź Partners: 165  

TOURNAMENT TRANSPORT   dedicated transport from 
the place of accommodation to the venue:
ź Athletes (dedicated buses) – 9 km 
ź Officials (buses, taxi) – 7 km 
ź VIP (taxi) – 5 km
ź Media (shuttle bus from the media centre) - 5 km 
ź WOC/Volunteers (taxi/public transport) – 10 km 
 

www.spartan.wroc.pl

Section 12. SPORTS & VENUES
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Section 12. SPORTS & VENUESSection 12. SPORTS & VENUES

SUMO

RESULTS    

Men's 
Lightweight

RUS Altyev Batyr

USA Sabo Trent

POL Wojda Pawel

Men's 
Middleweight

RUS Kaziev Atsamaz

EGY Hossam Misbah

MGL Ochirkhuu Usukhbayar

Men's 
Heavyweight

RUS Margiev Vasilii

EGY Belal Ramy

JPN Kurokawa Soichiro

Men's Open 
Weight

RUS Margiev Vasilii

RUS Altyev Batyr

JPN Miwa Hayato

Women's 
Lightweight

UKR Trosiuk Svitlana

BRA
Montgomery Higuchi 

Luciana

POL Macios Magdalena

Women's 
Middleweight 

MGL Otgon Munkhtsetseg

JPN Ota Asano

UKR Maksymenko Maryna

Event Medal Country Athlete

Women's 
Heavyweight

RUS Poliakova Anna

RUS Davydko Olga

THA Vituteerasan Viparat

Women's 
Open Weigh

RUS Poliakova Anna

UKR Berezovska Ivanna

RUS Davydko Olga

Event Medal Country Athlete
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Summary, conclusions and recommendations

The World Games 2017 were one of the largest sporting events in Polish history, and the most difficult logistical 
project in the history of Polish sport. If one should summarise the whole event in numbers, the following figures can 
be mentioned: a total of 240,000 participants  attended events at 26 venues and in the fan zone, ten days of sports 
competition, with 3,500 athletes from 112 countries, the Polish national team won 30 medals, 1,600 volunteers 
helped the event run smoothly, 700 journalists from 50 countries provided coverage. Also, 12 kilometres                     
of provisional fence was installed, over 1400 medals were awarded, 120 mobile containers were used. A total                
of 12 kilometres of cables, 590 extension cords and power strips, 17 power generators powered the Games;        
55,000 litres of fuel kept vehicles moving; 32 temporary spectator stands with a total capacity of 13,920 seats were 
installed. Eighteen kilometres of network cables, 6 kilometres of fibre optic cables, 1 radio link, 106 laptops,                 
68 network printer-scanners ensured good communications. The medical staff of 480 and a total of 40 emergency 
rescue service vehicles a day kept people safe and healthy, 389 anti-doping samples were taken during 69 control 
missions. Perimeter LEDs with the length amounting to 350 metres of and 23 large screens kept everyone informed.

International sport federations, athletes, journalists and guests felt that Wrocław organised the Games very well. 
The sports venues were of a high standard, the competitions were carried out very smoothly, spectator stands were 
full of fans, and the TV broadcast surpassed the previous editions of this event in terms of reach and quality.          
Even a massive storm that partially destroyed external spectator stands in Wrocław on 23 July could not prevent               
the continuation of the event. The stands were reconstructed on the same day without interrupting the Games. 

Due to the multi-sport nature of the event, the key factor for success was the cooperation between WOC and ISF who 
were responsible for supervising the correct course of the competitions. They also worked well with Polish sport 
associations, clubs and institutions responsible for the preparation and handling of the field of play. A very important 
role was played by Competition Managers from the ISF and Local Experts consulted on an ongoing basis by WOC             
in terms of organisational and technical matters. Thanks to the enormous commitment of each party, a number             
of working meetings, consultation, visits and jointly organised test events, it was possible to hold competitions        
at the highest sport level.

To summarise the sport achievements: 

The winner of the medal classification was Russia: 63 (28-21-14); then Germany: 42 (18-10-14) and Italy:                 
42 (16-13-13). A total of 17 world records were beaten during the Games in the following sports: finswimming, 
lifesaving, boules, powerlifting, indoor rowing and sport climbing.

       LEGACY13.  

"Games must be at the service of the City. The City must NOT be at the service of the Games….  Because Games are 
temporary and the City is permanent!” 

Jose Miquel Abad, CEO Local Organising Committee Olympic Games – Barcelona 1992

General information

Wrocław, as an innovative city promoting sustainable development, decided to organise TWG2017 both for             
the promotional reasons such as increasing the recognisability of the city in Poland and abroad, and for the values 
carried by the event to residents of the Host City. 

The organisation of the Games contributed to achieving the following aims:

ź recognising Wrocław as the sportiest city in Poland,
ź encouraging people in Wrocław to choose sport as a form of self-development and a leisure activity,
ź increasing the participation of children and young people in sports activities,
ź providing support to local institutions and businesses operating in the sports sector, and
ź Building an image of Wrocław as an open and friendly city; a city that is worth living in, worth visiting and                      

is business-friendly.

The Legacy TWG2017 programme in Wrocław includes: 

ź development of the sports infrastructure,
ź sport and educational programmes,
ź supporting the development of TWG2017 sport disciplines, and
ź promotion of Wrocław, the Lower Silesian Voivodeship and Poland as the Hosts of the Games.

Development of the sports infrastructure

The following investments were completed while preparing for the Games:

ź major renovation of the Olympic Stadium located at ul. Paderewskiego,
ź renovation of the swimming pool complex located at ul. Wejherowska, and
ź construction of a roller skating rink at ul. Sukielnicka.

The total cost of investment amounted to nearly PLN 200 million, including PLN 25 million from the Ministry               
of Sports and Tourism and PLN 5 million from the Lower Silesian Voivodeship.

As part of the Games organisation, the following sports infrastructure investments were made in TWG2017 Partner 
Cities:

ź a comprehensive renovation of the ice rink in Świdnica which was also partially financed from the Ministry           
of Sports and Tourism amounting to PLN 2 million, and

ź construction of a swoop pond at the Szymanów Airfield.

Section 13. LEGACYSection 12. SPORTS & VENUES
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       LEGACY13.  

"Games must be at the service of the City. The City must NOT be at the service of the Games….  Because Games are 
temporary and the City is permanent!” 

Jose Miquel Abad, CEO Local Organising Committee Olympic Games – Barcelona 1992

General information
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Sport and educational programmes

WOC, together with its partner organisations, carried out a number of sport and educational programmes aimed      
at children and young people aged 4-19 as well as physical education teachers. As some of the projects were 
attractive to and had interest from  third parties, they  were expanded to other cities/towns of the Lower Silesian 
region or were carried out as nation-wide projects.

The main objectives of these projects included:
 
ź promotion of physical activity,
ź increasing the diversity of generally available forms of physical activity,
ź making equipment for TWG 2017 sports available,
ź increasing knowledge of TWG 2017 sport disciplines, and
ź preventing social pathologies by offering alternative ways of spending leisure time.

The following projects, among others, were implemented in the years 2014-2017:

Section 13. LEGACYSection 13. LEGACY

Programme ”Mali Wspaniali" 
("Magnificent Minors”)

Overall physical conditioning activities with elements of martial arts for children aged 4-6. 
The project was carried out from November 2014 in kindergartens. It reached a total              
of 102 kindergartens and nearly 10,000 children.

Programme "Unihokej – uczy, 
bawi i wychowuje" ("Floorball 

teaches, entertains, educates")

An educational programme comprising: 
ź training for physical education teachers,
ź delivery of sport equipment to selected schools,
ź competitions for schools engaged in the project.

Programme "ORIENTUJ SIĘ!" 
("GET ORIENTED!")

A sports project to promote orienteering, carried out from Autumn 2014 in Lower Silesia, 
comprising:
ź training in schools, and
ź TWG2017 League of Schools providing the students an opportunity to take part                                     

in a competition each month.
A total of 72 primary schools and 15,985 children took part in the project.

Programme "AgloCamp TWG"
Sports camp AGLOCAMP The World Games. Activities in a dozen or so disciplines                                                          
of TWG2017 were organised during the camp. Attending the camp was an award for sport 
achievements. A total of 64 children aged 10-13 took part in the camp.

Programme "Football Flag"
A sport and educational programme promoting american football;                                                                                       
it comprised training for teachers and classes in schools held once a week.                                                                
The participant schools included 6 primary schools and 6 junior secondary schools.

Programme "Ferie TWG2017"   
("Winter Holiday TWG2017")

A sports project held during the winter holidays. Exercise sessions for children were held for 
seven days . They involved a location-based game with elements of TWG2017 sports.                    
A total of 1,000 students from 10 Wrocław primary schools took part the game. 

Programme "Przewodnik po 
dyscyplinach TWG2017"                  

("TWG2017 Disciplines Guide")

This educational programme was a series of meetings for physical education teachers that 
took place in 2016 and 2017. The meetings gave information on the sports of TWG2017.

Programme "Godziny sportowe 
dla Wrocławian/Parki  

wypożyczalnia w Parku" 
("Sports hours for Wrocław 
residents/ Parks and sports 

equipment rental in the Park")

The promotion of an active sporting lifestyle carried our during the summer months                  
in 11 of Wrocław's parks, involving:
ź free rental of the equipment for TWG2007 sports e.g. tug-of-war, american football, 

petanque, ultimate frisbee, and
ź free open training in TWG sports.

Programme "Korfball - drużyna 
przyjaciół" ("Korfball - a team                       

of friends"

A sport and educational programme to promote korfball, carried out in the academic year 
2016/2017, comprising:
ź teacher training, 
ź providing the participating schools with korfball equipment
ź classes in korfball, and
ź an inter-school tournament concluding the participation in the project.
The programme was attended by physical education teachers, junior and senior secondary 
school students from six Wrocław schools.

Programme „Poznajemy 
dyscypliny The World Games 

2017” ("We learn about sports 
of The World Games 2017")

A sport and educational programme aimed at Wrocław kindergartens, carried out                   
in 2017, comprising:
ź training for kindergarten teachers in basic principles of sports covered by TWG2017 

programme, and
ź providing kindergartens with sets of equipment to be used during sport classes and 

games with children.

Programme "Akademia Małych 
Mistrzów" ("Little Champions 

Academy")

A sport and educational project, where sports Academies were established in ten Polish 
cities, including in Wrocław. The key idea of the project was to provide physical activity 
opportunities to as many pre-school children as possible. Project aims:
ź handball training,
ź health-promoting education aimed at children and parents  in the form of recurring 

meetings "Little Champions Academy – expert Panel", and
ź occasional visits to sporting events (active and passive participation).
A total of 752 people benefitted from this project.

Programme Description
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The programmes mentioned above meant the main objective of Legacy TWG2017 was achieved. Owing to extensive 
educational activities, children, young people and adults could learn about sport disciplines which are less popular  
in Poland. Residents of Wrocław had an opportunity to get acquainted with TWG2017 sports and take part in sport 
workshops, e.g. as part of activities in Wrocław parks. All the social groups mentioned had the chance to experience 
sport as one of the more interesting ways of spending leisure time. Additionally, health-aware attitudes were 
promoted.

Promotion of Wrocław, the Lower Silesian Voivodeship and Poland as the Hosts of TWG2017

The main tool for the promotion of Poland, the Lower Silesian Voivodeship and the City of Wrocław as the Hosts           
of TWG2017, was attendance at sports and tourism promotion trade fair events. The aim and the key guideline was  
to enhance their image among people who would potentially visit Poland, increase the media interest in Poland and 
the largest sporting event of 2017 to be held in Wrocław, Poland.

From2014–2017, WOC took part in international trade fairs held in Warsaw, Wrocław, Poznań, Katowice, Prague and 
Berlin. WOC also presented a broad offer in Brazil at the Summer Sport Exhibition JOGOS 2017 held in Rio de Janeiro 
and at the World Exhibition EXPO 2015 in Milan.

At these trade fairs, TWG2107 was promoted with workshops presenting selected TWG sport disciplines and 
information campaigns using TWG2017 publicity materials.

As part of the Games promotion and Legacy activities, Polish Mail designed a postage stamp and postcard inspired 
by TWG 2017. A total of 160,000 stamps and 1,500 souvenir sheets were produced.  

Supporting the development of TWG2017 disciplines

For the four years before the Games, WOC and individual sports associations planned and carried out a series                  
of testing and promotional events at the Polish Championship, European Championship and World Championship 
levels. This lead to an increase in skills and knowledge in organising national and international events at the highest 
level.

As part of public procurement processes carried out by the Ministry of Sports and Tourism, the Office for Sport 
Tourism and Recreation of the Municipality of Wrocław and the Wrocław Organising Committee, the WOC partners 
purchased sport equipment intended for  use during TWG2017 (such as martial arts mats, gymnastics equipment, 
balls, nets, goals, lines, platforms etc.). Such a manner of providing the sports equipment in cooperation with sport 
clubs and associations resulted in that the equipment is held by institutions whose aim is to develop particular 
disciplines and that the equipment will be used for training and organisation of another competitions. 

In 2015 the Ministry of Sports and Tourism launched a special programme to support the development of non-
Olympic sports. Thanks to this programme, PLN 20 million was spent each year to support athletes in their training  
in sports covered by TWG2017 programme. 

The Polish Olympic Committee, working with WOC and the Ministry of Sports and Tourism, undertook to coordinate 
the preparation and participation of the Polish national team in TWG2017. POC was responsible for: organising 
periodical meetings with representatives of Polish associations, providing national team apparel, organisation        
of the pledge to be said by the team and the mission for caring of athletes' affairs during the event. This was the first 
time in the history of Poland's competing in TWG that the cooperation was so broadly defined. It will continue              
in the future. The Ministry of Sports and Tourism financed the preparations of the Polish national team for taking 
part in TWG2017.

Summary

The holding of TWG2017 in Wrocław contributed to an increase in activities to promote an active lifestyle. Wrocław 
residents, by participating in sport and educational programmes and other promotional activities related                  
to TWG2017, could learn about new methods to actively spend their leisure time, while less-active people could start 
their adventure with sport activities after getting acquainted with the disciplines of TWG.

The construction of new sports venues and revitalisation of existing ones is on opportunity for Wrocław residents         
to spend their leisure time actively and has allowed for a wider range of sport events to be held. 

Training of teachers in TWG2017 sports, and the equipment given to schools under Games projects, will allow for 
sport disciplines other than those most often found in schools to continue

Section 13. LEGACYSection 13. LEGACY
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 14.        THE WORLD GAMES PLAZA

General information

According to the Agreement with IWGA, WOC was obliged to arrange a Fan 
Zone, named The World Games Plaza (TWG Plaza), included in TWG2017 
programme. 

Plac Wolności - a huge square in the city centre - was chosen to be TWG 
Plaza – a location proven successful in major artistic events such                    
as concerts. 

Having analysed the options, the owner of rights to TWG2017 decided                 
to entrust the organisation of TWG Plaza to an institution who had 
experience in the production of outdoor cultural and artistic events – Biuro Festiwalowe Impart.

The comprehensive implementation of the Fan Zone involved a detailed plan of land development, contracting 
artists in line with the artistic concept and actual production of TWG Plaza. 
 
The WOC team developed the key programme guidelines, namely it defined the target group, the customer profile, 
and the assumptions about the objectives of the artistic programme. Then, on this basis, a TWG Plaza daily 
programme was developed, which included a sports section and an artistic part. 

Operation of TWG Plaza

The Fan Zone was in operation from 21 to 29 July 2017 from 3.00 p.m. to 11.00 p.m. each day.

Apart from the sports and artistic programme, the Fan Zone comprised a catering area, a Kaufland store and              
a TWG-branded items shop. 

Functionally, TWG Plaza was divided into two areas: a daily activity area with a small stage arranged on a container 
and a concert area with a large stage on the eastern side of the square.

From 3.00 p.m. to 7:45 p.m. sports programme activities and artistic events were held on the small stage, while from 
7:45 p.m. the concert area was opened. 

Section 14. THE WORLD GAMES PLAZASection 14. THE WORLD GAMES PLAZA

The TWG Plaza functional plan was as follows:

The sports programme consisted of the following items: 

ź live broadcasts from TWG programme competition events,
ź creating a space for active leisure time; in this zone there was a beach handball and beach volleyball field and       

a skimboard track, and
ź organising sport shows from the "Sports Garden" programme. 

The World Games Plaza artistic programme aimed to present different genres of music in order to reach as many 
audiences as possible. 

The detailed schedule is below:

21.07 
ź Stage on the container: DJ SET
ź Main stage: CHAMBARA sport show, Wand ballet, support + KULT (band)

22.07
ź Stage on the container: DJ SET
ź Main stage: sport presentation wrestling, support + DAWID KWIATKOWSKI  

23.07
ź Stage on the container: DJ SET
ź Main stage: sport presentation  Koluchstyle, concert by PAULA I KAROL and GIRLS ON FIRE

24.07
ź Stage on the container: DJ SET
ź Main stage: HOO DOO BAND & Friends 

25.07 
ź Stage on the container from 3.00 p.m. to 7.45 p.m.: Daniel Drumz (U Know Me Records) and DJ Hubson
ź Main stage: Grubson
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26.07  -  KAUFLAND ATHLETES' PARTY
ź Stage on the container from 3.00 p.m. to 7.45 p.m.: Last Robots and Miód
ź Main stage: 8.00 p.m. – 9.00 p.m. Novika & Mr Lex and from 9.00 p.m. to 10.30 p.m. Chase & Status
ź From 10.30 p.m. to 11.30 p.m. mapping and laser show on the façade of the National Music Forum (NFM)

27.07
ź Stage on the container from 3.00 p.m. to 7.45 p.m.: Rap Szalet
ź Main stage: Electro Acoustic Beat Sessions with their guests: Bitamina, Hades and Waldemar Kasta

28.07
ź Stage on the container from 3.00 p.m. to 7.45 p.m.: Junior Stress, DjKrzaku, 
ź Main stage: Joint Venture Soundsystem, Vavamuffin

29.07
ź Stage on the container from 3.00 p.m. to 7.45 p.m.: Miód
ź Stage on the container from 8.00 p.m.: Rebeka

Athletes' Party

One of the evenings in the TWG Plaza programme was designed for the organisation of the so-called Athletes' Party 
– an event dedicated to all athletes taking part in the Games.

The event was organised under the sponsorship of the General Sponsor of the Games – Kaufland, who acquired         
the rights of titular sponsor of the event. 

Due to the nature of the event(for athletes participating in the Games), the Kaufland Athlete's Party's main objective 
was to focus on international audiences with varied musical tastes. The concert was divided into two parts: the first 
one was played by Novika, and the second one was the international electronic music star Chase & Status.                
After the concert part of the event, a mapping and laser show was held on the façade of the National Music Forum 
(NFM). 

Athlete of the Day

Each day, an Athlete of the Day award was granted. The selection of the athlete was made by IWGA and the award 
ceremonies were held on the large concert stage of TWG Plaza in the evening part of the artistic programme              
at 7.45 p.m., just before the main concerts.

List of awarded athletes:

Summary

The total number of people who attended TWG Plaza events was 75,000.

The concerts performed by Dawid Kwiatkowski, Chase & Status and KULT were especially popular, and the beach and 
skimboard track were among the attractions.

As a result of unfavourable weather conditions (a storm) on July 23, the Zone's activity was limited to afternoon and 
evening activities on the main stage, such as the presentation of the sport discipline “Koluchstyle” and music 
performances by “Paula& Karol” and “Girls on Fire”.
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21.07 Róża Gumienna, Dmitrii Zhurman Adam Roczek, Wojciech Adamski

22.07 Sara Moreno, Vincente Lli Ron Froehlich

23.07
Reza Alipourshenazandifar, Otgon 

Munkhtstseg
Tom Dielen

24.07
Wojciech Bógdał, Clara Guerrero and Rocio 

Restrepo
Jose Perurena

25.07 Larisa Soloviova, Amedeo Tonelli Chantal Boehi

26.07 Matthias Kyburz, Kiyou Shimizu Co Koren

27.07 Slobodan Mijajlovic, Natalia Berdnikava Max Bishop

28.07 Amal Amjahid, Muensang Suppachai Fumio Morooka

29.07 Women's tug-of-war team from Taipei Dj Mackovets

30.07 Anna Miadzielec and JackekTarczyło Max Bishop, Wojciech Adamski

Date Athlete of the Day Presenter
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27.07
ź Stage on the container from 3.00 p.m. to 7.45 p.m.: Rap Szalet
ź Main stage: Electro Acoustic Beat Sessions with their guests: Bitamina, Hades and Waldemar Kasta

28.07
ź Stage on the container from 3.00 p.m. to 7.45 p.m.: Junior Stress, DjKrzaku, 
ź Main stage: Joint Venture Soundsystem, Vavamuffin

29.07
ź Stage on the container from 3.00 p.m. to 7.45 p.m.: Miód
ź Stage on the container from 8.00 p.m.: Rebeka

Athletes' Party

One of the evenings in the TWG Plaza programme was designed for the organisation of the so-called Athletes' Party 
– an event dedicated to all athletes taking part in the Games.

The event was organised under the sponsorship of the General Sponsor of the Games – Kaufland, who acquired         
the rights of titular sponsor of the event. 

Due to the nature of the event(for athletes participating in the Games), the Kaufland Athlete's Party's main objective 
was to focus on international audiences with varied musical tastes. The concert was divided into two parts: the first 
one was played by Novika, and the second one was the international electronic music star Chase & Status.                
After the concert part of the event, a mapping and laser show was held on the façade of the National Music Forum 
(NFM). 

Athlete of the Day

Each day, an Athlete of the Day award was granted. The selection of the athlete was made by IWGA and the award 
ceremonies were held on the large concert stage of TWG Plaza in the evening part of the artistic programme              
at 7.45 p.m., just before the main concerts.

List of awarded athletes:

Summary

The total number of people who attended TWG Plaza events was 75,000.

The concerts performed by Dawid Kwiatkowski, Chase & Status and KULT were especially popular, and the beach and 
skimboard track were among the attractions.

As a result of unfavourable weather conditions (a storm) on July 23, the Zone's activity was limited to afternoon and 
evening activities on the main stage, such as the presentation of the sport discipline “Koluchstyle” and music 
performances by “Paula& Karol” and “Girls on Fire”.
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21.07 Róża Gumienna, Dmitrii Zhurman Adam Roczek, Wojciech Adamski

22.07 Sara Moreno, Vincente Lli Ron Froehlich

23.07
Reza Alipourshenazandifar, Otgon 

Munkhtstseg
Tom Dielen

24.07
Wojciech Bógdał, Clara Guerrero and Rocio 

Restrepo
Jose Perurena

25.07 Larisa Soloviova, Amedeo Tonelli Chantal Boehi

26.07 Matthias Kyburz, Kiyou Shimizu Co Koren

27.07 Slobodan Mijajlovic, Natalia Berdnikava Max Bishop

28.07 Amal Amjahid, Muensang Suppachai Fumio Morooka

29.07 Women's tug-of-war team from Taipei Dj Mackovets

30.07 Anna Miadzielec and JackekTarczyło Max Bishop, Wojciech Adamski
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